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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q contains certain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or Securities Act, and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or Exchange Act. Forward-looking statements are generally identifiable by use of
forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “potential,” “intend,” “expect,” “seek,” “anticipate,” “estimate,”
“believe,” “could,” “project,” “predict,” “continue,” “future” or other similar words or expressions. Forward-looking statements
are not guarantees of performance and are based on certain assumptions, discuss future expectations, describe plans and
strategies, contain projections of results of operations or of financial condition or state other forward-looking information. Such
statements include, but are not limited to, those relating to our ability to make distributions to our stockholders, our reliance on
our advisor and our sponsor, the operating performance of our investments, our financing needs, the effects of our current
strategies and investment activities and our ability to effectively deploy capital. Our ability to predict results or the actual effect
of plans or strategies is inherently uncertain. Although we believe that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking
statements are based on reasonable assumptions, our actual results and performance could differ materially from those set forth
in the forward-looking statements and you should not unduly rely on these statements. These forward-looking statements
involve risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause our actual results in future periods to differ materially from those
forward-looking statements.
All forward-looking statements included in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q are based on information available to us on the
date hereof and we are under no duty to update any of the forward-looking statements after the date of this report to conform
these statements to actual results.
Factors that could have a material adverse effect on our operations and future prospects are set forth in our filings with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission, or the SEC, including Part I, Item 1A. of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2020 and in Part II, Item 1A. of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q under the heading “Risk Factors.”
The risk factors set forth in our filings with the SEC could cause our actual results to differ significantly from those contained in
any forward-looking statement contained in this report.
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PART I—Financial Information
Item 1. Financial Statements
NORTHSTAR HEALTHCARE INCOME, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(Dollars in Thousands, Except Share Data)
September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

December 31, 2020

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

$

Restricted cash

89,777

$

65,995

20,747

27,575

Operating real estate, net

972,437

1,483,930

Investments in unconsolidated ventures

220,936

229,173

—

55,864

Real estate debt investment, net
Assets held for sale
Receivables, net
Goodwill and intangible assets, net
Other assets

488,241

5,000

6,004

14,735

2,708

26,483

17,341

Total assets(1)

9,681

$

1,818,191

$

1,918,436

$

1,384,765

$

1,416,871

Liabilities
Mortgage and other notes payable, net
Line of credit - related party

—

35,000

Due to related party

2,897

8,318

Escrow deposits payable

5,609

3,851

30,918

38,393

Other liabilities

3,971

3,941

(1)

1,428,160

1,506,374

—

—

Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Total liabilities

Commitments and contingencies (Note 13)
Equity
NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc. Stockholders’ Equity
Preferred stock, $0.01 par value, 50,000,000 shares authorized, no shares issued and outstanding as of
September 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020
Common stock, $0.01 par value, 400,000,000 shares authorized, 192,406,582 and 190,409,341 shares
issued and outstanding as of September 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)

1,923

1,904

1,717,915

1,710,023

(1,331,734)

(1,302,755)

(786)

Total NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc. stockholders’ equity

467

387,318

Non-controlling interests
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity

$

409,639

2,713

2,423

390,031

412,062

1,818,191

$

1,918,436

_______________________________________
(1) Represents the consolidated assets and liabilities of NorthStar Healthcare Income Operating Partnership, LP (the “Operating Partnership”). The Operating
Partnership is a consolidated variable interest entity (“VIE”), of which NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc. (together with its consolidated subsidiaries, the
“Company”) is the sole general partner and owns approximately 99.99%. As of September 30, 2021, the Operating Partnership includes $0.5 billion and
$0.5 billion of assets and liabilities, respectively, of certain VIEs that are consolidated by the Operating Partnership. Refer to Note 2, “Summary of
Significant Accounting Policies.”

Refer to accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements (unaudited).
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NORTHSTAR HEALTHCARE INCOME, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(Dollars in Thousands, Except Per Share Data)
(Unaudited)
Three Months Ended September 30,
2021

Nine Months Ended September 30,

2020

2021

2020

Property and other revenues
Resident fee income

$

27,370

$

28,006

$

83,906

$

90,033

Rental income

37,006

39,114

101,669

Other revenue

38

23

80

165

64,414

67,143

185,655

208,507

1,067

1,927

4,667

5,738

Real estate properties - operating expenses

45,784

46,501

136,503

137,530

Interest expense

15,780

16,459

47,767

49,591

—

—

54

7

2,769

4,431

8,307

13,293

2,432
13,828

3,446
15,945

8,544
44,772

8,763
48,929

Total property and other revenues

118,309

Interest income
Interest income on debt investments
Expenses

Transaction costs
Asset management fees - related party
General and administrative expenses
Depreciation and amortization
Impairment loss

4,600

—

5,386

91,437

85,193

86,782

251,333

349,550

Other income, net

—

612

6,892

1,447

Realized gain (loss) on investments and other

75

—

7,479

—

Total expenses
Other income (loss)

Income (loss) before equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated
ventures and income tax expense
Equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures

(19,637)

(17,100)

(46,640)

(133,858)

7,943

(1,043)

17,819

(36,799)

Income tax expense

(59)

(15)

(85)

(43)

Net income (loss)

(11,753)

(18,158)

(28,906)

(170,700)

Net (income) loss attributable to non-controlling interests
Net income (loss) attributable to NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc.
common stockholders
Net income (loss) per share of common stock, basic/diluted

100

171

(73)

$

(11,653) $

(17,987) $

(28,979) $

(169,749)

$

(0.06) $

(0.09) $

(0.15) $

(0.90)

Weighted average number of shares of common stock outstanding, basic/
diluted (1)
Distributions declared per share of common stock

191,937,161
$

—

189,756,911
$

—

951

191,285,186
$

—

189,378,629
$

—

_______________________________________
(1) The Company has issued 66,840 restricted stock units during the nine months ended September 30, 2021. The restricted stock units have been excluded
from the diluted earnings per share calculation as their impact is anti-dilutive due to the net loss generated during the three and nine months ended
September 30, 2021.

Refer to accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements (unaudited).
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NORTHSTAR HEALTHCARE INCOME, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
(Dollars in Thousands)
(Unaudited)
Three Months Ended September 30,
2021
Net income (loss)

$

Nine Months Ended September 30,

2020

2021

(11,753) $

(18,158) $

(671)

459

2020

(28,906) $

(170,700)

Other comprehensive income (loss)
Foreign currency translation adjustments related to investment in
unconsolidated venture
Total other comprehensive income (loss)

(671)

Comprehensive income (loss)

(12,424)

Comprehensive (income) loss attributable to non-controlling interests
Comprehensive income (loss) attributable to NorthStar
Healthcare Income, Inc. common stockholders

$

459
(17,699)

(399)

(1,253)

(399)

(30,159)

(171,099)

100

171

(73)

(12,324) $

(17,528) $

(30,232) $

Refer to accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements (unaudited).
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NORTHSTAR HEALTHCARE INCOME, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF EQUITY
(Dollars and Shares in Thousands)

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

Retained
Earnings
(Accumulated
Deficit)

1,891

$ 1,702,260

$

Common Stock
Shares
Balance as of December 31,
2019

189,111

Amount
$

Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

(1,041,297) $

Total
Company’s
Stockholders’
Equity

(470) $

662,384

Noncontrolling
Interests
$

5,120

Total
Equity
$

667,504

Share-based payment of
advisor asset management fees

400

4

2,496

—

—

2,500

—

2,500

Amortization of equity-based
compensation

—

—

38

—

—

38

—

38

Non-controlling interests contributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

86

86

Non-controlling interests distributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

(85)

(85)

Shares redeemed for cash

—

—

(320)

(3)

Other comprehensive income
(loss)

—

—

—

Net income (loss)

—

—

—

1,892

$ 1,702,799

Balance as of March 31, 2020
(Unaudited)

189,191

Share-based payment of
advisor asset management fees

$

(1,995)

—

$

(1,044)

(1,998)

—

(1,998)

(1,044)

—

(1,044)

(66)

(12,547)

(12,481)

—

(12,481)

(1,053,778) $

(1,514) $

649,399

$

5,055

$

654,454

400

4

2,496

—

—

2,500

—

2,500

Issuance and amortization of
equity-based compensation

29

—

39

—

—

39

—

39

Non-controlling interests contributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

7

7

Non-controlling interests distributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

(54)

(54)

Other comprehensive income
(loss)

—

—

—

—

186

186

—

186

Net income (loss)

—

—

—

1,896

$ 1,705,334

Balance as of June 30, 2020
(Unaudited)

189,620

$

(139,281)
$

(1,193,059) $

—

(139,281)

(1,328) $

512,843

(714)
$

4,294

(139,995)
$

517,137

Share-based payment of
advisor asset management fees

400

4

2,496

—

—

2,500

—

2,500

Amortization of equity-based
compensation

—

—

46

—

—

46

—

46

Non-controlling interests contributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

75

75

Non-controlling interests distributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

(12)

(12)

Other comprehensive income
(loss)

—

—

—

—

459

459

—

459

Net income (loss)

—

—

—

1,900

$ 1,707,876

Balance as of September 30,
2020 (Unaudited)

190,020

$

(17,987)
$

(1,211,046) $

—
(869) $

(17,987)
497,861

Refer to accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements (unaudited).
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NORTHSTAR HEALTHCARE INCOME, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF EQUITY (Continued)
(Dollars and Shares in Thousands)

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

Retained
Earnings
(Accumulated
Deficit)

1,904

$ 1,710,023

$

Common Stock
Shares
Balance as of December 31,
2020

190,409

Amount
$

Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

(1,302,755) $

467

Total
Company’s
Stockholders’
Equity

Noncontrolling
Interests

$

$

409,639

2,423

Total
Equity
$

412,062

Share-based payment of
advisor asset management fees

643

6

2,494

—

—

2,500

—

2,500

Amortization of equity-based
compensation

—

—

46

—

—

46

—

46

Non-controlling interests contributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

240

240

Non-controlling interests distributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

(350)

(350)

Other comprehensive income
(loss)

—

—

—

—

(474)

(474)

—

(474)

Net income (loss)

—

—

—

—

(10,463)

308

(10,155)

1,910

$ 1,712,563

(7) $

401,248

(10,463)

Balance as of March 31, 2021
(Unaudited)

191,052

Share-based payment of
advisor asset management fees

643

6

2,494

—

—

2,500

—

2,500

Amortization of equity-based
compensation

—

—

73

—

—

73

—

73

Non-controlling interests contributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

146

146

Non-controlling interests distributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

(33)

(33)

Other comprehensive income
(loss)

—

—

—

—

(108)

(108)

—

(108)

Net income (loss)

—

—

—

1,916

$ 1,715,130

Balance as of June 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

191,695

$

$

$

(1,313,218) $

(6,863)
$

(1,320,081) $

—
(115) $

$

(6,863)
396,850

2,621

$

(135)
$

2,599

403,869

(6,998)
$

399,449

Share-based payment of
advisor asset management fees

712

7

2,762

—

—

2,769

—

2,769

Amortization of equity-based
compensation

—

—

23

—

—

23

—

23

Non-controlling interests contributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

259

259

Non-controlling interests distributions

—

—

—

—

—

—

(45)

(45)

Other comprehensive income
(loss)

—

—

—

—

(671)

(671)

—

(671)

Net income (loss)

—

—

—

1,923

$ 1,717,915

Balance as of September 30,
2021 (Unaudited)

192,407

$

(11,653)
$

(1,331,734) $

—
(786) $

(11,653)
387,318

Refer to accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements (unaudited).
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$

2,713
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NORTHSTAR HEALTHCARE INCOME, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(Dollars in Thousands)
(Unaudited)
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021
2020
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income (loss)
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash provided by operating
activities:
Equity in (earnings) losses of unconsolidated ventures
Depreciation and amortization
Impairment loss
Capitalized interest for mortgage and other notes payable
Amortization of below market debt
Straight-line rental (income) loss, net
Amortization of discount/accretion of premium on investments
Amortization of deferred financing costs
Amortization of equity-based compensation
Paid-in-kind interest on real estate debt investment
Realized (gain) loss on investments and other
Change in allowance for uncollectible accounts
Issuance of common stock as payment for asset management fees
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Receivables
Other assets
Due to related party
Escrow deposits payable
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Other liabilities
Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Capital expenditures for operating real estate
Sale of operating real estate
Repayment of real estate debt investment
Investments in unconsolidated ventures
Distributions from unconsolidated ventures
Real estate debt investment modification fee
Other assets
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:
Borrowings from mortgage notes
Repayment of mortgage notes
Borrowings from line of credit - related party
Repayment of borrowings from line of credit - related party
Payment of deferred financing costs
Payments under finance leases
Shares redeemed for cash
Contributions from non-controlling interests
Distributions to non-controlling interests
Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities
Net increase in cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash-beginning of period
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash-end of period

9

$

$

(28,906) $

(170,700)

(17,819)
44,772
5,386
—
2,369
7,432
(697)
1,354
142
(194)
(7,479)
108
7,769

36,799
48,929
91,437
222
2,311
224
(92)
1,416
123
—
—
1,803
7,500

1,191
(7,560)
(5,421)
1,758
(8,866)
306
(4,355)

(4,363)
4,961
(1,896)
1,137
8,274
(105)
27,980

(17,344)
28,078
74,376
(400)
6,971
686
—
92,367

(8,990)
927
—
—
1,963
—
(35)
(6,135)

26,000
(61,121)
—
(35,000)
(708)
(446)
—
645
(428)
(71,058)
16,954
93,570
110,524 $

—
(14,418)
35,000
—
—
(457)
(1,998)
168
(151)
18,144
39,989
58,820
98,809

Table of Contents
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021
2020
Supplemental disclosure of non-cash investing and financing activities:
Accrued capital expenditures
Assets acquired under finance leases
Assets acquired under operating leases
Reclassification of assets held for sale

$

1,391
144
100
488,241

$

Refer to accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements (unaudited).
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NORTHSTAR HEALTHCARE INCOME, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Unaudited)
1. Business and Organization
NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc., together with its consolidated subsidiaries (the “Company”), manages a diversified portfolio
of investments in healthcare real estate, owned directly or through joint ventures, with a focus on the mid-acuity seniors housing
sector, which the Company defines as assisted living (“ALF”), memory care (“MCF”), skilled nursing (“SNF”), independent
living facilities (“ILF”) and continuing care retirement communities (“CCRC”), which have independent living, assisted living,
skilled nursing and memory care available on one campus. Primarily through joint ventures, the Company is also invested in
other healthcare property types, including medical office buildings (“MOB”), hospitals, rehabilitation facilities and ancillary
healthcare services businesses. The Company’s investments are predominantly in the United States, but through its joint
ventures also has international investments in the United Kingdom.
The Company was formed in October 2010 as a Maryland corporation and commenced operations in February 2013. The
Company elected to be taxed as a real estate investment trust (“REIT”) under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended
(the “Internal Revenue Code”), commencing with the taxable year ended December 31, 2013. The Company has conducted its
operations, and intends to do so in the future, so as to continue to qualify as a REIT for U.S. federal income tax purposes.
Substantially all of the Company’s business is conducted through NorthStar Healthcare Income Operating Partnership, LP (the
“Operating Partnership”). The Company is the sole general partner of the Operating Partnership. The limited partners of the
Operating Partnership are NorthStar Healthcare Income Advisor, LLC (the “Prior Advisor”) and NorthStar Healthcare Income
OP Holdings, LLC (the “Special Unit Holder”), each an affiliate of the Company’s sponsor. The Prior Advisor invested $1,000
in the Operating Partnership in exchange for common units and the Special Unit Holder invested $1,000 in the Operating
Partnership and was issued a separate class of limited partnership units (the “Special Units”), which are collectively recorded as
non-controlling interests on the accompanying consolidated balance sheets as of September 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020.
As the Company issued shares, it contributed substantially all of the proceeds from its continuous, public offerings to the
Operating Partnership as a capital contribution. As of September 30, 2021, the Company’s limited partnership interest in the
Operating Partnership was 99.99%.
The Company’s charter authorizes the issuance of up to 400.0 million shares of common stock with a par value of $0.01 per
share and up to 50.0 million shares of preferred stock with a par value of $0.01 per share. The board of directors of the
Company is authorized to amend its charter, without the approval of the stockholders, to increase the aggregate number of
authorized shares of capital stock or the number of shares of any class or series that the Company has authority to issue.
The Company is externally managed and has no employees. The Company is sponsored by DigitalBridge Group, Inc. (formerly
Colony Capital, Inc.) (NYSE: DBRG) (“DigitalBridge” or the “Sponsor”), a global REIT, that owns, operates and invests across
the full spectrum of digital infrastructure and real estate including cell towers, data centers, fiber, small cells and edge
infrastructure. Effective June 21, 2021, the Sponsor changed its name from Colony Capital, Inc. to DigitalBridge Group, Inc.,
and its ticker symbol from “CLNY” to “DBRG.”
DigitalBridge manages capital on behalf of its stockholders, as well as institutional and retail investors. The Company’s advisor,
CNI NSHC Advisors, LLC (the “Advisor”), is a subsidiary of DigitalBridge and manages its day-to-day operations pursuant to
an advisory agreement. In September 2021, the Sponsor announced that it had entered into a purchase and sale agreement to
divest of its healthcare platform, including the Advisor and the individuals currently engaged in the management and oversight
of the healthcare platform.
From inception through September 30, 2021, the Company raised $2.0 billion in total gross proceeds from the sale of shares of
common stock in its continuous, public offerings (the “Offering”), including $232.6 million pursuant to its distribution
reinvestment plan (the “DRP”).
Impact of COVID-19
The world continues to experience the broad effects of the coronavirus 2019 (“COVID-19”) pandemic. The Company's
healthcare real estate business and investments have been challenged by declines in resident occupancy and operating cash
flows, increases in cost burden faced by operators, lease concessions sought by tenants, and a stressed market affecting real
estate values in general. The Company anticipates lasting impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on its business, even as states and
municipalities have eased and may further ease restrictions.
The continuing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Company’s operational and financial performance will depend on a
variety of factors, which may differ considerably across regions and fluctuate over time. An extended recovery period increases
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the risk of a prolonged negative impact on the Company’s financial condition and results of operations. While the Company has
the ability to meet its near term liquidity needs, general market concerns over credit and liquidity continue, and the effects of
COVID-19 may also lead to heightened risk of litigation, with an ensuing increase in litigation and related costs.
At this time, the progression of the global economic recovery from the broad effects of COVID-19 remains difficult for the
Company to assess and estimate the future impact of COVID-19 on the Company's results of operations. Accordingly, any
estimates of the effects of COVID-19 as reflected or discussed in these financial statements are based upon the Company's best
estimates using information known to the Company as of the date of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, and such estimates
may change, the effects of which could be material. The Company will continue to monitor the progression of the economic
recovery from COVID-19 and reassess its effects on the Company’s results of operations and recoverability of value across its
assets as conditions change.
2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Basis of Accounting
The accompanying unaudited consolidated financial statements and related notes of the Company have been prepared in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States (“U.S. GAAP”) for interim financial reporting and
the instructions to Form 10-Q and Rule 10-01 of Regulation S-X. Accordingly, certain information and note disclosures
normally included in the consolidated financial statements prepared under U.S. GAAP have been condensed or omitted. In the
opinion of management, all adjustments considered necessary for a fair presentation of the Company’s financial position, results
of operations and cash flows have been included and are of a normal and recurring nature. The operating results presented for
interim periods are not necessarily indicative of the results that may be expected for any other interim period or for the entire
year. These consolidated financial statements should be read in conjunction with the Company’s consolidated financial
statements and notes thereto included in the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31,
2020, which was filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on March 23, 2021.
Reclassifications
Certain prior period amounts have been reclassified on the consolidated statements of operations from other revenue to other
income, net to conform to current period presentation. Prior period federal COVID-19 provider relief funds, which totaled $0.6
million and $1.4 million for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2020, respectively, have been reclassified on the
consolidated statements of operations from other revenue to other income, net.
Principles of Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company, the Operating Partnership and their consolidated
subsidiaries. The Company consolidates entities in which it has a controlling financial interest by first considering if an entity
meets the definition of a variable interest entity (“VIE”) for which the Company is deemed to be the primary beneficiary or if the
Company has the power to control an entity through majority voting interest or other arrangements. All significant intercompany
balances are eliminated in consolidation.
Variable Interest Entities
A VIE is an entity that lacks one or more of the characteristics of a voting interest entity. A VIE is defined as an entity in which
equity investors do not have the characteristics of a controlling financial interest or do not have sufficient equity at risk for the
entity to finance its activities without additional subordinated financial support from other parties. The determination of whether
an entity is a VIE includes both a qualitative and quantitative analysis. The Company bases its qualitative analysis on its review
of the design of the entity, its organizational structure including decision-making ability and relevant financial agreements and
the quantitative analysis on the forecasted cash flow of the entity. The Company reassesses its initial evaluation of an entity as a
VIE upon the occurrence of certain reconsideration events.
A VIE must be consolidated only by its primary beneficiary, which is defined as the party who, along with its affiliates and
agents, has both the: (i) power to direct the activities that most significantly impact the VIE’s economic performance; and (ii)
obligation to absorb the losses of the VIE or the right to receive the benefits from the VIE, which could be significant to the VIE.
The Company determines whether it is the primary beneficiary of a VIE by considering qualitative and quantitative factors,
including, but not limited to: which activities most significantly impact the VIE’s economic performance and which party
controls such activities; the amount and characteristics of its investment; the obligation or likelihood for the Company or other
interests to provide financial support; consideration of the VIE’s purpose and design, including the risks the VIE was designed to
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create and pass through to its variable interest holders and the similarity with and significance to the business activities of the
Company and the other interests. The Company reassesses its determination of whether it is the primary beneficiary of a VIE
each reporting period. Judgments related to these determinations include estimates about the current and future fair value and
performance of investments held by these VIEs and general market conditions. During the nine months ended September 30,
2021, the Company determined that a reconsideration event for an unconsolidated VIE did not result in a change in the
evaluation that the Company is not the primary beneficiary.
The Company evaluates its investments and financings, including investments in unconsolidated ventures and securitization
financing transactions to determine whether each investment or financing is a VIE. The Company analyzes new investments and
financings, as well as reconsideration events for existing investments and financings, which vary depending on type of
investment or financing.
As of September 30, 2021, the Company has identified certain consolidated and unconsolidated VIEs. Assets of each of the
VIEs, other than the Operating Partnership, may only be used to settle obligations of the respective VIE. Creditors of each of the
VIEs have no recourse to the general credit of the Company.
Consolidated VIEs
The most significant consolidated VIEs are the Operating Partnership and certain properties that have non-controlling interests.
These entities are VIEs because the non-controlling interests do not have substantive kick-out or participating rights. The
Operating Partnership consolidates certain properties that have non-controlling interests. Included in operating real estate, net
and assets held for sale on the Company’s consolidated balance sheets as of September 30, 2021 is $222.8 million and $274.1
million, respectively, related to such consolidated VIEs. Included in mortgage and other notes payable, net on the Company’s
consolidated balance sheet as of September 30, 2021 is $440.4 million, collateralized by the real estate assets of the related
consolidated VIEs.
Unconsolidated VIEs
As of September 30, 2021, the Company identified unconsolidated VIEs related to its real estate equity investments with a
carrying value of $220.9 million. The Company’s maximum exposure to loss as of September 30, 2021 would not exceed the
carrying value of its investment in the VIEs. Based on management’s analysis, the Company determined that it is not the primary
beneficiary of these VIEs and, accordingly, they are not consolidated in the Company’s financial statements as of September 30,
2021. During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company contributed $0.4 million to an unconsolidated VIE. As
of September 30, 2021, there were no explicit arrangements or implicit variable interests that could require the Company to
provide financial support to its unconsolidated VIEs.
Voting Interest Entities
A voting interest entity is an entity in which the total equity investment at risk is sufficient to enable it to finance its activities
independently and the equity holders have the power to direct the activities of the entity that most significantly impact its
economic performance, the obligation to absorb the losses of the entity and the right to receive the residual returns of the entity.
The usual condition for a controlling financial interest in a voting interest entity is ownership of a majority voting interest. If the
Company has a majority voting interest in a voting interest entity, the entity will generally be consolidated. The Company does
not consolidate a voting interest entity if there are substantive participating rights by other parties and/or kick-out rights by a
single party or through a simple majority vote.
The Company performs on-going reassessments of whether entities previously evaluated under the voting interest framework
have become VIEs, based on certain events, and therefore subject to the VIE consolidation framework.
Investments in Unconsolidated Ventures
A non-controlling, unconsolidated ownership interest in an entity may be accounted for using the equity method or the Company
may elect the fair value option.
The Company will account for an investment under the equity method of accounting if it has the ability to exercise significant
influence over the operating and financial policies of an entity, but does not have a controlling financial interest. Under the
equity method, the investment is adjusted each period for capital contributions and distributions and its share of the entity’s net
income (loss). Capital contributions, distributions and net income (loss) of such entities are recorded in accordance with the
terms of the governing documents. An allocation of net income (loss) may differ from the stated ownership percentage interest
in such entity as a result of preferred returns and allocation formulas, if any, as described in such governing documents.
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Equity method investments are recognized using a cost accumulation model, in which the investment is recognized based on the
cost to the investor, which includes acquisition fees. The Company records as an expense certain acquisition costs and fees
associated with consolidated investments deemed to be business combinations and capitalizes these costs for investments
deemed to be acquisitions of an asset, including an equity method investment.
Non-controlling Interests
A non-controlling interest in a consolidated subsidiary is defined as the portion of the equity (net assets) in a subsidiary not
attributable, directly or indirectly, to the Company. A non-controlling interest is required to be presented as a separate
component of equity on the consolidated balance sheets and presented separately as net income (loss) and comprehensive income
(loss) attributable to controlling and non-controlling interests. An allocation to a non-controlling interest may differ from the
stated ownership percentage interest in such entity as a result of a preferred return and allocation formula, if any, as described in
such governing documents.
Estimates
The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that could affect the amounts reported in the consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes. Actual
results could materially differ from those estimates and assumptions. Any estimates of the effects of COVID-19 as reflected
and/or discussed in these financial statements are based upon the Company's best estimates using information known to the
Company as of the date of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. Such estimates may change and the impact of which could be
material.
Cash, Cash Equivalents and Restricted Cash
The Company considers all highly-liquid investments with an original maturity date of three months or less to be cash
equivalents. Cash, including amounts restricted, may at times exceed the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation deposit
insurance limit of $250,000 per institution. The Company mitigates credit risk by placing cash and cash equivalents with major
financial institutions. To date, the Company has not experienced any losses on cash and cash equivalents.
Restricted cash consists of amounts related to operating real estate (escrows for taxes, insurance, capital expenditures, security
deposits received from tenants and payments required under certain lease agreements) and other escrows required by lenders of
the Company’s borrowings.
The following table provides a reconciliation of cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash as reported on the consolidated
balance sheets to the total of such amounts as reported on the consolidated statements of cash flows (dollars in thousands):
September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)
Cash and cash equivalents

$

89,777

Restricted cash

December 31, 2020
$

20,747

Total cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash

$

110,524

65,995
27,575

$

93,570

Operating Real Estate
Operating real estate is carried at historical cost less accumulated depreciation. Major replacements and betterments which
improve or extend the life of the asset are capitalized and depreciated over their useful life. Ordinary repairs and maintenance
are expensed as incurred. Operating real estate is depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life of the
assets, summarized as follows:
Category:

Term:

Building

30 to 50 years

Building improvements

Lesser of the useful life or remaining life of the building

Land improvements

9 to 15 years

Tenant improvements

Lesser of the useful life or remaining term of the lease

Furniture, fixtures and equipment

5 to 14 years
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Construction costs incurred in connection with the Company’s investments are capitalized and included in operating real estate,
net on the consolidated balance sheets. Construction in progress is not depreciated until the asset is available for its intended use.
Lessee Accounting
A leasing arrangement, a right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in exchange for consideration, is
classified by the lessee either as a finance lease, which represents a financed purchase of the leased asset, or as an operating
lease. For leases with terms greater than 12 months, a lease asset and a lease liability are recognized on the balance sheet at
commencement date based on the present value of lease payments over the lease term.
Lease renewal or termination options are included in the lease asset and lease liability only if it is reasonably certain that the
option to extend would be exercised or the option to terminate would not be exercised. As the implicit rate in most leases are not
readily determinable, the Company’s incremental borrowing rate for each lease at commencement date is used to determine the
present value of lease payments. Consideration is given to the Company’s recent debt financing transactions, as well as publicly
available data for instruments with similar characteristics, adjusted for the respective lease term, when estimating incremental
borrowing rates.
Lease expense is recognized over the lease term based on an effective interest method for finance leases and on a straight-line
basis for operating leases.
Right of Use (“ROU”) - Finance Assets
The Company has entered into finance leases for equipment totaling $3.5 million, which is included in furniture, fixtures, and
equipment within operating real estate, net and assets held for sale on the Company’s consolidated balance sheets. The leased
equipment is amortized on a straight-line basis. For the nine months ended September 30, 2021 and 2020, payments for finance
leases totaled $0.5 million, respectively.
The following table presents the future minimum lease payments under finance leases and the present value of the minimum
lease payments, which are included in other liabilities on the Company’s consolidated balance sheets (dollars in thousands):
October 1 to December 31, 2021

$

168

Years Ending December 31:
2022

588

2023

167

2024

71

2025

29

Thereafter

50

Total minimum lease payments

$

1,073

Less: Amount representing interest

$

(75)

Present value of minimum lease payments

$

998

The weighted average interest rate related to the finance lease obligations is 6.4% with a weighted average lease term of 2.2
years.
As of September 30, 2021, there were no leases that had yet to commence which would create significant rights and obligations
to the Company as lessee.
Assets Held For Sale
The Company classifies certain long-lived assets as held for sale once the criteria, as defined by U.S. GAAP, have been met and
are expected to sell within one year. Long-lived assets to be disposed of are reported at the lower of their carrying amount or fair
value minus cost to sell, with any write-down recorded to impairment loss on the consolidated statements of operations.
Depreciation and amortization is not recorded for assets classified as held for sale.
As of September 30, 2021, the Company classified the six net lease properties and eight operating facilities within the
Watermark Fountains portfolio as held for sale. The Watermark Fountains portfolio is included in the Company’s net lease and
operating direct investment segments. Refer to “—Subsequent Events” for further information.
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As of December 31, 2020, the Company classified two operating real estate properties within the Kansas City portfolio as held
for sale, which were sold in June 2021.
Real Estate Debt Investments
Real estate debt investments are generally intended to be held to maturity and, accordingly, are carried at cost, net of
unamortized loan fees, premium, discount and unfunded commitments. Debt investments where the Company does not have the
intent to hold the loan for the foreseeable future or until its expected payoff are classified as held for sale and recorded at the
lower of cost or estimated fair value. Refer to “—Credit Losses on Real Estate Debt Investments and Receivables” for additional
information on estimated credit loses for real estate debt investments.
Goodwill, Intangible Assets and Deferred Costs
Deferred Costs
Deferred costs primarily include deferred financing costs and deferred lease costs. Deferred financing costs represent
commitment fees, legal and other third-party costs associated with obtaining financing. These costs are recorded against the
carrying value of such financing and are amortized to interest expense over the term of the financing using the effective interest
method. Unamortized deferred financing costs are expensed to realized gain (loss) on investments and other, when the
associated borrowing is repaid before maturity. Costs incurred in seeking financing transactions which do not close are expensed
in the period in which it is determined that the financing will not occur. Deferred lease costs consist of fees incurred to initiate
and renew operating leases, which are amortized on a straight-line basis over the remaining lease term and are recorded to
depreciation and amortization in the consolidated statements of operations.
Identified Intangibles
The Company records acquired identified intangibles, such as the value of in-place leases, goodwill and other intangibles, based
on estimated fair value at the acquisition date. The value allocated to the identified intangibles is amortized over the remaining
lease term. In-place leases are amortized into depreciation and amortization expense.
Impairment analysis for identified intangible assets is performed in connection with the impairment assessment of the related
operating real estate. An impairment establishes a new basis for the identified intangible asset and any impairment loss
recognized is not subject to subsequent reversal. Refer to “—Impairment on Operating Real Estate and Investments in
Unconsolidated Ventures” for additional information.
Goodwill represents the excess of the purchase price over the fair value of net tangible and intangible assets acquired in a
business combination and is not amortized. The Company performs an annual impairment test for goodwill in the fourth quarter
and evaluates the recoverability whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value of goodwill may
not be fully recoverable. In making such assessment, qualitative factors are used to determine whether it is more likely than not
that the fair value of a reporting unit is less than its carrying value. If the estimated fair value of the reporting unit is less than its
carrying value, then an impairment charge is recorded.
Identified intangible assets are recorded in deferred costs and intangible assets, net on the consolidated balance sheets. The
following table presents deferred costs and intangible assets, net (dollars in thousands):
September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

December 31, 2020

$

$

Goodwill and intangible assets, net:
In-place lease value, net
(1)

2,673

4,635

Goodwill

—

Certificate of need intangible assets(1)

—

380

2,673

26,402

Subtotal intangible assets
Deferred costs, net
Total

21,387

35
$

2,708

81
$

26,483

_______________________________________
(1) Represents amounts that have been classified as held for sale as of September 30, 2021.

The Company recorded amortization expense for in-place leases and deferred costs of $0.3 million and $0.5 million for the three
months ended September 30, 2021 and 2020, respectively. For the nine months ended September 30, 2021 and 2020, the
Company recorded $1.3 million and $1.4 million, respectively.
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In-place lease value, net includes a gross asset amount of $120.1 million for in-place leases related to the Company’s direct
investment - net lease properties, of which $117.4 million has been amortized as of September 30, 2021. All other in-place
leases related to the Company’s direct investment - operating properties have been fully amortized as of September 30, 2021.
The following table presents future amortization of in-place lease value and deferred costs (dollars in thousands):
October 1 to December 31, 2021

$

101

Years Ending December 31:
2022

355

2023

337

2024

337

2025

337

Thereafter
Total

1,241
$

2,708

Other Assets
The following table presents a summary of other assets (dollars in thousands):
September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

December 31,
2020

Other assets:
Healthcare facility regulatory reserve deposit(1)

$

6,000

$

—

Remainder interest in condominium units(2)

2,327

2,327

Prepaid expenses

5,033

3,798

Lease / rent inducements, net

2,978

2,246

406

447

Utility deposits
Other
Total

597
$

17,341

863
$

9,681

_______________________________________
(1) Represents the Company’s contribution to a required regulatory reserve that is held by a net lease operator.
(2) Represents future interests in property subject to life estates.

Revenue Recognition
Operating Real Estate
Rental income from operating real estate is derived from leasing of space to healthcare operators, including rent received from
the Company’s net lease properties and rent, ancillary service fees and other related revenue earned from ILF residents. Rental
income recognition commences when the operator takes legal possession of the leased space and the leased space is substantially
ready for its intended use. The leases are for fixed terms of varying length and generally provide for rentals and expense
reimbursements to be paid in monthly installments. Rental income from leases is recognized on a straight-line basis over the
term of the respective leases. ILF resident agreements are generally short-term in nature and may allow for termination with 30
days’ notice. The excess of rents recognized over amounts contractually due pursuant to the underlying leases are included in
receivables, net on the consolidated balance sheets. The Company amortizes any operator inducements as a reduction of revenue
utilizing the straight-line method over the term of the lease.
The Company also generates revenue from operating healthcare properties. Revenue related to operating healthcare properties
includes resident room and care charges, ancillary fees and other resident service charges. Rent is charged and revenue is
recognized when such services are provided, generally defined per the resident agreement as of the date upon which a resident
occupies a room or uses the services. Resident agreements are generally short-term in nature and may allow for termination with
30 days’ notice. Revenue derived from our ALFs, MCFs and CCRCs is recorded in resident fee income in the consolidated
statements of operations.
Revenue from operators and residents is recognized at lease commencement only to the extent collection is expected to be
probable in consideration of operators’ and residents’ creditworthiness. This assessment is based on several qualitative and
quantitative factors, including and as appropriate, the payment history, ability to satisfy its lease obligations, the value of the
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underlying collateral or deposit, if any, and current economic conditions. If collection is assessed to not be probable thereafter,
lease income recognized is limited to amounts collected, with the reversal of any revenue recognized to date in excess of
amounts received. If collection is subsequently reassessed to be probable, revenue is adjusted to reflect the amount that would
have been recognized had collection always been assessed as probable.
A summary of rental income recognized for the nine months ended September 30, 2021 for the Company’s direct net lease
properties is as follows:
•

The operator of the Smyrna property failed to remit rental payments and accordingly no lease income was recognized.
The Smyrna property was sold in May 2021.

•

The operator of the Arbors portfolio failed to remit contractual monthly rent obligations and the Company deemed it not
probable that these obligations will be satisfied in the future. Beginning in February 2021, the Company recorded rental
income to the extent rental payments were received. In addition, rental income was reduced by $7.4 million for the
write-off of straight-line rent receivables, as full collection of rent under the lease was deemed not to be probable.

•

Despite the adverse effects of COVID-19 on its operations, the operator of the Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio
has remitted full contractual rent. Effective April 15, 2021, the Company executed a lease modification that allows the
operator of the Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio to defer up to $3.0 million of contractual rent payments over
the remaining term of the lease, which will be forgiven at the expiration or earlier termination of the lease, subject to the
satisfaction and compliance with certain terms and conditions. The Company has recognized rental revenue on a
straight-line basis based on the modified terms of the lease, with the assumption that the deferred contractual rent
payments will be forgiven.

For the three months ended September 30, 2021 and 2020, total property and other revenues includes variable lease revenue of
$3.5 million and $2.6 million, respectively. For the nine months ended September 30, 2021 and 2020, total property and other
revenue includes variable lease revenue of $10.1 million and $10.9 million, respectively. Variable lease revenue includes
ancillary services provided to operator/residents, as well as non-recurring services and fees at the Company’s operating facilities.
In addition, the Company recognized grant income received from the Provider Relief Fund administered by the U.S. Department
of Health & Human Services (“DHHS”) totaling $7.4 million and $1.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2021
and 2020. The grant income is classified as other income, net in the consolidated statements of operations. These grants are
intended to mitigate the negative financial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic as reimbursements for expenses incurred to
prevent, prepare for and respond to COVID-19 and lost revenues attributable to COVID-19. Provided that we attest to and
comply with certain terms and conditions of the grants, we will not be required to repay these grants in the future.
Lease Concessions Related to COVID-19
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Company continues to engage with affected operators on a case-by-case basis to
evaluate and respond to the current environment and assess the potential for flexible payment terms. For lease concessions
resulting directly from the impact of COVID-19 that do not result in a substantial increase in the rights of the lessor or the
obligations of the lessee, for example, where total payments required by the modified contract will be substantially the same as
or less than the original contract, the Company made a policy election to account for the concessions as though the enforceable
rights and obligations for those concessions existed in the lease contracts, under a relief provided by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (“FASB”). Under the relief, the concessions will not be treated as lease modifications that are accounted for
over the remaining term of the respective leases, as the Company believes this would not accurately reflect the temporary
economic effect of the concessions. Instead, (i) rent deferrals that meet the criteria will be treated as if no changes were made to
the lease contract, with continued recognition of lease income and receivable under the original terms of the contract; and (ii)
rent forgiveness that meets the criteria will be accounted for as variable lease payments in the affected periods.
Effective June 1, 2020, the Company granted a lease concession to the operator of its Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio.
The concession allowed the operator to defer a portion of contractual rent payments for a 90-day period, with full contractual
rent to be repaid over the 12 months following the concession period. The lease concession provided the operator relief
consistent with the debt forbearance received from the lender of the properties in the portfolio. The lease concession period
ended on August 31, 2020 and the operator has resumed remitting contractual rent payments, including amounts related to
deferred rent granted under the lease concession. As of September 30, 2021, the operator has fully repaid the outstanding
deferred rent.
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Real Estate Debt Investments
Interest income is recognized on an accrual basis and any related premium, discount, origination costs and fees are amortized
over the life of the investment using the effective interest method. The amortization is reflected as an adjustment to interest
income in the consolidated statements of operations. The amortization of a premium or accretion of a discount is discontinued if
such investment is reclassified to held for sale.
Income recognition is suspended for an investment at the earlier of the date at which payments become 90-days past due or
when, in the opinion of the Company, a full recovery of income and principal becomes doubtful. When the ultimate
collectability of the principal of an investment is in doubt, all payments are applied to principal under the cost recovery method.
When the ultimate collectability of the principal of an investment is not in doubt, contractual interest is recorded as interest
income when received, under the cash basis method until an accrual is resumed when the investment becomes contractually
current and performance is demonstrated to be resumed. Interest accrued and not collected will be reversed against interest
income. An investment is written off when it is no longer realizable or legally discharged.
Impairment on Operating Real Estate and Investments in Unconsolidated Ventures
Due to uncertainties over the extent and duration of the economic fallout from COVID-19, it is difficult for the Company to
assess and estimate the future economic effects of COVID-19 with any meaningful precision. As the future impact of
COVID-19 will depend on many factors beyond the Company’s control and knowledge, the resulting effect on impairment of the
Company's real estate held for investment and held for sale and investments in unconsolidated ventures may materially differ
from the Company's current expectations and further impairment charges may be recorded in future periods.
Operating Real Estate
The Company’s real estate portfolio is reviewed on a quarterly basis, or more frequently as necessary, to assess whether there are
any indicators that the value of its operating real estate may be impaired or that its carrying value may not be recoverable. A
property’s value is considered impaired if the Company’s estimate of the aggregate expected future undiscounted cash flow
generated by the property is less than the carrying value. In conducting this review, the Company considers U.S.
macroeconomic factors, real estate and healthcare sector conditions, together with asset specific and other factors. To the extent
an impairment has occurred, the loss is measured as the excess of the carrying value of the property over the estimated fair value
and recorded in impairment loss in the consolidated statements of operations.
Real estate held for sale is stated at the lower of its carrying amount or estimated fair value less disposal cost, with any writedown to disposal cost recorded as an impairment loss. For any increase in fair value less disposal cost subsequent to
classification as held for sale, the impairment may be reversed, but only up to the amount of cumulative loss previously
recognized.
The Company considered the potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the future net operating income of its healthcare
real estate held for investment as an indicator of impairment. Fair values were estimated based upon the income capitalization
approach, using net operating income for each property and applying indicative capitalization rates.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company recorded impairment losses totaling $5.4 million on operating
real estate, consisting of $4.6 million recognized for one independent living facility within the Winterfell portfolio, as a result of
lower estimated future cash flows and market value and $0.8 million for its Smyrna net lease property, which was sold in May
2021. During the nine months ended September 30, 2020, the Company recorded impairment losses totaling $91.4 million on its
operating real estate and held for sale investments.
Investments in Unconsolidated Ventures
The Company reviews its investments in unconsolidated ventures for which the Company did not elect the fair value option on a
quarterly basis, or more frequently as necessary, to assess whether there are any indicators that the value may be impaired or that
its carrying value may not be recoverable. An investment is considered impaired if the projected net recoverable amount over
the expected holding period is less than the carrying value. In conducting this review, the Company considers global
macroeconomic factors, including real estate sector conditions, together with investment specific and other factors. To the extent
an impairment has occurred and is considered to be other than temporary, the loss is measured as the excess of the carrying value
of the investment over the estimated fair value and recorded in equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures in the
consolidated statements of operations.
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During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company did not impair any of its investments in unconsolidated
ventures, nor did the underlying joint ventures record any impairments or reserves on properties in their respective portfolios.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2020, the Company did not impair any of its investments in unconsolidated
ventures, however, the underlying joint ventures recorded impairments and reserves on properties in their respective portfolios,
which the Company recognized through equity in earnings (losses), of which the Company’s proportionate share totaled
$37.8 million.
Credit Losses on Real Estate Debt Investments and Receivables
The current expected credit loss model, in estimating expected credit losses over the life of a financial instrument at the time of
origination or acquisition, considers historical loss experiences, current conditions and the effects of reasonable and supportable
expectations of changes in future macroeconomic conditions. The Company assesses the estimate of expected credit losses on a
quarterly basis or more frequently as necessary. The Company considers historical credit loss information that is adjusted for
current conditions and reasonable and supportable forecasts.
The Company measures expected credit losses of real estate debt investments and other receivables (“Financial Assets”) on a
collective basis when similar risk characteristics exist. If the Company determines that a particular Financial Asset does not
share risk characteristics with its other Financial Assets, the Company evaluates the Financial Asset for expected credit losses on
an individual basis.
When developing an estimate of expected credit losses on Financial Assets, the Company considers available information
relevant to assessing the collectability of cash flows. This information may include internal information, external information, or
a combination of both relating to past events, current conditions, and reasonable and supportable forecasts. The Company
considers relevant qualitative and quantitative factors that relate to the environment in which the Company operates and are
specific to the borrower.
Further, the fair value of the collateral, less estimated costs to sell, may be used when determining the allowance for credit losses
for a Financial Asset for which the repayment is expected to be provided substantially through the sale of the collateral when the
borrower is experiencing financial difficulty.
As of September 30, 2021, the Company has not recorded an allowance for credit losses on its Financial Assets.
Acquisition Fees and Expenses
The total of all acquisition fees and expenses for an investment, including acquisition fees to the Advisor, cannot exceed, in the
aggregate, 6.0% of the contract purchase price of such investment unless such excess is approved by a majority of the
Company’s directors, including a majority of its independent directors. Effective January 1, 2018, the Advisor no longer
receives an acquisition fee in connection with the Company’s acquisitions of real estate properties or debt investments. For the
nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company did not incur any acquisition fees or expenses to the Advisor or third
parties. The Company records as an expense for certain acquisition costs and fees associated with transactions deemed to be
business combinations in which it consolidates the asset and capitalizes these costs for transactions deemed to be acquisitions of
an asset, including an equity investment.
Equity-Based Compensation
The Company accounts for equity-based compensation awards using the fair value method, which requires an estimate of fair
value of the award at the time of grant. All fixed equity-based awards to directors, which have no vesting conditions other than
time of service, are amortized to compensation expense over the awards’ vesting period on a straight-line basis. Equity-based
compensation is classified within general and administrative expenses in the consolidated statements of operations.
Income Taxes
The Company elected to be taxed as a REIT and to comply with the related provisions of the Internal Revenue Code beginning
in its taxable year ended December 31, 2013. Accordingly, the Company will generally not be subject to U.S. federal income tax
to the extent of its distributions to stockholders as long as certain asset, gross income and share ownership tests are met. To
maintain its qualification as a REIT, the Company must annually distribute dividends equal to at least 90.0% of its REIT taxable
income (with certain adjustments) to its stockholders and meet certain other requirements. The Company believes that all of the
criteria to maintain the Company’s REIT qualification have been met for the applicable periods, but there can be no assurance
that these criteria will continue to be met in subsequent periods. If the Company were to fail to meet these requirements, it
would be subject to U.S. federal income tax and potential interest and penalties, which could have a material adverse impact on
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its results of operations and amounts available for distributions to its stockholders. The Company’s accounting policy with
respect to interest and penalties is to classify these amounts as a component of income tax expense, where applicable. The
Company has assessed its tax positions for all open tax years, which include 2017 to 2020, and concluded there were no material
uncertainties to be recognized.
The Company may also be subject to certain state, local and franchise taxes. Under certain circumstances, federal income and
excise taxes may be due on its undistributed taxable income.
The Company made a joint election to treat certain subsidiaries as taxable REIT subsidiaries (“TRS”) which may be subject to
U.S. federal, state and local income taxes. In general, a TRS of the Company may perform services for managers/operators/
residents of the Company, hold assets that the Company cannot hold directly and may engage in any real estate or non-real estate
related business.
Certain subsidiaries of the Company are subject to taxation by federal, state and foreign authorities for the periods presented.
Income taxes are accounted for by the asset/liability approach in accordance with U.S. GAAP. Deferred taxes, if any, represent
the expected future tax consequences when the reported amounts of assets and liabilities are recovered or paid. Such amounts
arise from differences between the financial reporting and tax bases of assets and liabilities and are adjusted for changes in tax
laws and tax rates in the period which such changes are enacted. A provision for income tax represents the total of income taxes
paid or payable for the current period, plus the change in deferred taxes. Current and deferred taxes are provided on the portion
of earnings (losses) recognized by the Company with respect to its interest in the TRS. Deferred income tax assets and liabilities
are calculated based on temporary differences between the Company’s U.S. GAAP consolidated financial statements and the
federal and state income tax basis of assets and liabilities as of the consolidated balance sheets date. The Company evaluates the
realizability of its deferred tax assets (e.g., net operating loss and capital loss carryforwards) and recognizes a valuation
allowance if, based on the available evidence, it is more likely than not that some portion or all of its deferred tax assets will not
be realized. When evaluating the realizability of its deferred tax assets, the Company considers estimates of expected future
taxable income, existing and projected book/tax differences, tax planning strategies available and the general and industry
specific economic outlook. This realizability analysis is inherently subjective, as it requires the Company to forecast its business
and general economic environment in future periods. Changes in estimate of deferred tax asset realizability, if any, are included
in provision for income tax benefit (expense) in the consolidated statements of operations. The Company has a deferred tax
asset, which as of September 30, 2021 totaled $22.2 million and continues to have a full valuation allowance recognized, as there
are no changes in the facts and circumstances to indicate that the Company should release the valuation allowance.
The Company recorded an income tax expense of approximately $59,000 and $85,000 for the three and nine months ended
September 30, 2021, respectively. The Company recorded an income tax expense of approximately $15,000 and $43,000 for the
three and nine months ended September 30, 2020, respectively.
Comprehensive Income (Loss)
The Company reports consolidated comprehensive income (loss) in separate statements following the consolidated statements of
operations. Comprehensive income (loss) is defined as the change in equity resulting from net income (loss) and other
comprehensive income (loss) (“OCI”). The only component of OCI for the Company is foreign currency translation adjustments
related to its investment in an unconsolidated venture.
Foreign Currency
Assets and liabilities denominated in a foreign currency for which the functional currency is a foreign currency are translated
using the currency exchange rate in effect at the end of the period presented and the results of operations for such entities are
translated into U.S. dollars using the average currency exchange rate in effect during the period. The resulting foreign currency
translation adjustment is recorded as a component of accumulated OCI in the consolidated statements of equity.
Assets and liabilities denominated in a foreign currency for which the functional currency is the U.S. dollar are remeasured using
the currency exchange rate in effect at the end of the period presented and the results of operations for such entities are
remeasured into U.S. dollars using the average currency exchange rate in effect during the period.
As of September 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, the Company had exposure to foreign currency through an investment in an
unconsolidated venture, the effects of which are reflected as a component of accumulated OCI in the consolidated statements of
equity and in equity in earnings (losses) in the consolidated statements of operations.
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Recent Accounting Pronouncements
Accounting Standards Adopted in 2021
Income Tax Accounting—In December 2019, the FASB issued Accounting Standards Update ("ASU") No. 2019-12, Simplifying
the Accounting for Income Taxes. The ASU simplifies accounting for income taxes by eliminating certain exceptions to the
general approach in Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC”) 740, Income Taxes, and clarifies certain aspects of the
guidance for more consistent application. The simplifications relate to intraperiod tax allocations when there is a loss in
continuing operations and a gain outside of continuing operations, accounting for tax law or tax rate changes and year-to-date
losses in interim periods, recognition of deferred tax liability for outside basis difference when investment ownership changes,
and accounting for franchise taxes that are partially based on income. The ASU also provides new guidance that clarifies the
accounting for transactions resulting in a step-up in tax basis of goodwill, among other changes. Transition is generally
prospective, other than the provision related to outside basis difference which is on a modified retrospective basis with
cumulative effect adjusted to retained earnings at the beginning of the period adopted, and franchise tax provision which is on
either full or modified retrospective. The Company adopted ASU No. 2019-12 on January 1, 2021, with no transitional impact
upon adoption.
Accounting for Certain Equity Investments—In January 2020, the FASB issued ASU No. 2020-01, Clarifying the Interactions
between Topic 321, Topic 323, and Topic 815. The ASU clarifies that if as a result of an observable transaction, an equity
investment under the measurement alternative is transitioned into equity method and vice versa, the investment is to be
remeasured immediately before and after the transaction, respectively. The ASU also clarifies that certain forward contracts or
purchased options to acquire equity securities that are not deemed to be derivatives or in-substance common stock will generally
be measured using the fair value principles of ASC 321 before settlement or exercise, and that an entity should not be
considering how it will account for the resulting investments upon eventual settlement or exercise. The Company adopted ASU
No. 2020-01 on January 1, 2021, with no transitional impact upon adoption.
Future Application of Accounting Standards
Reference Rate Reform—In March 2020, the FASB issued ASU No. 2020-04, Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848): Facilitation
of the Effects of Reference Rate Reform on Financial Reporting. The guidance in Topic 848 is optional, the election of which
provides temporary relief for the accounting effects on contracts, hedging relationships and other transactions impacted by the
transition from interbank offered rates (such as London Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”)) that are expected to be discontinued
by the end of 2021 to alternative reference rates (such as Secured Overnight Financing Rate). Modification of contractual terms
to effect the reference rate reform transition on debt, leases, derivatives and other contracts is eligible for relief from
modification accounting and accounted for as a continuation of the existing contract. Topic 848 is effective upon issuance
through December 31, 2022, and may be applied retrospectively to January 1, 2020. The Company may elect practical
expedients or exceptions as applicable over time as reference rate reform activities occur.
In January 2021, the FASB issued ASU No. 2021-01, Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848): Scope. The guidance amends the
scope of the recent reference rate reform guidance issued in ASU No. 2020-04. New optional expedients allow derivative
instruments impacted by changes in the interest rate used for margining, discounting, or contract price alignment to qualify for
certain optional relief. The guidance was effective immediately and may be applied retrospectively to January 1, 2020. The
Company is currently evaluating the effects of this new guidance.
Certain Leases with Variable Lease Payments— In July 2021, the FASB issued ASU No. 2021-05, Leases (Topic 842): Lessors
—Certain Leases with Variable Lease Payments. The guidance in ASU 2021-05 amends the lease classification requirements for
the lessors under certain leases containing variable payments to align with practice under ASC 840. Under the guidance, the
lessor should classify and account for a lease with variable lease payments that do not depend on a reference index or a rate as an
operating lease if both of the following criteria are met: 1) the lease would have been classified as a sales-type lease or a direct
financing lease in accordance with the classification criteria in ASC 842-10-25-2 through 25-3; and 2) the lessor would have
otherwise recognized a day-one loss. The amendments in ASU 2021-05 are effective for fiscal years beginning after December
15, 2021, with early adoption permitted. The Company is currently evaluating the effects of this new guidance.
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3. Operating Real Estate
The following table presents operating real estate, net (dollars in thousands):

Land

September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

December 31, 2020

$

$

121,518

Land improvements
Buildings and improvements
Tenant improvements
Construction in progress
Furniture, fixtures and equipment
Subtotal

$

Operating real estate, net

23,797

962,489

1,389,706

—

16,172

4,047

2,535

82,123

108,055

1,187,759

Less: Accumulated depreciation

234,706

17,582

$

1,774,971

$

1,483,930

(215,322)
$

972,437

(291,041)

For the three and nine months ended September 30, 2021, depreciation expense was $13.5 million and $43.5 million,
respectively. For the three and nine months ended September 30, 2020, depreciation expense was $15.5 million and $47.5
million, respectively.
Within the table above, buildings and improvements have been reduced by accumulated impairment losses of $149.7 million and
$213.9 million as of September 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively. Impairment loss, as presented on the
consolidated statements of operations, totaled $5.4 million and $91.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2021 and
2020, respectively. During the three months ended September 30, 2021, the Company classified its Watermark Fountains net
lease properties and operating facilities as held for sale. Refer to Note 2, “Summary of Significant Accounting Policies” for
further information on impairment and assets held for sale.
4. Investments in Unconsolidated Ventures
All investments in unconsolidated ventures are accounted for under the equity method. The following tables present the
Company’s investments in unconsolidated ventures (dollars in thousands):
Carrying Value(1)
Portfolio

Acquisition
Date

Ownership

September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

5.6 % $

May-2014

Envoy(2)

Sep-2014

11.4 %

—

2

Diversified US/UK

Dec-2014

14.3 %

82,756

89,651

Espresso(3)

Jul-2015

36.7 %

328

—

Trilogy

Dec-2015

23.2 %

Subtotal
Operator Platform(4)
Total

$

131,057
$

Jul-2017

6,465

December 31, 2020

Eclipse

20.0 %

220,606

133,896
$

229,173

$

229,173

330
$

220,936

5,624

—

_______________________________________
(1) Includes $1.3 million, $13.4 million, $7.6 million and $9.8 million of capitalized acquisition costs for the Company’s investments in the Eclipse,
Diversified US/UK, Espresso and Trilogy joint ventures, respectively.
(2) In March 2019, the Envoy joint venture completed the sale of its remaining 11 properties for a sales price of $118.0 million, which generated net proceeds
to the Company totaling $4.3 million.
(3) As a result of impairments and other non-cash reserves recorded by the joint venture, the Company’s carrying value of its Espresso unconsolidated
investment was reduced to zero in the fourth quarter of 2018. The Company recorded the excess equity in losses related to its unconsolidated venture as a
reduction to the carrying value of its mezzanine loan, which was originated to a subsidiary of the Espresso joint venture and was repaid in full during the
three months ended September 30, 2021. During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Espresso joint venture recorded net income as a result of
gains recognized on sub-portfolio sales, resulting in an increase in the Company’s carrying value of its unconsolidated investment.
(4) Represents investment in Solstice Senior Living, LLC (“Solstice”), the manager of the Winterfell portfolio. Solstice is a joint venture between affiliates of
Integral Senior Living, LLC (“ISL”), a management company of ILF, ALF and MCF founded in 2000, which owns 80.0%, and the Company, which owns
20.0%. During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company contributed an additional $0.4 million to Solstice.
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Three Months Ended September 30,
2021
Equity in
Earnings
(Losses)

Portfolio
Eclipse

$

Envoy
Diversified US/UK
Espresso
Trilogy
Subtotal

$

Operator Platform(1)
Total

Equity in
Earnings
(Losses)

Cash
Distribution

(194) $

2,898

$

2021
Equity in
Earnings
(Losses)

Cash
Distribution

(191) $

—

—

78

—

198

(330)

$

3,739

2020
Equity in
Earnings
(Losses)

Cash
Distribution
$

2,898

740

$

Cash
Distribution

(3,683) $

86

—

390

817

966

185

—

(2,387)

3,256

(37,905)

1,487

7,693

—

60

—

18,636

—

(522)

—

763

—

—

(2,839)

—

7,932

$

3,942

11
$

Nine Months Ended September 30,

2020

7,943

(1,091)
$

(1,037) $

198

(6)

—

(1,043) $

198

—
$

3,942

$

$

17,889

$

6,971

(70)
$

17,819

5,365
$

(36,745) $

—
$

6,971

(54)
$

(36,799) $

—
1,963
—
1,963

_______________________________________
(1) Represents the Company’s investment in Solstice.

5. Real Estate Debt Investments
The following table presents the Company’s one debt investment (dollars in thousands):
Carrying Value(1)

Principal Amount
Asset Type:

September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

December 31, 2020

September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

December 31, 2020

Mezzanine loan

$

$

$

$

—

74,182

—

55,864

Effective
Interest Rate(2)
14.0 %

_______________________________________
(1) As a result of impairments and other non-cash reserves recorded by the joint venture, the Company’s carrying value of its Espresso unconsolidated
investment was reduced to zero in the fourth quarter of 2018. The Company has recorded the excess equity in losses related to its unconsolidated
investment as a reduction to the carrying value of its mezzanine loan, which was originated to a subsidiary of the Espresso joint venture. As of
December 31, 2020, the cumulative excess equity in losses included in the mezzanine loan carrying value were $18.3 million. During the nine months
ended September 30, 2021, the Espresso joint venture recorded net gains on sub-portfolio sales, which generated equity in earnings for the Company. As a
result, the cumulative excess equity in losses included in the mezzanine loan carrying value were reduced to zero prior to its payoff.
(2) Represents the effective interest rate through the date of the final repayment in August 2021.

During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company received principal repayments on its debt investment totaling
$74.4 million, which includes payment-in-kind interest. The debt investment was repaid in full in August 2021. The borrower
funded principal repayments through net proceeds generated from the sale of underlying collateral and available operating cash
flow.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the mezzanine loan represented 100% of the Company’s interest income on debt
investments as presented on the consolidated statements of operations.
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6. Borrowings
The following table presents the Company’s mortgage and other notes payable (dollars in thousands):
September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)
Recourse vs.
Non-Recourse

Final
Maturity

Contractual
Interest Rate(1)

LIBOR + 2.92%

Principal
Amount(2)

December 31, 2020

Carrying
Value(2)

Principal
Amount(2)

Carrying
Value(2)

Mortgage notes payable, net
Watermark Aqua Portfolio
Denver, CO

Non-recourse

Repaid

(3)

$

—

$

—

$

20,189

$

20,183

Frisco, TX

Non-recourse

Feb 2026

3.0%

26,000

25,399

18,770

18,764

Milford, OH

Non-recourse

Sep 2026

LIBOR + 2.68%

18,760

18,472

18,760

18,423

Non-recourse

Feb 2025

4.25%

19,164

19,099

19,907

19,830

Rochester, NY

Non-recourse

Aug 2027

LIBOR + 2.34%

101,224

100,466

101,224

100,378

Rochester, NY

Non-recourse

Aug 2022

LIBOR + 2.90%

11,779

11,756

12,800

12,584

Non-recourse

Feb 2025

3.99%

85,847

85,224

87,302

86,521

Various locations

Non-recourse

Jun 2022

3.92%

379,716

379,253

386,607

385,606

Various locations

Non-recourse

Jun 2022

5.56%

72,468

72,348

73,439

73,180

Non-recourse

Jun 2025

4.17%

611,846

599,698

622,045

607,526

Non-recourse

Feb 2027

4.66%

69,544

69,136

70,427

69,962

$ 1,396,348

$ 1,380,851

$ 1,431,470

$ 1,412,957

Rochester Portfolio
Rochester, NY
(4)

(5)

Arbors Portfolio

Various locations
Watermark Fountains Portfolio(6)

(7)

Winterfell Portfolio

Various locations
(8)

Avamere Portfolio

Various locations

Subtotal mortgage notes payable, net
Other notes payable
Oak Cottage
Santa Barbara, CA

Non-recourse

Feb 2022

6.00%

3,914

Subtotal other notes payable, net

$

3,914

Total mortgage and other notes payable, net

$ 1,400,262

3,914
$

3,914

$ 1,384,765

3,914
$

3,914

$ 1,435,384

3,914
$

3,914

$ 1,416,871

_______________________________________
(1) Floating-rate borrowings total $131.8 million of principal outstanding and reference one-month LIBOR.
(2) The difference between principal amount and carrying value of mortgage notes payable is attributable to deferred financing costs, net for all borrowings,
other than the Winterfell portfolio which is attributable to below market debt intangibles.
(3) In January 2021, the Company refinanced its existing mortgage note payable with a new $26.0 million mortgage note payable. The new mortgage note
carries a fixed interest rate of 3.0% through February 2024, followed by the greater of the fixed rate or one-month LIBOR plus 2.80% through the initial
maturity date of February 2026.
(4) Composed of seven individual mortgage notes payable secured by seven healthcare real estate properties, cross-collateralized and subject to cross-default.
(5) Composed of four individual mortgage notes payable secured by four healthcare real estate properties, cross-collateralized and subject to cross-default.
(6) Includes $379.7 million principal amount of fixed rate borrowings, secured by 14 healthcare real estate properties, cross-collateralized and subject to crossdefault, as well as a supplemental financing totaling $72.5 million of principal, secured by seven healthcare real estate properties, cross-collateralized and
subject to cross-default.
(7) Composed of 32 individual mortgage notes payable secured by 32 healthcare real estate properties, cross-collateralized and subject to cross-default.
(8) Composed of five individual mortgage notes payable secured by five healthcare real estate properties, cross-collateralized and subject to cross-default.
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The following table presents future scheduled principal payments on mortgage and other notes payable based on final maturity
(dollars in thousands):
October 1 to December 31, 2021

$

6,842

Years Ending December 31:
2022

478,740

2023

19,696

2024

20,406

2025

670,302

Thereafter

204,276

Total

$

1,400,262

As of September 30, 2021, the operator for the Arbors portfolio failed to remit rent and comply with other contractual terms of
its lease agreement, which resulted in a default under the operator’s lease, which in turn, resulted in a non-monetary default
under the mortgage notes collateralized by the properties. During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company has
remitted contractual debt service and is in compliance with the other contractual terms under the mortgage notes collateralized
by the properties.
In response to the operational challenges resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, the Company entered into forbearance
agreements to defer contractual debt service for borrowings on properties within the Aqua, Rochester, Arbors, Winterfell and
Watermark Fountains portfolios. The aggregate outstanding principal amount of these borrowings totaled $1.3 billion as of
September 30, 2021. The deferred debt service must be repaid following the forbearance period with no additional interest or
penalties incurred by the Company, subject to satisfaction of certain conditions. The deferral of payments ended during the year
ended December 31, 2020 and the Company has resumed remitting debt service, together with the deferred debt service, on these
mortgage notes payable. As of September 30, 2021, borrowings on properties within the Rochester and Watermark Fountains
portfolios have deferred debt service outstanding. These borrowings remain in technical default and are subject to the terms of
the forbearance agreements until all deferred debt service is repaid. Deferred debt service, which totaled $1.3 million as of
September 30, 2021, is scheduled to be repaid in full for all borrowings by January 2022.
In addition, the forbearance agreement for a mortgage note payable on a property within the Rochester portfolio temporarily
waived financial covenants under the mortgage note through December 31, 2020. As of September 30, 2021, the property did not
satisfy the financial covenants under the mortgage note, which have been waived by the lender. As of September 30, 2021, the
mortgage note payable had an outstanding principal balance of $19.2 million that matures in February 2025.
Line of Credit - Related Party
The following table presents the Company’s borrowings under the Sponsor line of credit as of September 30, 2021 (dollars in
thousands):
Principal Amount
Asset Type:

September 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

Sponsor Line of Credit

$

—

December 31, 2020
$

35,000

Capacity
$

35,000

Contractual
Interest Rate
LIBOR + 3.50%

Maturity Date
Jun 2023

In October 2017, the Company obtained a revolving line of credit from an affiliate of DigitalBridge (the “Sponsor Line”). As of
September 30, 2021, the Sponsor Line has a borrowing capacity of $35.0 million at an interest rate of 3.5% plus LIBOR. In June
2021, the maturity date was extended through June 2023.
In April 2020, the Company borrowed $35.0 million under the Sponsor Line to improve its liquidity position as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. In July 2021, the Company repaid in full the outstanding borrowings. For the three months ended
September 30, 2021 and 2020, interest expense on the Company’s consolidated statements of operations includes Sponsor Line
interest of $0.1 million and $0.3 million, respectively. For the nine months ended September 30, 2021 and 2020, Sponsor Line
interest totaled $0.7 million and $0.6 million, respectively.
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7. Related Party Arrangements
Advisor
Subject to certain restrictions and limitations, the Advisor is responsible for managing the Company’s affairs on a day-to-day
basis and for identifying, acquiring, originating and asset managing investments on behalf of the Company. The Advisor may
delegate certain of its obligations to affiliated entities, which may be organized under the laws of the United States or foreign
jurisdictions. References to the Advisor include the Advisor and any such affiliated entities. For such services, to the extent
permitted by law and regulations, the Advisor receives fees and reimbursements from the Company. Pursuant to the advisory
agreement, the Advisor may defer or waive fees in its discretion. Below is a description and table of the fees and
reimbursements incurred to the Advisor.
In June 2021, the advisory agreement was renewed for an additional one-year term commencing on June 30, 2021, with terms
identical to those in effect through June 30, 2021, but for the following modifications:
•

the payment of the asset management fee entirely in the form of shares of common stock of the Company; and

•

beginning on January 1, 2022, a reduction of the asset management fee with respect to the Company’s corporate cash
balances exceeding $75.0 million, subject to the terms and conditions set forth in the advisory agreement.

Fees to Advisor
Asset Management Fee
Effective January 1, 2018, the Advisor receives a monthly asset management fee equal to one-twelfth of 1.5% of the Company’s
most recently published aggregate estimated net asset value, as may be subsequently adjusted for any special distribution
declared by the board of directors in connection with a sale, transfer or other disposition of a substantial portion of the
Company’s assets. Effective July 1, 2021, the asset management fee is paid entirely in shares of the Company’s common stock at
a price per share equal to the most recently published net asset value per share and beginning on January 1, 2022 the fee will be
reduced if the Company’s corporate cash balances exceeds $75.0 million, subject to the terms and conditions set forth in the
advisory agreement.
The Advisor has also agreed that all shares of the Company’s common stock issued to it in consideration of the asset
management fee will be subordinate in the Company’s share repurchase program (the “Share Repurchase Program”) to shares of
the Company’s common stock held by third party stockholders for a period of two years, unless the advisory agreement is earlier
terminated.
Incentive Fee
The Advisor is entitled to receive distributions equal to 15.0% of net cash flows of the Company, whether from continuing
operations, repayment of loans, disposition of assets or otherwise, but only after stockholders have received, in the aggregate,
cumulative distributions equal to their invested capital plus a 6.75% cumulative, non-compounded annual pre-tax return on such
invested capital. From inception through September 30, 2021, the Advisor has not received any incentive fees from the
Company.
Acquisition Fee
Effective January 1, 2018, the Advisor no longer receives an acquisition fee in connection with the Company’s acquisitions of
real estate properties or debt investments.
Disposition Fee
Effective June 30, 2020, the Advisor no longer has the potential to receive a disposition fee in connection with the sale of real
estate properties or debt investments.
Reimbursements to Advisor
Operating Costs
The Advisor is entitled to receive reimbursement for direct and indirect operating costs incurred by the Advisor in connection
with administrative services provided to the Company. The Advisor allocates, in good faith, indirect costs to the Company
related to the Advisor’s and its affiliates’ employees, occupancy and other general and administrative costs and expenses in
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accordance with the terms of, and subject to the limitations contained in, the advisory agreement with the Advisor. The indirect
costs include the Company’s allocable share of the Advisor’s compensation and benefit costs associated with dedicated or
partially dedicated personnel who spend all or a portion of their time managing the Company’s affairs, based upon the
percentage of time devoted by such personnel to the Company’s affairs. The indirect costs also include rental and occupancy,
technology, office supplies, travel and entertainment and other general and administrative costs and expenses. However, there is
no reimbursement for personnel costs related to executive officers (although there may be reimbursement for certain executive
officers of the Advisor) and other personnel involved in activities for which the Advisor receives an acquisition fee or a
disposition fee. The Advisor allocates these costs to the Company relative to its and its affiliates’ other managed companies in
good faith and has reviewed the allocation with the Company’s board of directors, including its independent directors. The
Advisor updates the board of directors on a quarterly basis of any material changes to the expense allocation and provides a
detailed review to the board of directors, at least annually, and as otherwise requested by the board of directors. The Company
reimburses the Advisor quarterly for operating costs (including the asset management fee) based on a calculation for the four
preceding fiscal quarters not to exceed the greater of: (i) 2.0% of its average invested assets; or (ii) 25.0% of its net income
determined without reduction for any additions to reserves for depreciation, loan losses or other similar non-cash reserves and
excluding any gain from the sale of assets for that period. Notwithstanding the above, the Company may reimburse the Advisor
for expenses in excess of this limitation if a majority of the Company’s independent directors determines that such excess
expenses are justified based on unusual and non-recurring factors. The Company calculates the expense reimbursement
quarterly based upon the trailing twelve-month period.
Summary of Fees and Reimbursements
The following tables present the fees and reimbursements incurred and paid to the Advisor (dollars in thousands):

Type of Fee or
Reimbursement

Due to Related
Party as of
December 31,
2020

Financial Statement Location

Due to Related
Party as of
September 30,
2021
(Unaudited)

Nine Months Ended September
30, 2021
Incurred

Paid

Fees to Advisor Entities
Asset management(1)

Asset management fees-related party

$

923

$

8,307

$

15,941

$

(8,307)

(2)

$

923

$

2,897

Reimbursements to Advisor Entities
Operating costs(2)

General and administrative expenses

7,395

Total

$

8,318

7,634

(13,055)
$

(21,362)

1,974

_______________________________________
(1) Includes $7.8 million paid in shares of the Company’s common stock.
(2) As of September 30, 2021, the Advisor did not have any unreimbursed operating costs which remained eligible to be allocated to the Company.

Pursuant to the advisory agreement, for the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company issued 2.0 million shares
totaling $7.8 million, based on the estimated value per share on the date of each issuance, to an affiliate of the Advisor as part of
its asset management fee. As of September 30, 2021, the Advisor, the Sponsor and their affiliates owned a total of 6.7 million
shares or $26.0 million of the Company’s common stock based on the Company’s most recent estimated value per share. As of
September 30, 2021, the Advisor, the Sponsor and their affiliates owned 3.5% of the total outstanding shares of the Company’s
common stock.
Investments in Joint Ventures
Solstice, the manager of the Winterfell portfolio, is a joint venture between affiliates of ISL, which owns 80.0%, and the
Company, which owns 20.0%. For the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company recognized property management
fee expense of $3.7 million paid to Solstice related to the Winterfell portfolio.
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The below table indicates the Company’s investments for which DigitalBridge is also an equity partner in the joint venture.
Each investment was approved by the Company’s board of directors, including all of its independent directors. Refer to Note 4,
“Investments in Unconsolidated Ventures” for further discussion of these investments:
Portfolio

Partner(s)

Acquisition Date

Ownership

Eclipse

DigitalBridge/Formation
Capital, LLC

May 2014

5.6%

Diversified US/UK

DigitalBridge

December 2014

14.3%

In addition, the Company owns a 23.2% interest in the Trilogy joint venture, of which American Healthcare REIT, Inc. (“AHR”)
and the management of Trilogy own the remaining 76.8% of the portfolio. The Sponsor owns a passive, non-controlling interest
in AHR’s operating partnership, which was formed by the combination of Griffin American Healthcare REIT III, Inc., American
Healthcare Investors, LLC and Griffin-American Healthcare REIT IV, Inc.
Mezzanine Loan
In July 2015, the Company originated a $75.0 million mezzanine loan to a subsidiary of the Espresso joint venture, of which the
Company owns a minority interest. In August 2021, the Company received full repayment of the outstanding principal balance
of the loan. Refer to Note 5, “Real Estate Debt Investments” for further discussion.
Line of Credit - Related Party
The Company has the Sponsor Line, which provides up to $35.0 million at an interest rate of 3.5% plus LIBOR. Refer to Note 6,
“Borrowings” for further discussion.
8. Equity-Based Compensation
The Company adopted a long-term incentive plan, as amended (the “Plan”), which it may use to attract and retain qualified
officers, directors, employees and consultants, as well as an independent directors compensation plan, which is a component of
the Plan. Under the Plan, 2.0 million shares of restricted common stock were eligible to be issued for any equity-based awards
granted under the Plan.
Pursuant to the Plan, as of September 30, 2021, the Company’s independent directors were granted a total of 159,932 shares of
restricted common stock and 66,840 restricted stock units totaling $1.3 million and $0.3 million, respectively, based on the share
price on the date of each grant.
The restricted stock and restricted stock units granted generally vest quarterly over two years in equal installments and will
become fully vested on the earlier occurrence of: (i) the termination of the independent director’s service as a director due to his
or her death or disability; or (ii) a change in control of the Company. The restricted stock units are convertible, on a one-for-one
basis, into shares of the Company’s common stock upon the earlier occurrence of: (i) the termination of the independent
director’s service as a director; or (ii) a change in control of the Company.
The Company recognized equity-based compensation expense of $55,625 and $45,625, for the three months ended
September 30, 2021 and 2020, respectively, and $174,458 and $123,292 for the nine months ended September 30, 2021 and
2020, respectively. Equity-based compensation expense is recorded in general and administrative expenses in the consolidated
statements of operations.
Unrecognized expense related to unvested restricted stock and restricted stock units totaled $278,792 and $193,250 as of
September 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively. Unvested shares totaled 8,344 and 30,403 as of September 30, 2021
and December 31, 2020, respectively. Unvested restricted stock units totaled 58,485 as of September 30, 2021.
9. Stockholders’ Equity
Common Stock
The Company stopped accepting subscriptions for its Offering on December 17, 2015 and all of the shares initially registered for
its Offering were issued on or before January 19, 2016. The Company issued 173.4 million shares of common stock generating
gross proceeds of $1.7 billion, excluding proceeds from the DRP.
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Distribution Reinvestment Plan
The Company adopted the DRP through which common stockholders may elect to reinvest an amount equal to the distributions
declared on their shares in additional shares of the Company’s common stock in lieu of receiving cash distributions. The
purchase price under the Company’s initial DRP was $9.50. In connection with its determination of the offering price for shares
of the Company’s common stock in the follow-on offering, the board of directors determined that distributions may be
reinvested in shares of the Company’s common stock at a price of $9.69 per share, which was approximately 95% of the offering
price of $10.20 per share established for purposes of the follow-on offering. In April 2016, the board of directors determined
that distributions may be reinvested in shares of the Company’s common stock at a price equal to the most recent estimated value
per share of common stock. The following table presents the estimated value per share of common stock based on when the
value became effective:
Effective Date

Estimated Value
per Share

April 2016

$

Valuation Date

8.63

12/31/2015

December 2016

9.10

6/30/2016

December 2017

8.50

6/30/2017

December 2018

7.10

6/30/2018

December 2019

6.25

6/30/2019

December 2020

3.89

6/30/2020

Refer to Part II, Item 5. “Other Items” for additional details on the most recent published estimated value per share of common
stock.
No selling commissions or dealer manager fees were paid on shares issued pursuant to the DRP. The board of directors of the
Company may amend, suspend or terminate the DRP for any reason upon ten-days’ notice to participants, except that the
Company may not amend the DRP to eliminate a participant’s ability to withdraw from the DRP.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company has not issued shares of common stock pursuant to the DRP.
From inception through September 30, 2021, the Company issued 25.7 million shares of common stock, generating gross
offering proceeds of $232.6 million pursuant to the DRP.
Distributions
Effective February 1, 2019, the Company’s board of directors determined to suspend distributions in order to preserve capital
and liquidity and no distributions were declared during the nine months ended September 30, 2021.
In order to continue to qualify as a REIT, the Company must distribute annually dividends equal to at least 90% of its REIT
taxable income (with certain adjustments). For the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company generated net
operating losses for tax purposes. The Company did not have positive REIT taxable income for its taxable year ending
December 31, 2020, therefore, it was not required to make distributions to its stockholders in 2020 to qualify as a REIT. The
Company’s most recently filed tax return is for the year ended December 31, 2020 and includes a net operating loss carryforward of $122.9 million.
Share Repurchase Program
The Company adopted the Share Repurchase Program that enabled stockholders to sell their shares to the Company in limited
circumstances. The Company is not obligated to repurchase shares under the Share Repurchase Program. The Company may
amend, suspend or terminate the Share Repurchase Program at its discretion at any time, subject to certain notice requirements.
In April 2020, the Company’s board of directors determined to suspend all repurchases under the Share Repurchase Program
effective April 30, 2020 in order to preserve capital and liquidity and has not repurchased any shares during the nine months
ended September 30, 2021.
The Company had funded repurchase requests with cash on hand, borrowings or other available capital.
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10. Non-controlling Interests
Operating Partnership
Non-controlling interests include the aggregate limited partnership interests in the Operating Partnership held by limited
partners, other than the Company. Income (loss) attributable to the non-controlling interests is based on the limited partners’
ownership percentage of the Operating Partnership. Income (loss) allocated to the Operating Partnership non-controlling
interests for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2021 and 2020 was de minimis.
Other
Other non-controlling interests represent third-party equity interests in ventures that are consolidated with the Company’s
financial statements. Net loss attributable to the other non-controlling interests was $0.1 million for the three months ended
September 30, 2021, and net income attributable to the other non-controlling interests was $0.1 million for the nine months
ended September 30, 2021. Net loss attributable to the other non-controlling interests was $0.2 million and $1.0 million for the
three and nine months ended September 30, 2020, respectively.
11. Fair Value
Fair Value Measurement
The fair value of financial instruments is categorized based on the priority of the inputs to the valuation technique and
categorized into a three-level fair value hierarchy. The fair value hierarchy gives the highest priority to quoted prices in active
markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1) and the lowest priority to unobservable inputs (Level 3). If the inputs used to
measure the financial instruments fall within different levels of the hierarchy, the categorization is based on the lowest level
input that is significant to the fair value measurement of the instrument.
Financial assets and liabilities recorded at fair value on the consolidated balance sheets are categorized based on the inputs to the
valuation techniques as follows:
Level 1. Quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities in an active market.
Level 2. Financial assets and liabilities whose values are based on the following:
a)

Quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets.

b)

Quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in non-active markets.

c)

Pricing models whose inputs are observable for substantially the full term of the asset or liability.

d)

Pricing models whose inputs are derived principally from or corroborated by observable market data
for substantially the full term of the asset or liability.

Level 3. Prices or valuation techniques based on inputs that are both unobservable and significant to the overall fair
value measurement.
Fair Value of Financial Instruments
U.S. GAAP requires disclosure of fair value about all financial instruments. The following disclosure of estimated fair value of
financial instruments was determined by the Company using available market information and appropriate valuation
methodologies. Considerable judgment is necessary to interpret market data and develop estimated fair value. Accordingly, the
estimates presented herein are not necessarily indicative of the amounts the Company could realize on disposition of the
financial instruments. The use of different market assumptions and/or estimation methodologies may have a material effect on
estimated fair value.
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The following table presents the principal amount, carrying value and fair value of certain financial assets and liabilities (dollars
in thousands):
September 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Principal
Amount

Carrying
Value

December 31, 2020
Principal
Amount

Fair Value

Carrying
Value

Fair Value

Financial assets:(1)
Real estate debt investments, net(2)

$

—

$

—

$

—

$

74,182

$

55,864

$

74,182

$

1,400,262

$

1,384,765

$

1,343,093

$

1,435,384

$

1,416,871

$

1,354,832

Financial liabilities:(1)
Mortgage and other notes payable, net
Line of credit - related party(2)

—

—

—

35,000

35,000

35,000

_______________________________________
(1) The fair value of other financial instruments not included in this table is estimated to approximate their carrying value.
(2) Repaid in full during the three months ended September 30, 2021.

Disclosure about fair value of financial instruments is based on pertinent information available to management as of the
reporting date. Although management is not aware of any factors that would significantly affect fair value, such amounts have
not been comprehensively revalued for purposes of these consolidated financial statements since that date and current estimates
of fair value may differ significantly from the amounts presented herein.
Real Estate Debt Investments, Net
The Company’s real estate debt investment’s fair value was determined by comparing the current yield to the estimated yield for
newly originated loans with similar credit risk or the market yield at which a third party might expect to purchase such
investment; or based on discounted cash flow projections of principal and interest expected to be collected, which includes
consideration of the financial standing of the borrower or sponsor as well as operating results of the underlying collateral. As of
the reporting date, the Company believes that principal amount approximates fair value. The fair value measurement of the
Company’s real estate debt investment is generally based on unobservable inputs, and as such, are classified as Level 3 of the
fair value hierarchy. In August 2021, the Company’s real estate debt investment was repaid in full.
Mortgage and Other Notes Payable, Net and Line of Credit - Related Party
The Company primarily uses rates currently available with similar terms and remaining maturities to estimate fair value. These
measurements are determined using comparable U.S. Treasury and LIBOR rates as of the end of the reporting period. These fair
value measurements are based on observable inputs, and as such, are classified as Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy.
Nonrecurring Fair Values
The Company measures fair value of certain assets on a nonrecurring basis when events or changes in circumstances indicate
that the carrying value of the assets may not be recoverable. Adjustments to fair value generally result from the application of
lower of amortized cost or fair value accounting for assets held for sale or otherwise, write-down of asset values due to
impairment.
The following table summarizes the fair value, measured at the time of impairment, of Level 3 assets which have been measured
at fair value on a nonrecurring basis during the periods presented and the associated impairment losses (dollars in thousands):
December 31, 2020

September 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Impairment
Fair Value
Losses
Operating real estate, net
Assets held for sale

$

11,793
—

$

5,386

Impairment
Losses

Fair Value
$

234,650

—

5,000

$

164,215
1,753

Operating Real Estate, Net
Operating real estate that is impaired is carried at fair value at the time of impairment. Impairment was driven by various factors
that impacted undiscounted future net cash flows, including declines in operating performance, market growth assumptions, and
expected margins to be generated by the properties. Fair value of impaired operating real estate was estimated based upon
various approaches including discounted cash flow analysis using terminal capitalization rates ranging from 6.00% to 7.75% and
discount rates ranging from 7.0% to 8.75%, third party appraisals, offer prices or broker opinions of value.
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Assets Held For Sale
Assets held for sale are carried at the lower of amortized cost or fair value. Assets held for sale that were written down to fair
value were generally valued using either broker opinions of value, or a combination of market information, including third-party
appraisals and indicative sale prices, adjusted as deemed appropriate by management to account for the inherent risk associated
with specific properties. In all cases, fair value of real estate held for sale is reduced for estimated selling costs.
12. Segment Reporting
The Company conducts its business through the following five segments, which are based on how management reviews and
manages its business.
•

Direct Investments - Net Lease - Healthcare properties operated under net leases with an operator.

•

Direct Investments - Operating - Healthcare properties operated pursuant to management agreements with healthcare
managers.

•

Unconsolidated Investments - Healthcare joint ventures, including properties operated under net leases with operators or
pursuant to management agreements with healthcare managers, in which the Company owns a minority interest.

•

Debt Investments - Mortgage loans or mezzanine loans to owners of healthcare real estate.

•

Corporate - The corporate segment includes corporate level asset management fees - related party and general and
administrative expenses.

The Company primarily generates rental and resident fee income from its direct investments and interest income on real estate
debt investments. Additionally, the Company reports its proportionate interest of revenues and expenses from unconsolidated
investments through equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures.
The following tables present segment reporting (dollars in thousands):
Direct Investments
Three Months Ended September 30, 2021

Net Lease

Operating

Unconsolidated
Investments

Property and other revenues

$

$

$

Interest income on debt investments

6,012

58,364

—

Real estate properties - operating expenses

—

—

Interest expense

(2,907)

—

Corporate(1)

Debt
$

—

$

38

Total
$

—

64,414

—

1,067

(45,784)

—

—

—

(45,784)

(12,768)

—

—

(105)

(15,780)

Transaction costs

—

—

—

—

Asset management fees - related party

—

—

—

—

(2,769)

(2,769)

(64)

(111)

—

—

(2,257)

(2,432)

(3,027)

(10,801)

—

—

—

(13,828)

(4,600)

—

—

—

(4,600)

General and administrative expenses
Depreciation and amortization

—

1,067

—

Impairment loss

—

Other income, net

—

—

—

—

—

Realized gain (loss) on investments and other

—

—

75

—

—

75

Equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures

—

—

7,943

—

—

7,943

Income tax benefit (expense)
Net income (loss)

—
$

14

(59)
$

(15,759) $

—
8,018

_______________________________________
(1) Includes unallocated asset management fee-related party and general and administrative expenses.
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Direct Investments
Three Months Ended September 30, 2020

Net Lease

Operating

Unconsolidated
Investments

Property and other revenues

$

$

$

8,225

Interest income on debt investments

—

Real estate properties - operating expenses

—

Interest expense

58,895
—

(2,967)

—

Corporate(1)

Debt
$

—

$

23

—

1,927

—

1,927

—

—

—

(46,501)

(13,165)

(16,459)

—

—

(327)

—

—

—

—

—

Asset management fees - related party

—

—

—

—

(4,431)

(562)

(82)

—

—

(2,802)

(3,722)

(12,223)

—

—

—

Depreciation and amortization

67,143

(46,501)

Transaction costs
General and administrative expenses

Total
$

—
(4,431)
(3,446)
(15,945)

Impairment loss

—

—

—

—

—

—

Other income, net

—

612

—

—

—

612

Realized gain (loss) on investments and other

—

—

—

—

—

—

Equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures

—

—

—

—

Income tax expense

—

(15)

—

—

—

(12,479) $

(1,043) $

Net income (loss)

$

974

$

(1,043)

1,927

$

(1,043)
(15)

(7,537) $

(18,158)

_______________________________________
(1) Includes unallocated asset management fee-related party and general and administrative expenses.
Direct Investments
Nine Months Ended September 30, 2021

Net Lease

Operating

Unconsolidated
Investments

Property and other revenues

$

$ 174,633

$

Interest income on debt investments

10,942
—

Real estate properties - operating expenses
Interest expense

—

—

Corporate(1)

Debt
$

—

$

80

Total
$

185,655

—

4,667

—

(25)

(136,478)

—

—

—

(136,503)

4,667

(8,670)

(47,767)

(38,355)

—

—

(742)

Transaction costs

—

(54)

—

—

—

Asset management fees - related party

—

—

—

—

(8,307)

(8,307)

(171)

(225)

—

—

(8,148)

(8,544)

(10,887)

(33,885)

—

—

—

(44,772)

(786)

(4,600)

—

—

—

(5,386)

—

6,892

—

—

—

6,892

(159)

7,563

75

—

—

7,479

—

17,819

—

—

17,819

General and administrative expenses
Depreciation and amortization
Impairment loss
Other income, net
Realized gain (loss) on investments and other
Equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures

—

Income tax expense
Net income (loss)

$

—

(85)

(9,756) $

(24,594) $

—
17,894

_______________________________________
(1) Includes unallocated asset management fee-related party and general and administrative expenses.
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Direct Investments
Nine Months Ended September 30, 2020

Net Lease

Operating

Unconsolidated
Investments

Property and other revenues

$

24,673

$ 183,669

$

—

—

Interest income on debt investments
Real estate properties - operating expenses
Interest expense

—

Corporate(1)

Debt
$

—

—

5,738

$

165

Total
$

—

208,507
5,738

(13)

(137,517)

—

—

—

(137,530)

(8,879)

(40,089)

—

—

(623)

(49,591)

—

Transaction costs

—

(7)

—

—

Asset management fees - related party

—

—

—

—

(13,293)

(13,293)

(667)

(182)

—

(19)

(7,895)

(8,763)

(11,123)

(37,806)

—

—

—

(48,929)

(722)

(90,715)

—

—

—

(91,437)

Other income, net

—

1,447

—

—

—

1,447

Realized gain (loss) on investments and other

—

—

—

—

—

Equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures

—

—

—

—

General and administrative expenses
Depreciation and amortization
Impairment loss

Income tax benefit (expense)
Net income (loss)

—
$

3,269

(36,799)

(43)

—

$ (121,243) $

—

(36,799) $

5,719

(7)

—
(36,799)

—
$

(43)

(21,646) $

(170,700)

_______________________________________
(1) Includes unallocated asset management fee-related party and general and administrative expenses.

The following table presents total assets by segment (dollars in thousands):
Direct Investments
Total Assets:

Net Lease

Operating

September 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
December 31, 2020

$ 333,053
348,688

$ 1,193,988
1,223,045

Unconsolidated
Investments
$

220,933
229,170

Corporate(1)

Debt
$

—
56,502

$

70,217
61,031

Total
$

1,818,191
1,918,436

______________________________________
(1) Represents primarily corporate cash and cash equivalents balances.

The following table presents the operators and managers of the Company’s properties, excluding properties owned through
unconsolidated joint ventures (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30, 2021
Properties
Under
Management

Operator / Manager

Units Under
Management(1)

Watermark Retirement Communities

(3)

28

5,049

Solstice Senior Living

(4)

32
5

Avamere Health Services

Property and
Other Revenues(2)
$

% of Total
Property and
Other Revenues

98,586

53.1 %

4,000

73,128

39.4 %

453

12,795

6.9 %

4

572

(4,399)

(2.4)%

Arcadia Management

(5)

Integral Senior Living

(6)

1

44

5,465

2.9 %

Other

(7)

—

—

80

0.1 %

70

10,118

185,655

100.0 %

Total

$

______________________________________
(1) Represents rooms for ALFs and ILFs and beds for MCFs and SNFs, based on predominant type.
(2) Includes rental income received from the Company’s net lease properties as well as rental income, ancillary service fees and other related revenue earned
from ILF residents and resident fee income derived from the Company’s ALFs, MCFs and CCRCs, which includes resident room and care charges,
ancillary fees and other resident service charges.
(3) Includes properties managed and operated by Watermark Retirement Communities that have been classified as held for sale as of September 30, 2021.
(4) Solstice is a joint venture of which affiliates of ISL own 80%.
(5) During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company recorded rental income to the extent payments were received. Rental income was reduced
by $7.4 million for the write-off of straight-line rent receivables, as full collection of rent under the lease was deemed not to be probable.
(6) Property and other revenues includes amounts from two properties sold in June 2021, which are excluded from the property count.
(7) Consists primarily of interest income earned on corporate-level cash accounts.
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NORTHSTAR HEALTHCARE INCOME, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Continued)
(Unaudited)
13. Commitments and Contingencies
As of September 30, 2021, the Company believes there are no material contingencies that would affect its results of operations,
cash flows or financial position.
Litigation and Claims
The Company may be involved in various litigation matters arising in the ordinary course of its business. Although the
Company is unable to predict with certainty the eventual outcome of any litigation, any current legal proceedings are not
expected to have a material adverse effect on its financial position or results of operations.
The Company’s tenants, operators and managers may be involved in various litigation matters arising in the ordinary course of
their business. The unfavorable resolution of any such actions, investigations or claims could, individually or in the aggregate,
materially adversely affect such tenants’, operators’ or managers’ liquidity, financial condition or results of operations and their
ability to satisfy their respective obligations to the Company, which, in turn, could have a material adverse effect on the
Company.
Environmental Matters
The Company follows a policy of monitoring its properties for the presence of hazardous or toxic substances. While there can be
no assurance that a material environmental liability does not exist at its properties, the Company is not currently aware of any
environmental liability with respect to its properties that would have a material effect on its consolidated financial position,
results of operations or cash flows. Further, the Company is not aware of any material environmental liability or any unasserted
claim or assessment with respect to an environmental liability that it believes would require additional disclosure or the
recording of a loss contingency.
General Uninsured Losses
The Company obtains various types of insurance to mitigate the impact of professional liability, property, business interruption,
liability, flood, windstorm, earthquake, environmental and terrorism related losses. The Company attempts to obtain appropriate
policy terms, conditions, limits and deductibles considering the relative risk of loss, the cost of such coverage and current
industry practice. There are, however, certain types of extraordinary losses, such as those due to acts of war or other events,
including those that are related to the COVID-19 pandemic, that may be either uninsurable or not economically insurable.
Other
Other commitments and contingencies include the usual obligations of real estate owners and operators in the normal course of
business, as well as commitments to fund capital expenditures for certain net lease properties. These commitments do not have a
required minimum funding and are limited by agreed upon maximum annual funding amounts.
14. Subsequent Events
The following is a discussion of material events which have occurred subsequent to September 30, 2021 through the issuance of
the consolidated financial statements.
Purchase and Sale Agreement
On November 1, 2021, the Company, acting through subsidiaries of its operating partnership (such subsidiaries, the “Sellers”),
entered into a portfolio acquisition agreement (“Purchase Agreement”) with subsidiaries of Welltower Inc. (collectively, the
Purchasers”), to sell the six net lease and eight operating properties in the Watermark Fountains portfolio for an aggregate sales
price of $580.0 million, subject to the terms and conditions of the Purchase Agreement. As of September 30, 2021, the
properties’ carrying value, which totaled $488.2 million, was classified as assets held for sale on the Company’s consolidated
balance sheets.
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Item 2. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations
The following discussion should be read in conjunction with our consolidated financial statements and notes thereto included in
Part I, Item 1. “Financial Statements” and the risk factors in Part II, Item 1A. “Risk Factors.” References to “we,” “us,” “our,” or
“NorthStar Healthcare” refer to NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc. and its subsidiaries unless the context specifically requires
otherwise.
Overview
We manage a diversified portfolio of investments in healthcare real estate, owned directly or through joint ventures, with a focus
on the mid-acuity seniors housing sector, which we define as assisted living, memory care, skilled nursing and independent
living facilities and continuing care retirement communities. Primarily through joint ventures, we are also invested in other
healthcare property types, including medical office buildings, hospitals, rehabilitation facilities and ancillary healthcare services
businesses. Our investments are predominantly in the United States, but through joint ventures we also have international
investments in the United Kingdom.
We were formed in October 2010 as a Maryland corporation and commenced operations in February 2013. We elected to be
taxed as a real estate investment trust, or REIT, under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, or the Internal Revenue
Code, commencing with the taxable year ended December 31, 2013. We have conducted our operations, and intend to do so in
the future, so as to continue to qualify as a REIT for U.S. federal income tax purposes.
We are externally managed and have no employees. We are sponsored by DigitalBridge Group, Inc. (formerly Colony Capital,
Inc.) (NYSE: DBRG), or DigitalBridge or our Sponsor, a global REIT, that owns, operates and invests across the full spectrum
of digital infrastructure and real estate including cell towers, data centers, fiber, small cells and edge infrastructure. Effective
June 21, 2021 the Sponsor changed its name from Colony Capital, Inc. to DigitalBridge Group, Inc. and its ticker symbol from
“CLNY” to “DBRG.” DigitalBridge manages capital on behalf of its stockholders, as well as institutional and retail investors.
Our advisor, CNI NSHC Advisors, LLC, or our Advisor, is a subsidiary of DigitalBridge and manages our day-to-day operations
pursuant to an advisory agreement.
In September 2021, our Sponsor announced that it had entered into a purchase and sale agreement to divest of its healthcare
platform, including our Advisor and the individuals currently engaged in the management and oversight of the healthcare
platform, to affiliates of Highgate Capital Investments, L.P., a leading real estate investment and hospitality management
company, and Aurora Health Network, a healthcare-focused investment firm, or the Sponsor Transaction. The Sponsor
Transaction is expected to close in the first quarter of 2022, subject to customary closing conditions and third party consents,
including the consent of our board of directors, or the Board. If consummated, the Sponsor Transaction would result in a change
of the ultimate owner and control of our Advisor, but does not directly impact the ownership or control of NorthStar Healthcare
or any of its assets. Refer to “Risk Factors” in Part II, Item 1A. for additional information.
From inception through September 30, 2021, we raised $2.0 billion in total gross proceeds from the sale of shares of our
common stock in our continuous, public offerings, including $232.6 million pursuant to our distribution reinvestment plan, or
our DRP, collectively referred to as our Offering.
Significant Developments
COVID-19 Update
The world continues to experience the broad effects of the coronavirus 2019, or the COVID-19, pandemic. Our healthcare real
estate business and investments have been challenged by declines in resident occupancy and operating cash flows, increases in
cost burden faced by operators, lease concessions sought by tenants, and a stressed market affecting real estate values in general.
We anticipate lasting impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business, even as states and municipalities have eased and may
further ease restrictions. Significant vaccine deployment has helped to reduce COVID-19 infections and transmissions within
our communities and reduce preventative operating costs that continue to be incurred. However, evolving vaccine mandates and
requirements continue to put pressure on the labor market and related expenses.
The continuing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our operational and financial performance will depend on a variety of
factors, which may differ considerably across regions and fluctuate over time. An extended recovery period increases the risk of
a prolonged negative impact on our financial condition and results of operations. While we have the ability to meet our near
term liquidity needs, general market concerns over credit and liquidity continue, and the effects of COVID-19 may also lead to
heightened risk of litigation, with an ensuing increase in litigation and related costs.
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At this time, the progression of the global economic recovery from the broad effects of the pandemic is difficult to assess and
estimate the future impact on our results of operations. Accordingly, any estimates of the effects of COVID-19 as reflected or
discussed are based upon our best estimates using information known to us as of the date of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q,
and such estimates may change in the future, the effects of which could be material.
We are actively managing capital needs and liquidity to mitigate the financial impact of COVID-19 on our business and preserve
long-term value for our stockholders. We continue to see demand and lead generation for our communities and remain
optimistic on the long-term outlook for the seniors housing industry.
Operating Performance
The following is a summary of the performance of our investment segments for the three months ended September 30, 2021 as
compared to the three months ended June 30, 2021. For additional information on financial results, refer to “—Results of
Operations.”
Direct Investments - Operating
During the three months ended September 30, 2021, our direct operating investments experienced a 12.3% increase in the
number of resident move-ins over the three months ended June 30, 2021, while the number of move-outs increased 2.6% over
the same period. A summary of average occupancy by manager is as follows:
Average Monthly Occupancy
Operator / Manager

September 2021

June 2021

Average Quarterly Occupancy
Variance

Q3 2021

Q2 2021

Variance

Watermark Retirement Communities

75.0 %

74.0 %

1.0 %

74.5 %

73.3 %

1.2 %

Solstice Senior Living

76.0 %

71.8 %

4.2 %

74.7 %

71.7 %

3.0 %

Avamere Health Services

84.1 %

81.5 %

2.6 %

82.3 %

80.1 %

2.2 %

100.0 %

97.5 %

2.5 %

99.2 %

99.2 %

— %

76.1 %

73.5 %

2.6 %

75.1 %

73.1 %

2.0 %

Integral Senior Living
Direct Investments - Operating

On a same store basis, rental and resident fee income of our direct operating investments increased to $58.4 million for the three
months ended September 30, 2021 as compared to $57.1 million for the three months ended June 30, 2021 as a result of
improved occupancy.
On a same store basis, property operating expenses increased to $45.0 million for the three months ended September 30, 2021 as
compared to $42.9 million for the three months ended June 30, 2021. We continue to experience staffing challenges and, in turn,
salaries and wages expense has increased due to additional overtime hours and use of agency and contract labor to fill open
positions. In addition, improved volume of resident move-ins has increased sales and marketing expenses while the resumption
of normalized business operations has allowed our managers to complete deferred repairs and maintenance projects. COVID-19
related expenses totaled $0.7 million for the three months ended September 30, 2021 as compared to $1.0 million for the three
months ended June 30, 2021, which are excluded from the same store comparison.
Overall, on a same store basis, rental and resident fee income, net of property operating expenses, of our direct operating
investments decreased to $13.4 million for the three months ended September 30, 2021 as compared to $14.2 million for the
three months ended June 30, 2021.
Direct Investments - Net Lease
During the three months ended September 30, 2021, we recognized $6.4 million of rental income as compared to $5.2 million
during the three months ended June 30, 2021, excluding straight-line rental adjustments in both periods. A summary of rental
income from our direct net lease investments is as follows:
•

We sold our Smyrna property in May 2021. No rental income was received or recognized from the operator during the
nine months ended September 30, 2021.

•

The operator of our Arbors portfolio has failed to remit rent and satisfy other lease conditions. Contractual monthly
rent obligations have been remitted through April 2021 and we have recorded rental income to the extent rental
payments were received during the three months ended September 30, 2021.

•

Despite the adverse effects of COVID-19 on its operations, the operator of our Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio
has remitted full contractual rent. In April 2021, we executed a lease modification that allows the operator to defer up to
$3.0 million of contractual rent payments over the remaining term of the lease, which will be forgiven at the expiration
or earlier termination of the lease, subject to the satisfaction and compliance with certain terms and conditions. The
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Company has recognized rental revenue on a straight-line basis based on the modified terms of the lease, with the
assumption that the deferred contractual rent payments will be forgiven.
Debt Investments
During the three months ended September 30, 2021, interest income generated by our mezzanine loan debt investment totaled
$1.1 million, a decrease from $1.4 million for the three months ended June 30, 2021, as a result of the loan being repaid in full in
August 2021. The borrower funded principal repayments through net proceeds generated from the sale of underlying collateral
and available operating cash flow.
Unconsolidated Investments
Overall, our unconsolidated investment portfolios experienced similar operational challenges presented by the COVID-19
pandemic as our direct operating investments. Equity in earnings totaled $7.9 million for the three months ended September 30,
2021 as compared to $10.8 million for the three months ended June 30, 2021. Equity in earnings includes our proportionate share
of net gains from sales transactions in the Espresso and Eclipse joint ventures, which totaled $7.5 million and $9.5 million for the
three months ended September 30, 2021 and June 30, 2021, respectively. These sales resulted in lower rental income recognized
by the joint ventures during the three months ended September 30, 2021.
During the three months ended September 30, 2021, we received distributions from our Eclipse, Diversified US/UK and Envoy
unconsolidated investments totaling $3.9 million. Distributions continued to be limited by reinvestment and development in the
Trilogy joint venture, operational declines in the Eclipse joint ventures and debt repayments in the Espresso joint venture, all of
which have negatively impacted our liquidity position.
Investments, Financings and Disposition Activities
The following is a summary of significant investment, financing and disposition activities during the nine months ended
September 30, 2021:
•

In January 2021, we refinanced an existing $18.7 million note payable, collateralized by a property within the Aqua
portfolio, with a $26.0 million mortgage note payable. The new mortgage note carries a fixed interest rate of 3.0%
through February 2024 and has an initial maturity date of February 2026.

•

In March 2021, we completed the sale of a property within the Aqua portfolio for $22.0 million. The sale generated net
proceeds of $0.9 million, after the repayment of the outstanding mortgage principal balance of $20.1 million and
transaction costs.

•

In April 2021, we extended the maturity date of a mortgage note payable for a property within the Rochester portfolio to
August 2022 and made a $1.0 million principal repayment.

•

In May 2021, we completed the sale of the Smyrna net lease property, which generated net proceeds of approximately
$1.7 million.

•

In June 2021, we completed the sale of the two properties comprising the Kansas City portfolio, which generated net
proceeds of approximately $4.7 million.

•

In July 2021, we repaid in full the $35.0 million outstanding borrowings under our revolving line of credit from an
affiliate of DigitalBridge, or the Sponsor Line.

•

In August 2021, the outstanding principal balance of our mezzanine loan was repaid in full. Principal repayments
received during the nine months ended September 30, 2021 totaled $74.4 million, which includes payment-in-kind
interest. The borrower funded these principal repayments through net proceeds generated from the sale of underlying
collateral and available operating cash flow.

•

We recorded impairment losses totaling $5.4 million for one operating property within the Winterfell portfolio and one
net lease property, which was sold in May 2021.

Recent Developments
The following is a discussion of material events which have occurred subsequent to September 30, 2021 through November 11,
2021.
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Purchase and Sale Agreement
On November 1, 2021, we, acting through subsidiaries of our operating partnership, entered into a portfolio acquisition
agreement, or the Purchase Agreement with subsidiaries of Welltower Inc. to sell the six net lease and eight operating properties
in our Watermark Fountains portfolio for an aggregate sales price of $580.0 million, subject to the terms and conditions of the
Purchase Agreement. As of September 30, 2021, the properties’ carrying value, which totaled $488.2 million, was classified as
assets held for sale on our consolidated balance sheets. The transaction has been contemplated in and consistent with the most
recently estimated net asset per share as approved on November 11, 2021. We currently expect the transaction to be completed in
December 2021; however, there is no assurance that the transaction will close in the timeframe contemplated or on the terms
anticipated, if at all.
Estimated Net Asset Value
On November 11, 2021, upon the recommendation of the audit committee, or the Audit Committee, of the Board, the Board,
including all of its independent directors, approved and established an estimated value per share of our common stock of $3.91.
Refer to Part II, Item 5. “Other Items” for additional information.
Our Investments
We have invested in independent living facilities, or ILFs, assisted living facilities, or ALFs, memory care facilities, or MCFs,
and continuing care retirement communities, or CCRCs, which we collectively refer to as seniors housing facilities, skilled
nursing facilities, or SNFs, medical office buildings, or MOBs, and hospitals.
Our primary investment segments are as follows:
•

Direct Investments - Net Lease - Healthcare properties operated under net leases with an operator.

•

Direct Investments - Operating - Healthcare properties operated pursuant to management agreements with healthcare
managers.

•

Unconsolidated Investments - Healthcare joint ventures, including properties operated under net leases with an operator
or pursuant to management agreements with healthcare managers, in which we own a minority interest.

•

Debt Investments - Mortgage loans or mezzanine loans to owners of healthcare real estate. During nine months ended
September 30, 2021, we had one mezzanine loan, which was repaid in August 2021.

We generate revenues from resident fees, rental income and interest income. Resident fee income from our seniors housing
operating facilities is recorded when services are rendered and includes resident room and care charges and other resident
charges. Rental income is generated from our real estate for the leasing of space to various types of healthcare operators/tenants/
residents. Interest income is generated from our debt investment. Additionally, we report our proportionate interest of revenues
and expenses from unconsolidated joint ventures, which own healthcare real estate, through equity in earnings (losses) of
unconsolidated ventures on our consolidated statements of operations.
For financial information regarding our reportable segments, refer to Note 12, “Segment Reporting” in our accompanying
consolidated financial statements included in Part I, Item 1. “Financial Statements.”
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The following table presents a summary of investments as of September 30, 2021 (dollars in thousands):
Properties(1)(2)
Investment Type / Portfolio

Amount(2)(3)

Seniors
Housing

MOB

SNF

Hospitals

Total

Primary Locations

Ownership
Interest

Northeast

100.0 %

Various

100.0 %
97.0 %

Direct Investments Net Lease
Arbors

$

126,825

4

—

—

—

4

Subtotal

$

126,825

4

—

—

—

4

$

904,985

32

—

—

—

32

Direct Investments Operating
Winterfell
Rochester

219,518

10

—

—

—

10

Northeast

Watermark Aqua

77,521

4

—

—

—

4

Southwest/Midwest

97.0 %

Avamere

99,438

5

—

—

—

5

Northwest

100.0 %

Oak Cottage

19,427

1

—

—

—

1

West

100.0 %

Other(4)

2,327

—

—

—

—

—

West

97.0 %

Subtotal

$ 1,323,216

52

—

—

—

52

$

Unconsolidated Investments
Diversified US/UK

445,855

92

106

39

9

246

Various

14.3 %

Trilogy(5)

401,861

22

—

69

—

91

Various

23.2 %

Espresso

221,243

5

—

105

—

110

Various

36.7 %

37,291

42

—

9

—

51

Various

5.6 %

—

—

—

—

—

—

Various

20.0 %

Subtotal

$ 1,106,250

161

106

222

9

498

Total Investments

$ 2,556,291

217

106

222

9

554

Eclipse
Solstice(6)

_______________________________________
(1) Classification based on predominant services provided, but may include other services.
(2) Excludes properties held for sale.
(3) Based on cost for real estate equity investments, which includes purchase price allocations related to net intangibles, deferred costs, other assets, if any, and
adjusted for subsequent capital expenditures. For real estate equity investments, includes cost associated with purchased land parcels that are not included
in the count.
(4) Represents eight condominium units for which we hold future interests.
(5) Includes institutional pharmacy, therapy businesses and lease purchase buy-out options in connection with the Trilogy investment, which are not subject to
property count.
(6) Represents our investment in Solstice Senior Living, LLC, or Solstice, the manager of the Winterfell portfolio. Solstice is a joint venture between affiliates
of Integral Senior Living, LLC, or ISL, a management company of ILF, ALF and MCF founded in 2000, which owns 80.0%, and us, who owns 20.0%.
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The following presents our real estate equity portfolio diversity across property type and geographic location based on cost:
Real Estate Equity by Property Type(1)

Real Estate Equity by Geographic Location

_______________________________________
(1) Classification based on predominant services provided, but may include other services.

Our investments include the following types of healthcare facilities as of September 30, 2021:
•

Seniors Housing. We define seniors housing to include ILFs, ALFs, MCFs and CCRCs, as described in further detail
below. Revenues generated by seniors housing facilities typically come from private pay sources, including private
insurance, and to a much lesser extent government reimbursement programs, such as Medicare and Medicaid.
◦

Assisted living facilities. ALFs provide services that include minimal assistance for activities in daily living
and permit residents to maintain some of their privacy and independence as they do not require constant
supervision and assistance. Services bundled within one regular monthly fee usually include three meals per
day in a central dining room, daily housekeeping, laundry, medical reminders and 24-hour availability of
assistance with the activities of daily living, such as eating, dressing and bathing. Professional nursing and
healthcare services are usually available at the facility on call or at regularly scheduled times. ALFs typically
are comprised of one and two bedroom suites equipped with private bathrooms and efficiency kitchens.

◦

Independent living facilities. ILFs are age-restricted multi-family properties with central dining facilities that
provide services that include security, housekeeping, nutrition and limited laundry services. ILFs are designed
specifically for independent seniors who are able to live on their own, but desire the security and conveniences
of community living. ILFs typically offer several services covered under a regular monthly fee.

◦

Memory care facilities. MCFs offer specialized options for seniors with Alzheimer’s disease and other forms
of dementia. Purpose built, free-standing MCFs offer an attractive alternative for private-pay residents affected
by memory loss in comparison to other accommodations that typically have been provided within a secured
unit of an ALF or SNF. These facilities offer dedicated care and specialized programming for various
conditions relating to memory loss in a secured environment that is typically smaller in scale and more
residential in nature than traditional ALFs. Residents require a higher level of care and more assistance with
activities of daily living than in ALFs. Therefore, these facilities have staff available 24 hours a day to respond
to the unique needs of their residents.

◦

Continuing care retirement community. CCRCs provide, as a continuum of care, the services described for
ILFs, ALFs and SNFs in an integrated campus. CCRCs can be structured to offer services covered under a
regular monthly rental fee or under a one-time upfront entrance fee, which is partially refundable in certain
circumstances. Residents under entrance fee agreements may also pay a monthly service fee, which entitles
them to the use of certain amenities and services, however, the monthly fees are generally less than fees at a
comparable rental community. The refundable portion of a resident’s entrance fee is generally refundable
within a certain period following contract termination or upon the resale of the unit, or in some agreements,
upon the resale of a comparable unit or after the resident vacates the unit. Some entrance fee agreements entitle
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the resident to a refund of the original entrance fee paid plus a percentage of the appreciation of the unit upon
resale.
•

Skilled Nursing Facilities. SNFs provide services that include daily nursing, therapeutic rehabilitation, social services,
housekeeping, nutrition and administrative services for individuals requiring certain assistance for activities in daily
living. A typical SNF includes mostly one and two bed units, each equipped with a private or shared bathroom and
community dining facilities. Revenues generated from SNFs typically come from government reimbursement
programs, including Medicare and Medicaid, as well as private pay sources, including private insurance.

•

Medical Office Buildings. MOBs are typically either single-tenant properties associated with a specialty group or multitenant properties leased to several unrelated medical practices. Tenants include physicians, dentists, psychologists,
therapists and other healthcare providers, who require space devoted to patient examination and treatment, diagnostic
imaging, outpatient surgery and other outpatient services. MOBs are similar to commercial office buildings, although
they require greater plumbing, electrical and mechanical systems to accommodate physicians’ requirements such as
sinks in every room, brighter lights and specialized medical equipment.

•

Hospitals. Services provided by operators and tenants in hospitals are paid for by private sources, third-party payers
(e.g., insurance and Health Maintenance Organizations), or through the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Our hospital
properties typically will include acute care, long-term acute care, specialty and rehabilitation hospitals and generally are
leased to operators under triple-net lease structures.

Direct Investments - Operating
For our operating properties, we enter in management agreements that generally provide for the payment of a fee to a manager,
typically 4-5% of gross revenues with the potential for certain incentive compensation, and have direct exposure to the revenues
and operating expenses of a property. As a result, our operating properties allow us to participate in the risks and rewards of the
operations of healthcare facilities. Revenue derived from ILFs within our direct operating investments is classified as rental
income on our consolidated statements of operations. Revenue derived from ALFs, MCFs and CCRCs within our direct
operating investments is classified as resident fee income on our consolidated statements of operations.
The weighted average resident occupancy of our operating properties was 75.1% for the three months ended September 30,
2021.
Direct Investments - Net Lease
For our net lease properties, we enter into net leases that generally provide for fixed rental payments, subject to periodic
increases based on certain percentages or the consumer price index, and obligate the operator to pay all property-related
expenses, including maintenance, utilities, repairs, taxes, insurance and capital expenditures. Revenue derived from our net lease
properties is classified as rental income on our consolidated statements of operations.
Our net lease properties are leased to two operators. The remaining lease term for each operator as of September 30, 2021 is as
follows:

Operator
Watermark Retirement Communities
Arcadia Management

Remaining
Lease Term
(Years)

Properties
Leased
6

(1)

0.5

4

(2)

8.0

_______________________________________
(1) The lease for the properties operated by Watermark Retirement Communities expires in March 2022. As of September 30, 2021, these properties have been
classified as held for sale.
(2) Operator has failed to remit rent and comply with other contractual terms of its lease agreement, which resulted in a default under the operator’s lease as of
September 30, 2021.
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Operators and Managers
The following table presents the operators and managers of our direct investments (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30, 2021
Properties
Under
Management

Operator / Manager

Units Under
Management(1)

Property and Other
Revenues(2)

% of Total
Property and Other
Revenues

Watermark Retirement Communities

(3)

28

5,049

98,586

53.1 %

Solstice Senior Living

(4)

32

4,000

73,128

39.4 %

5

453

12,795

6.9 %

Avamere Health Services

$

Arcadia Management

(5)

4

572

(4,399)

(2.4)%

Integral Senior Living

(6)

1

44

5,465

2.9 %

Other

(7)

—

—

70

10,118

Total

$

80

0.1 %

185,655

100.0 %

_______________________________________
(1) Represents rooms for ALFs and ILFs and beds for MCFs and SNFs, based on predominant type.
(2) Includes rental income received from our net lease properties as well as rental income, ancillary service fees and other related revenue earned from ILF
residents and resident fee income derived from our ALFs, MCFs and CCRCs, which includes resident room and care charges, ancillary fees and other
resident service charges.
(3) Includes properties managed and operated by Watermark Retirement Communities that have been classified as held for sale as of September 30, 2021.
(4) Solstice is a joint venture of which affiliates of ISL own 80%.
(5) During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we recorded rental income to the extent lease payments were received. Rental income was reduced by
$7.4 million for the write-off of straight-line rent receivables, as full collection of rent under the lease was deemed not to be probable.
(6) Property and other revenues includes amounts from two properties sold in June 2021, which are excluded from the property count.
(7) Consists primarily of interest income earned on corporate-level cash accounts.

Watermark Retirement Communities and Solstice, together with their affiliates, manage substantially all of our operating
properties. As a result, we are dependent upon their personnel, expertise, technical resources and information systems,
proprietary information, good faith and judgment to manage our properties efficiently and effectively. Through our 20.0%
ownership of Solstice, we are entitled to certain rights and minority protections. As Solstice is a joint venture formed exclusively
to operate the Winterfell portfolio, Solstice has generated, and may continue to generate, operating losses if declines in
occupancy and operating revenues at our Winterfell portfolio continue. During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we
contributed an additional $0.4 million to Solstice.
Unconsolidated Investments
The following table presents our unconsolidated investments (dollars in thousands):
Properties as of September 30, 2021(1)

Portfolio

Partner

Acquisition
Date

(2)

Ownership

AUM

Seniors
Housing
Facilities

MOB

SNF

Hospitals

Total

23,400

42

—

9

—

51

Equity
Investment(3)

DigitalBridge/
Formation Capital,
LLC

May-2014

Diversified US/UK

DigitalBridge

Dec-2014

14.3 %

445,855

243,544

92

106

39

9

246

Espresso

Formation Capital,
LLC/Safanad
Management Limited

Jul-2015

36.7 %

221,243

55,146

5

—

105

—

110

Trilogy

American Healthcare
REIT / Management
Team of Trilogy
Investors, LLC

Dec-2015

23.2 %

Eclipse

5.6 % $

Subtotal
Solstice
Total

37,291

401,861
$ 1,106,250

Jul-2017

$

20.0 %

$

—
$ 1,106,250

$

189,032

22

—

69

—

91

511,122

161

106

222

9

498

402

—

—

—

—

—

511,524

161

106

222

9

498

_______________________________________
(1) Excludes properties classified as held for sale.
(2) Represents assets under management based on cost, which includes purchase price allocations related to net intangibles, deferred costs, other assets, if any,
and adjusted for subsequent capital expenditures. Does not include cost of properties held for sale.
(3) Represents initial and subsequent contributions to the underlying joint venture through September 30, 2021.
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•

Eclipse. Portfolio of SNFs and ALFs leased to, or managed by, a variety of different operators/managers across the
United States. Our Sponsor and other minority partners and Formation own 86.4% and 8.0% of this portfolio,
respectively.

•

Diversified US/UK. Portfolio of SNFs, ALFs, MOBs and hospitals across the United States and care homes in the
United Kingdom. Our Sponsor and other minority partners own the remaining 85.7% of this portfolio.

•

Espresso. Portfolio of predominantly SNFs, located in various regions across the United States, and organized in five
sub-portfolios and currently leased to seven different operators under net leases. An affiliate of Formation acts as the
general partner and manager of this investment. Formation and Safanad Management Limited own the remaining
63.3% of this portfolio.

•

Trilogy. Portfolio of predominantly SNFs located in the Midwest and operated pursuant to management agreements
with Trilogy Health Services, as well as ancillary services businesses, including a therapy business and a pharmacy
business. American Healthcare REIT, Inc. or AHR, and management of Trilogy own the remaining 76.8% of this
portfolio.

•

Solstice. Operator platform joint venture established to manage the operations of the Winterfell portfolio. An affiliate
of ISL owns the remaining 80.0%.

Debt Investments
Our investments in real estate debt secured by healthcare facilities consisted of one mezzanine loan to the Espresso portfolio, in
which we also have an equity investment. Refer to “—Unconsolidated Investments” above. In August 2021, the outstanding
principal balance of the mezzanine loan was repaid in full. Refer to “—Significant Developments” for further detail.
Our Strategy
Our primary objective is to invest in our portfolio and manage liquidity in order to maximize shareholder value. Although our
short-term strategy will be impacted by the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, the key elements of our long-term strategy
include:
•

Grow the Operating Income Generated by Our Portfolio. Through active portfolio management, we will continue to
review and implement operating strategies and initiatives in order to enhance the performance of our existing
investment portfolio.

•

Pursue Strategic Capital Expenditures and Development Opportunities. We will continue to invest capital into our
operating portfolio in order to maintain market position as well as functional and operating standards. In addition, we
will continue to execute on and identify strategic development opportunities for our existing investments that may
involve replacing, converting or renovating facilities in our portfolio which, in turn, would allow us to provide an
optimal mix of services and enhance the overall value of our assets.

•

Pursue Dispositions and Opportunities for Asset Repositioning. We will actively pursue dispositions of assets and
portfolios where we believe the disposition will achieve a desired return, improve our liquidity position and generate
value for shareholders. Additionally, we will continue to assess the need for strategic repositioning or sale of assets,
joint ventures, operators and markets to position our portfolio for optimal performance.

•

Financing Strategy. We use asset-level financing as part of our investment strategy to leverage our investments while
managing refinancing and interest rate risk. We typically finance our investments with medium to long-term, nonrecourse mortgage loans, though our borrowing levels and terms vary depending upon the nature of the assets and the
related financing. In addition, our Sponsor has made available a revolving line of credit to provide additional shortterm liquidity as needed. Refer to “Liquidity and Capital Resources” in Part I, Item 2. “Management’s Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” for additional information.
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Portfolio Management
Our Advisor and its affiliates maintain a comprehensive portfolio management process that generally includes oversight by asset
management and capital markets teams, regular management meetings and operating results review process. These processes are
designed to enable management to evaluate and proactively identify asset-specific issues and trends on a portfolio-wide, subportfolio or asset type basis. Nevertheless, we cannot be certain that our Advisor’s review will identify all issues within our
portfolio due to, among other things, adverse economic conditions or events adversely affecting specific assets; therefore,
potential future losses may also stem from issues that are not identified during these portfolio reviews or the asset and portfolio
management process.
Our Advisor’s asset management and capital markets teams are experienced and use many methods to actively manage our asset
base to enhance or preserve our income, value and capital and mitigate risk. Our Advisor’s asset management and capital
markets teams seek to identify strategic development opportunities for our investments that may involve replacing, converting or
renovating facilities in our portfolio which, in turn, would allow us to provide optimal mix of services and enhance the overall
value of our assets. To manage risk, our Advisor’s asset management and capital markets teams engage in frequent review and
dialogue with operators/managers/borrowers/third party advisors and periodic inspections of our owned properties and collateral.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, we have performed virtual site tours of our properties in order to comply with safety measures
and restrictions and anticipate resuming in person inspections when conditions allow. In addition, our Advisor’s asset
management and capital market teams consider the impact of regulatory changes on the performance of our portfolio.
We will continue to monitor the performance of, and actively manage, all of our investments. However, there can be no
assurance that our investments will continue to perform in accordance with the contractual terms of the governing documents or
underwriting and we may, in the future, record impairment, as appropriate, if required.
Outlook and Recent Trends
The healthcare industry, which includes ILFs, ALFs, MCFs, CCRCs, SNFs, MOBs and hospitals, continues to experience the
effects of COVID-19, including declines in resident occupancy and operating cash flows, compressed operating margins and a
stressed market affecting healthcare real estate values in general. Operating results will continue to be impacted to the extent
occupancy declines continue and additional staffing and cost burdens persist. The healthcare industry’s operational and financial
recovery from the impact of the COVID-19 will depend on a variety of factors, which may differ considerably across regions,
fluctuate over time and are highly uncertain.
The industry experienced a higher pace of move-ins during the third quarter of 2021 as compared to the second quarter of 2021.
As a result of overall increase in resident demand, improving consumer sentiment and easing restrictions on visitation and
admissions, the seniors housing industry occupancy average rose to 80.1% during the third quarter of 2021 from 78.7% in the
second quarter of 2021. However, annual inventory growth remained at 2.5% during the third quarter of 2021, with an elevated
construction versus inventory ratio of 4.9% in the third quarter of 2021 (source: The National Investment Centers for Seniors
Housing & Care, or NIC).
COVID-19 Relief
In March 2020, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, or the CARES Act, was signed into law. The CARES
Act has provided over $100 billion in grants to eligible health care providers for health care related expenses or lost revenues that
are attributable to COVID-19. Beginning September 2020, licensed assisted living providers became eligible to apply for
funding under the Provider Relief Fund Phase 2 General Distribution allocation and remain eligible under the Provider Relief
Fund Phase 3 and Phase 4 General Distributions. In September 2021, the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, or the
DHHS, announced the release of additional funding under the CARES Act, which includes $17 billion for Phase 4 Provider
Relief Funds.
In April 2020, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, or CMS, announced the distribution of $30 billion in funds to
Medicare providers based upon their 2019 Medicare fee for service revenues. While these funds most significantly impact SNF
operators, Congress continues to consider further legislative action in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Operators continue to evaluate their options for financial assistance, such as utilizing programs within the CARES Act as well as
other state and local government relief programs. However, the ultimate impact of such relief, including the extent to which
relief funds from such programs will provide meaningful support for lost revenue and increasing costs, is uncertain.
Healthcare Real Estate
The healthcare industry is one of the largest segments of the U.S. economy (approximately 18% of the gross domestic product,
or GDP). Total U.S. healthcare expenditure in the sector is about $4 trillion, with hospital care, physician services and
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prescription drugs accounting for 60% of that total. One of the most prevalent trends that will impact the healthcare industry over
the next 20+ years is the aging of the U.S. population, primarily as baby boomers (born between 1946-64) reach 75 years of age
and older. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, from 2018 through 2060, seniors aged 75 and older are projected to more than
double in size, reaching just over 50 million people (+130% increase from 2018). Additionally, with an increase in the elderly
population, healthcare expenditure will continue to outgrow the broader U.S. economy, which continues to push up its share of
total U.S. GDP. Healthcare spending in the United States is projected to grow at an average rate of 5.5% over the next 10 years
and increase from $3.6 trillion in 2018 to $6.0 trillion in 2027 (source: CMS). As healthcare costs increase, insurers, individuals
and the U.S. government are pursuing lower cost options for healthcare. Seniors housing facilities and SNFs are generally more
cost effective than higher acuity healthcare settings, such as short or long-term acute-care hospitals, in-patient rehabilitation
facilities and other post-acute care settings.
Seniors Housing
Notwithstanding the demographics and forecasted spending growth, economic and healthcare market uncertainty, development,
and competitive pressures have had a negative impact on the seniors housing industry, weakening the market’s fundamentals and
ultimately reducing operating income for tenants and operators.
Supply growth, which has outpaced demand, has challenged the seniors housing industry over the past several years. New
inventory, coupled with the average move-in age of seniors housing residents increasing over time, has resulted in declining
occupancy for the industry on average. Further, to remain competitive with the new supply, owners and operators of older
facilities have increased capital expenditure spending, which in turn has negatively affected cash flow. While off its peak of
7.7% in the fourth quarter of 2017, seniors housing under construction as a share of inventory was 4.9% in the third quarter of
2021 (source: NIC). It is expected that development starts will be limited in the short-term future, in part due to the disruption
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, however, as demographics and demand continues to increase long-term, supply growth will
follow.
As a result of increased supply, the seniors housing industry has experienced competitive pressures that have limited rent growth
over the past several years. Average market rent growth reached its peak of 4.2% in 2016 and has since decreased to 1.5% as of
the third quarter of 2021, with pressures caused by the COVID-19 pandemic contributing to the decline (source: NIC). Limited
future supply growth and reestablishing normal operations in a post-pandemic environment will be factors in achieving near and
long term revenue growth for the industry.
Further, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, a tight labor market and competition to attract quality staff had resulted in increased
wages and personnel costs, resulting in lower margins. The COVID-19 pandemic has further exacerbated operating expense
growth, with increased staffing needs and personal protective equipment requirements. While it is expected that the increases in
expenses to combat the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic will be temporary, wage and benefits increases may continue to
impact the industry’s margins in the future, as labor represents 60% of the seniors housing industry’s operating expenses (source:
Green Street).
Skilled Nursing
While generally impacted by the same conditions as the seniors housing industry, SNF operators are currently facing various
operational, reimbursement, legal and regulatory challenges. Increased wages and labor costs, narrowing of referral networks,
shorter lengths of stay, staffing shortages, expenses associated with increased government investigations, enforcement
proceedings and legal actions related to professional and general liability claims have contributed to compressed margins and
declines in cash flow.
SNF operators receive a majority of their revenues from governmental payors, primarily Medicare and Medicaid. With a
dependence on government reimbursement as the primary source of their revenues, SNF operators are also subject to intensified
efforts to impose pricing pressures and more stringent cost controls, through value-based payments, managed care and similar
programs, which could result in lower daily reimbursement rates, lower lease coverage, decreased occupancy and declining
operating margins, liquidity and financial conditions.
Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
Our consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States, or U.S. GAAP, which requires the use of estimates and assumptions that involve the exercise of judgment and that affect
the reported amounts of assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of
revenues and expenses during the reporting period.
Certain accounting policies are considered to be critical accounting policies. Critical accounting policies are those that are most
important to the portrayal of our financial condition and results of operations and require management’s subjective and complex
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judgments, and for which the impact of changes in estimates and assumptions could have a material effect on our financial
statements. We believe that all of the decisions and assessments upon which our financial statements are based were reasonable
at the time made, based upon information available to us at that time.
For a summary of our accounting policies, refer to Note 2, “Summary of Significant Accounting Policies” in our accompanying
consolidated financial statements included in Part I, Item 1. “Financial Statements.”
We highlight below accounting estimates that we believe are critical based on the nature of our operations and/or require
significant management judgment and assumptions.
•

Impairments, including operating real estate and goodwill.

Our investments are reviewed on a quarterly basis, or more frequently as necessary, to assess whether there are any indicators
that the value of our investments may be impaired or that carrying value may not be recoverable. In conducting these reviews,
we consider macroeconomic factors, including healthcare sector conditions, together with asset and market specific
circumstance, among other factors. To the extent an impairment has occurred, the loss will be measured as compared to the
carrying amount of the investment. Fair values are estimated based upon the income capitalization approach, using net operating
income for each property and applying indicative capitalization and discount rates.
We perform an annual impairment test for goodwill and evaluate the recoverability whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying value of goodwill may not be fully recoverable. In making such assessment, qualitative factors are
used to determine whether it is more likely than not that the fair value of a reporting unit is less than its carrying value. If the
estimated fair value of the reporting unit is less than its carrying value, then an impairment charge is recorded.
Impairment
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we recorded impairment losses totaling $5.4 million on our operating real
estate, consisting of $4.6 million recognized for one independent living facility within our Winterfell portfolio, as a result of
lower estimated future cash flows and market value and $0.8 million for our Smyrna net lease property, which was sold in May
2021.
As of December 31, 2020, we had accumulated impairment losses of $145.1 million for operating real estate, excluding assets
held for sale, that we continue to hold as of September 30, 2021. Refer to our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 2020 for additional information regarding impairment recorded in prior years.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we did not impair any of our investments in unconsolidated ventures, nor did
the underlying joint ventures record any impairments or reserves on properties in their respective portfolios during the nine
months ended September 30, 2021.
Due to uncertainties over the extent and duration of the COVID-19 pandemic, at this time, it is difficult to assess and estimate
the further economic effects of COVID-19 with any meaningful precision. As the future impact of COVID-19 will depend on
many factors beyond our control and knowledge, the resulting effect on impairment of our operating real estate, investments in
unconsolidated ventures and goodwill may materially differ from our current expectations and further impairment charges may
be recorded in the future.
Results of Operations
Impact of COVID-19
Our healthcare real estate business and investments have been challenged by declines in resident occupancy and operating cash
flows, increases in cost burden faced by operators, lease concessions sought by tenants, and a stressed market affecting real
estate values in general. We anticipate lasting impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, even as states and municipalities have eased
and may further ease restrictions. We continue to monitor the progression of the economic recovery from COVID-19 and its
effects on our results of operations and assess recoverability of value across our assets as conditions change.
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Comparison of the Three Months Ended September 30, 2021 to September 30, 2020 (dollars in thousands):
Three Months Ended September 30,
2021

Increase (Decrease)

2020

Amount

%

Property and other revenues
Resident fee income

$

27,370

$

28,006

$

(636)

(2.3)%

Rental income

37,006

39,114

Other revenue

38

23

64,414

67,143

(2,729)

(4.1)%

1,067

1,927

(860)

(44.6)%

Real estate properties - operating expenses

45,784

46,501

(717)

(1.5)%

Interest expense

15,780

16,459

(679)

(4.1)%

—

—

Asset management fees - related party

2,769

4,431

(1,662)

(37.5)%

General and administrative expenses

2,432

3,446

(1,014)

(29.4)%

13,828

15,945

(2,117)

(13.3)%

4,600

—

85,193

86,782

(1,589)

(1.8)%

Other income, net

—

612

(612)

(100.0)%

Realized gain (loss) on investments and other

75

—

75

NA

8,986

(861.6)%

Total property and other revenues

(2,108)

(5.4)%

15

65.2 %

Interest income
Interest income on debt investments
Expenses

Transaction costs

Depreciation and amortization
Impairment loss
Total expenses

Equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures

7,943

Income tax expense
Net income (loss)

$

—

4,600

(1,043)

(59)

(15)

(11,753) $

(18,158) $

NA

(44)
6,405

NA

293.3 %
(35.3)%

Resident Fee Income
The following table presents resident fee income generated by our direct investments (dollars in thousands):
Three Months Ended September 30,
2021
Same store ALF/MCF/CCRC properties (excludes properties sold)

$

27,370

Properties sold
Total resident fee income

$

27,370

Amount

25,725

—
$

Increase (Decrease)

2020
$

2,281
$

28,006

$

%

1,645

6.4 %

(2,281)

(100.0)%

(636)

(2)%

On a same store basis, resident fee income increased by $1.6 million primarily as a result of improved operational and financial
performance in our CCRCs during the three months ended September 30, 2021.
Rental Income
The following table presents rental income generated by our direct investments (dollars in thousands):
Three Months Ended September 30,
2021
Same store ILF properties (excludes properties sold)

$

Increase (Decrease)

2020

30,994

$

Amount

30,889

$

105

%
0.3 %

Same store net lease properties (excludes properties sold)
Rent payments

6,359

Straight-line rent income (loss)
Total rental income

8,379

(347)
$

37,006

(154)
$

39,114

$

(2,020)

(24.1)%

(193)

125.3 %

(2,108)

(5.4)%

Rental income decreased $2.1 million primarily due to the operator of our Arbors net lease portfolio not remitting full
contractual rent during the three months ended September 30, 2021, as well as lower contractual rent recognized under the
amended terms of the lease with the operator of our Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio.
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Other Revenue
Other revenue increased primarily as a result of interest earned on higher uninvested cash balances during the three months
ended September 30, 2021.
Interest Income on Debt Investments
During the three months ended September 30, 2021, interest income generated by our one mezzanine loan debt investment
decreased as the result of full repayment of the loan in August 2021. The borrower funded principal repayments through net
proceeds generated from the sale of underlying collateral and available operating cash flow.
Real Estate Properties - Operating Expenses
The following table presents property operating expenses incurred by our direct investments (dollars in thousands):
Three Months Ended September 30,
2021

Increase (Decrease)

2020

Amount

%

Same store (excludes properties sold and COVID-19 related expenses)
ALF/MCF/CCRC properties

$

21,537

ILF properties

1,310

6.5 %

23,528

20,880

2,648

12.7 %

720

2,577

(1,857)

(72.1)%

2,817

(2,818)

(100.0)%

(717)

(1.5)%

COVID-19 related expenses
Properties sold

$

20,227

(1)

Total real estate properties - operating expenses

$

45,784

$

46,501

$

$

Overall, total operating expenses decreased $0.7 million primarily due to the sale of three properties during the first half of 2021,
as well as declines in COVID-19 related expenses. COVID-19 related expenses include personal protective equipment for
residents and staff, as well as wages for increased staffing.
Excluding properties sold and COVID-19 related expenses, operating expenses increased $4.0 million primarily as a result of our
operators experiencing staffing challenges, which has increased salaries and wages due to additional overtime hours and use of
agency and contract labor to fill open positions. In addition, the resumption of normalized business operations has allowed our
operators to complete deferred repairs and maintenance projects.
Interest Expense
The following table presents interest expense incurred on our borrowings (dollars in thousands):
Three Months Ended September 30,
2021

Increase (Decrease)

2020

Amount

%

Same store (excludes properties sold)
ALF/MCF/CCRC properties

$

4,489

$

4,518

$

(29)

(0.6)%

(197)

(2.3)%

ILF properties

8,279

8,476

Net lease properties

2,907

2,967

(60)

(2.0)%

—

171

(171)

(100.0)%

(222)

(67.9)%

(679)

(4.1)%

Properties sold
Corporate
Total interest expense

105
$

15,780

327
$

16,459

$

Interest expense decreased $0.7 million as a result of lower average mortgage notes principal balances outstanding during
the three months ended September 30, 2021 due to continued principal amortization and loan payoffs, in addition to lower
London Interbank Offered Rate, or LIBOR, which has reduced interest expense on our floating-rate debt. Corporate interest
expense represents interest resulting from the borrowings under our Sponsor Line, which was fully repaid in July 2021.
Asset Management Fees - Related Party
Our Advisor receives a monthly asset management fee equal to one-twelfth of 1.5% of our most recently published aggregate
estimated net asset value. Asset management fees - related party decreased $1.7 million as a result of the declining estimated net
asset value year over year.
General and Administrative Expenses
General and administrative expenses decreased $1.0 million primarily due to a one-time non-operating compensation cost for a
property within the Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio recognized during the three months ended September 30, 2020, as
well as lower direct corporate expenses incurred during the three months ended September 30, 2021.
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Depreciation and Amortization
The following table presents depreciation and amortization recognized on our direct investments (dollars in thousands):
Three Months Ended September 30,
2021

Increase (Decrease)

2020

Amount

%

Same store (excludes properties sold)
ALF/MCF/CCRC properties

$

3,444

$

4,649

$

(1,205)

(25.9)%

ILF properties

7,356

7,257

99

Net lease properties

3,027

3,699

(672)

(18.2)%

(339)

(99.7)%

(2,117)

(13.3)%

Properties sold

1

Total depreciation and amortization

$

13,828

340
$

15,945

$

1.4 %

Depreciation and amortization expense decreased $2.1 million, primarily as a result of classifying the Watermark Fountains
portfolio as held for sale in August 2021, as well as impairments recognized during the year ended December 31, 2020, which
reduced building depreciation expense.
Impairment Loss
During the three months ended September 30, 2021, impairment losses on operating real estate totaled $4.6 million for one
independent living facility within the Winterfell portfolio. Refer to “—Impairment” for additional discussion.
During the three months ended September 30, 2020, we did not incur any impairment losses on operating real estate assets.
Other Income, Net
During the three months ended September 30, 2021 we did not recognize any other income, net. Other income for the three
months ended September 30, 2020 consisted of $0.6 million in federal COVID-19 provider relief grants from DHHS received
and recognized by properties in our Avamere, Watermark Fountains and Kansas City portfolios.
Realized Gain (Loss) on Investments and Other
During the three months ended September 30, 2021, we realized gains of $0.1 million for distributions received from the Envoy
joint venture that exceeded our carrying value in the investment. During the three months ended September 30, 2020, we did not
recognize any realized gains or losses.
Equity in Earnings (Losses) of Unconsolidated Ventures
The following table presents the results of our unconsolidated ventures (dollars in thousands):
Three Months Ended
September 30,

Three Months Ended September 30,
2021

$

Envoy
Diversified US/UK
Espresso

(191) $

2020

(273) $

—

(330)

185

(3,724)

60

5,370
(3,663)

$

7,932

$

7,943

11

(1,091)

—

$ (1,037) $ (2,290) $
(6)

2021

(1)

$ (1,043) $ (2,291) $

2020

2021

Equity in Earnings,
less FFO and MFFO
adjustments

FFO and MFFO
adjustments(1)

—

763

Operator Platform(2)
Total

(194) $

7,693

Trilogy
Subtotal

2021

Equity in Earnings
(Losses)

Portfolio
Eclipse

2020

(463) $
—

79

$

272

Increase (Decrease)
$

2020

Cash Distributions

(193)

(71.0)% $

—

—%

2,898
78

$

198

—

—

—

(2,273)

3,394

2,458

936

38.1 %

966

—

(2,814)

2,323

2,874

(551)

(19.2)%

—

—

(3,052)

4,426

1,961

2,465

125.7 %

—

$

7,565

$ 2,657

$

7,559

(8,602) $ 10,222
—

12

(8,602) $ 10,234

(6)

18
$ 2,675

35.1 % $
(300.0)%
35.4 % $

3,942

—
$

198

$

198

—
3,942

—

_______________________________________
(1) Represents our proportionate share of revenues and expenses excluded from the calculation of FFO and MFFO for unconsolidated investments. Refer to
“—Non-GAAP Financial Measures” for additional discussion.
(2) Represents our investment in Solstice.

Our equity in earnings generated by our unconsolidated ventures increased $9.0 million primarily due to recognized gains on
assets sold in the Espresso portfolio as well as improved performance at Trilogy during the three months ended September 30,
2021.
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Equity in earnings, less FFO and MFFO adjustments, increased by $2.7 million. primarily due to occupancy and operational
improvements in the Trilogy joint venture. The increase was partially offset by declines in rental income in the Espresso and
Eclipse joint ventures due to sub-portfolio sales completed in 2021.
Income Tax Expense
Income tax expense was $59,000 and $15,000 for the three months ended September 30, 2021 and 2020, respectively, and relates
to our operating properties, which operate through a taxable REIT subsidiary structure.

Comparison of the Nine Months Ended September 30, 2021 to September 30, 2020 (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021

Increase (Decrease)

2020

Amount

%

Property and other revenues
Resident fee income

$

Rental income

83,906

$

101,669

Other revenue

90,033

$

118,309

(6,127)

(6.8)%

(16,640)

(14.1)%

80

165

(85)

(51.5)%

185,655

208,507

(22,852)

(11.0)%

4,667

5,738

(1,071)

(18.7)%

136,503

137,530

(1,027)

(0.7)%

47,767

49,591

(1,824)
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Asset management fees - related party

8,307

13,293

(4,986)

(37.5)%

General and administrative expenses

8,544

8,763

(219)

(2.5)%

44,772

48,929

(4,157)

(8.5)%

5,386

91,437

(86,051)

(94.1)%

251,333

349,550

(98,217)

(28.1)%

Other income, net

6,892

1,447

5,445

376.3 %

Realized gain (loss) on investments and other

7,479

—

7,479

NA

54,618

(148.4)%

Total property and other revenues
Interest income
Interest income on debt investments
Expenses
Real estate properties - operating expenses
Interest expense
Transaction costs

Depreciation and amortization
Impairment loss
Total expenses

Equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures

17,819

Income tax expense
Net income (loss)

(36,799)

(85)
$

47

(43)

(28,906) $

(42)

(170,700) $

141,794

(3.7)%
671.4 %

97.7 %
(83.1)%

Resident Fee Income
The following table presents resident fee income generated by our direct investments (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021
Same store ALF/MCF/CCRC properties (excludes properties sold)

$

Properties sold
Total resident fee income

80,685

$

3,221
$

Increase (Decrease)

2020

83,906

Amount

82,494

$

7,539
$

90,033

$

%

(1,809)

(2.2)%

(4,318)

(57.3)%

(6,127)

(7)%

On a same store basis, resident fee income decreased $1.8 million primarily as a result of lower occupancy at our ALFs, MCFs
and CCRCs during the nine months ended September 30, 2021. Limited move-ins and elevated move-outs throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic resulted in lower occupancy across our direct operating investments.
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Rental Income
The following table presents rental income generated by our direct investments (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021
Same store ILF properties (excludes properties sold)

$

Increase (Decrease)

2020

90,727

$

Amount

93,636

$

%

(2,909)

(3.1)%

Same store net lease properties (excludes properties sold)
Rent payments

18,375

Straight-line rent income (loss)

(7,433)

Total rental income

$

101,669

24,897
(224)
$

118,309

$

(6,522)

(26.2)%

(7,209)

3,218.3 %

(16,640)

(14.1)%

Rental income decreased $16.6 million primarily due to the operator of our Arbors net lease portfolio not remitting full
contractual rent during the nine months ended September 30, 2021, which also resulted in the write-off of straight-line rent
receivables. Additionally, lower contractual rent recognized under the amended terms of the lease with the operator of our
Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio. Limited move-ins and elevated move-outs throughout the COVID-19 pandemic
resulted in lower average occupancy for our ILFs.
Other Revenue
Other revenue decreased primarily as a result of lower interest earned on uninvested cash during the nine months ended
September 30, 2021.
Interest Income on Debt Investments
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, interest income generated by our one mezzanine loan debt investment
decreased as a result of receiving the full repayment of outstanding principal in August 2021. The borrower funded principal
repayments through net proceeds generated from the sale of underlying collateral and available operating cash flow.
Real Estate Properties - Operating Expenses
The following table presents property operating expenses incurred by our direct investments (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021

Increase (Decrease)

2020

Amount

%

Same store (excludes properties sold and COVID-19 related expenses)
ALF/MCF/CCRC properties

$

ILF properties

$

66,763

Net lease properties
COVID-19 related expenses
Properties sold
Total real estate properties - operating expenses

62,364
25

13

3,324

5,955

136,503

$

62,256

4,027
$

60,554

137,530

3.0 %

4,507

7.2 %

12

8,752
$

1,810

$

92.3 %

(2,631)

(44.2)%

(4,725)

(54.0)

(1,027)

(0.7)%

Overall, total operating expenses decreased $1.0 million primarily due to the sale of a property within the Aqua portfolio in the
first quarter of 2021 and the sale of the Kansas City portfolio in the second quarter of 2021, as well as declines in COVID-19
related expenses.
Excluding properties sold and COVID-19 related expenses, operating expenses increased $6.3 million, primarily as a result of
our operators experiencing staffing challenges, which has increased salaries and wages due to additional overtime hours and use
of agency and contract labor to fill open positions. In addition, the resumption of normalized business operations has allowed our
operators to complete deferred repairs and maintenance projects.
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Interest Expense
The following table presents interest expense incurred on our borrowings (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021

Increase (Decrease)

2020

Amount

%

Same store (excludes properties sold)
ALF/MCF/CCRC properties

$

(389)

(2.8)%

24,809

25,704

(895)

(3.5)%

8,670

8,879

(209)

(2.4)%

Properties sold

160

609

(449)

(73.7)%

Corporate

741

623

118

18.9 %

ILF properties

13,387

Net lease properties

Total interest expense

$

47,767

$

$

13,776

49,591

$

$

(1,824)

(3.7)%

Interest expense decreased $1.8 million as a result of lower average mortgage notes principal balances outstanding during
the nine months ended September 30, 2021 due to continued principal amortization and loan payoffs, in addition to lower
LIBOR, which has reduced interest expense on our floating-rate debt. Corporate interest expense represents interest resulting
from the borrowings under our Sponsor Line, which was repaid in full in July 2021.
Transaction Costs
Transaction costs for the nine months ended September 30, 2021 were primarily legal fees incurred to execute a maturity date
extension for a note payable for a property within the Aqua portfolio. Transaction costs for the nine months ended
September 30, 2020 were de minimis.
Asset Management Fees - Related Party
Our Advisor receives a monthly asset management fee equal to one-twelfth of 1.5% of our most recently published aggregate
estimated net asset value. Asset management fees - related party decreased $5.0 million as a result of the declining estimated net
asset value year over year.
General and Administrative Expenses
General and administrative expenses decreased $0.2 million primarily as a result of non-operating compensation costs incurred
for a property within the Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio during the nine months ended September 30, 2020 offset by
higher direct and indirect corporate expenses incurred during the nine months ended September 30, 2021.
Depreciation and Amortization
The following table presents depreciation and amortization recognized on our direct investments (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021

Increase (Decrease)

2020

Amount

%

Same store (excludes properties sold)
ALF/MCF/CCRC properties

(1,831)

(13.3)%

ILF properties

$

21,891

22,847

(956)

(4.2)%

Net lease properties

10,857

11,054

(197)

(1.8)%

91

1,264

(1,173)

(92.8)%

(4,157)

(8.5)%

Properties sold
Total depreciation and amortization

$

11,933

44,772

$

$

13,764

48,929

$

$

Depreciation and amortization expense decreased $4.2 million, primarily as a result of properties sold and held for sale during
nine months ended September 30, 2021, as well as impairments recognized during the nine months ended September 30, 2020,
which reduced building depreciation expense.
Impairment Loss
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, impairment losses on operating real estate totaled $5.4 million, consisting of
$4.6 million recognized for one independent living facility within our Winterfell portfolio and $0.8 million for our Smyrna net
lease property, which was sold in May 2021.
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During the nine months ended September 30, 2020, an impairment loss of $91.4 million was recorded, consisting of $70.8
million recognized for eight independent living facilities within our Winterfell portfolio and $20.6 million for properties that
were sold in 2021.
Other Income, Net
Other income, net for the nine months ended September 30, 2021 consisted of $7.4 million in federal COVID-19 provider relief
grants from DHHS, partially offset by a $0.5 million non-operating loss recognized at a property within the Watermark
Fountains portfolio. During the nine months ended September 30, 2020, $1.4 million in federal COVID-19 provider relief grants
from DHHS was received and recognized.
Realized Gain (Loss) on Investments and Other
The sale of four properties during the nine months ended September 30, 2021 resulted in net realized gains totaling $7.4 million.
In addition, we recognized gains on distributions that exceeded our carrying value for our investment in the Envoy joint venture.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2020, we did not realize any gains or losses.
Equity in Earnings (Losses) of Unconsolidated Ventures
The following table presents the results of our unconsolidated ventures (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended
September 30,

Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021

Equity in Earnings
(Losses)

Portfolio
Eclipse
Envoy

$

3,739
740

Diversified US/UK

(2,387)

Espresso

18,636

Trilogy

(2,839)

Subtotal
Operator Platform(2)
Total

2020

$ 17,889
(70)
$ 17,819

$ (3,683) $
—
(37,905)

2021

2020

2021

FFO and MFFO
adjustments(1)
3,319

$

(4,381) $

744

2020

2021

Equity in Earnings,
less FFO and MFFO
adjustments
—

420
(4)

$

698
—

Increase (Decrease)
$

(278)
(4)

Cash Distributions

(39.8)% $ 2,898

$

86

—%

817

390

(13,713)

(44,729)

11,326

6,824

66.0 %

3,256

1,487

11,087

(8,256)

7,549

7,734

(185)

(2.4)%

—

—

(11,265)

(10,404)

8,426

15,769

(7,343)

(46.6)%

—

—

$ (36,745) $ (9,828) $ (67,770) $ 27,717

$ 31,025

$ (3,308)

(10.7)% $ 6,971

$ 1,963

(522)
5,365
(54)

(2)

—

(68)

$ (36,799) $ (9,830) $ (67,770) $ 27,649

(54)
$ 30,971

4,502

2020

(14)
$ (3,322)

25.9 %

—

—

(10.7)% $ 6,971

$ 1,963

_______________________________________
(1) Represents our proportionate share of revenues and expenses excluded from the calculation of FFO and MFFO for unconsolidated investments. Refer to
“—Non-GAAP Financial Measures” for additional discussion.
(2) Represents our investment in Solstice.

We recognized equity in earnings from our investments in unconsolidated investments during the nine months ended
September 30, 2021, primarily due to realized gains on property sales in the Eclipse and Espresso joint ventures, as compared to
losses recognized during the nine months ended September 30, 2020 primarily due to real estate impairments recorded by the
Trilogy, Diversified US/UK and Eclipse joint ventures.
Equity in earnings, less FFO and MFFO adjustments, decreased by $3.3 million. The decrease was primarily due lower
COVID-19 provider relief grants received and recognized by the Trilogy joint venture, partially offset by lower tax expense
recognized in the Diversified US/UK portfolio for the nine months ended September 30, 2021.
Income Tax Expense
Income tax expense for the nine months ended September 30, 2021 and 2020 was $85,000 and $43,000, respectively, and relates
to our operating properties, which operate through a taxable REIT subsidiary structure.
Non-GAAP Financial Measures
Funds from Operations and Modified Funds from Operations
We believe that Funds from Operations, or FFO, and Modified Funds from Operations, or MFFO, are additional appropriate
measures of the operating performance of a REIT and of us in particular. We compute FFO in accordance with the standards
established by the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, or NAREIT, as net income (loss) (computed in
accordance with U.S. GAAP), excluding gains (losses) from sales of depreciable property, the cumulative effect of changes in
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accounting principles, real estate-related depreciation and amortization, impairment on depreciable property owned directly or
indirectly and after adjustments for unconsolidated ventures.
Changes in the accounting and reporting rules under U.S. GAAP that have been put into effect since the establishment of
NAREIT’s definition of FFO have prompted an increase in the non-cash and non-operating items included in FFO. For instance,
the accounting treatment for acquisition fees related to business combinations has changed from being capitalized to being
expensed. Additionally, publicly registered, non-traded REITs are typically different from traded REITs because they generally
have a limited life followed by a liquidity event or other targeted exit strategy. Non-traded REITs typically have a significant
amount of acquisition activity and are substantially more dynamic during their initial years of investment and operation as
compared to later years when the proceeds from their initial public offering have been fully invested and when they may seek to
implement a liquidity event or other exit strategy. However, it is likely that we will make investments past the acquisition and
development stage, albeit at a substantially lower pace.
Acquisition fees paid to our Advisor in connection with the origination and acquisition of debt investments have been amortized
over the life of the investment as an adjustment to interest income, while fees paid to our Advisor in connection with the
acquisition of equity investments were generally expensed under U.S. GAAP. In both situations, the fees were included in the
computation of net income (loss) and income (loss) before equity in earnings (losses) of unconsolidated ventures and income tax
benefit (expense), both of which are performance measures under U.S. GAAP. We adjusted MFFO for the amortization of
acquisition fees in the period when such amortization was recognized under U.S. GAAP or in the period in which the acquisition
fees were expensed. Acquisition fees were paid in cash that would otherwise have been available to distribute to our
stockholders. Such fees and expenses will not be reimbursed by our Advisor or its affiliates and third parties. However, in
general, we earned origination fees for debt investments from our borrowers in an amount equal to the acquisition fees paid to
our Advisor. Effective January 1, 2018, our Advisor no longer receives an acquisition fee in connection with our acquisition of
real estate properties or debt investments.
Due to certain of the unique features of publicly-registered, non-traded REITs, the Institute for Portfolio Alternatives, or IPA, an
industry trade group, standardized a performance measure known as MFFO and recommends the use of MFFO for such REITs.
Management believes MFFO is a useful performance measure to evaluate our business and further believes it is important to
disclose MFFO in order to be consistent with the IPA recommendation and other non-traded REITs. MFFO adjustments for
items such as acquisition fees would only be comparable to non-traded REITs that have completed the majority of their
acquisition activity and have other similar operating characteristics as us. Neither the U. S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, or SEC, nor any other regulatory body has approved the acceptability of the adjustments that we use to calculate
MFFO. In the future, the SEC or another regulatory body may decide to standardize permitted adjustments across the non-listed
REIT industry and we may need to adjust our calculation and characterization of MFFO.
MFFO is a metric used by management to evaluate our future operating performance once our organization and offering and
acquisition and development stages are complete and is not intended to be used as a liquidity measure. Although management
uses the MFFO metric to evaluate future operating performance, this metric excludes certain key operating items and other
adjustments that may affect our overall operating performance. MFFO is not equivalent to net income (loss) as determined
under U.S. GAAP. In addition, MFFO is not a useful measure in evaluating net asset value, since impairment is taken into
account in determining net asset value but not in determining MFFO.
We define MFFO in accordance with the concepts established by the IPA, and adjust for certain items, such as accretion of a
discount and amortization of a premium on borrowings and related deferred financing costs, as such adjustments are comparable
to adjustments for debt investments and will be helpful in assessing our operating performance. We also adjust MFFO for the
non-recurring impact of the non-cash effect of deferred income tax benefits or expenses, as applicable, as such items are not
indicative of our operating performance. Similarly, we adjust for the non-cash effect of unrealized gains or losses on
unconsolidated ventures. Our computation of MFFO may not be comparable to other REITs that do not calculate MFFO using
the same method. MFFO is calculated using FFO. FFO, as defined by NAREIT, is a computation made by analysts and
investors to measure a real estate company’s operating performance. The IPA’s definition of MFFO excludes from FFO the
following items:
•

acquisition fees and expenses;

•

non-cash amounts related to straight-line rent and the amortization of above or below market and in-place intangible
lease assets and liabilities (which are adjusted in order to reflect such payments from an accrual basis of accounting
under U.S. GAAP to a cash basis of accounting);

•

amortization of a premium and accretion of a discount on debt investments;
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•

non-recurring impairment of real estate-related investments that meet the specified criteria identified in the rules and
regulations of the SEC;

•

realized gains (losses) from the early extinguishment of debt;

•

realized gains (losses) on the extinguishment or sales of hedges, foreign exchange, securities and other derivative
holdings except where the trading of such instruments is a fundamental attribute of our business;

•

unrealized gains (losses) from fair value adjustments on real estate securities, including CMBS and other securities,
interest rate swaps and other derivatives not deemed hedges and foreign exchange holdings;

•

unrealized gains (losses) from the consolidation from, or deconsolidation to, equity accounting;

•

adjustments related to contingent purchase price obligations; and

•

adjustments for consolidated and unconsolidated partnerships and joint ventures calculated to reflect MFFO on the same
basis as above.

Certain of the above adjustments are also made to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash provided by (used in) operating
activities, such as for the amortization of a premium and accretion of a discount on debt and securities investments, amortization
of fees, any unrealized gains (losses) on derivatives, securities or other investments, as well as other adjustments.
MFFO excludes non-recurring impairment of real estate-related investments. We assess the credit quality of our investments and
adequacy of reserves/impairment on a quarterly basis, or more frequently as necessary. Significant judgment is required in this
analysis. With respect to debt investments, we consider the estimated net recoverable value of the loan as well as other factors,
including but not limited to the fair value of any collateral, the amount and the status of any senior debt, the prospects for the
borrower and the competitive situation of the region where the borrower does business. Fair value is typically estimated based
on discounting expected future cash flow of the underlying collateral taking into consideration the discount rate, capitalization
rate, occupancy, creditworthiness of major tenants and many other factors. This requires significant judgment and because it is
based on projections of future economic events, which are inherently subjective, the amount ultimately realized may differ
materially from the carrying value as of the consolidated balance sheets date. If the estimated fair value of the underlying
collateral for the debt investment is less than its net carrying value, a loan loss reserve is recorded with a corresponding charge to
provision for loan losses. With respect to a real estate investment, a property’s value is considered impaired if a triggering event
is identified and our estimate of the aggregate future undiscounted cash flow to be generated by the property is less than the
carrying value of the property. The value of our investments may be impaired and their carrying values may not be recoverable
due to our limited life. Investors should note that while impairment charges are excluded from the calculation of MFFO,
investors are cautioned that due to the fact that impairments are based on estimated future undiscounted cash flow and the
relatively limited term of a non-traded REIT’s anticipated operations, it could be difficult to recover any impairment charges
through operational net revenues or cash flow prior to any liquidity event.
We believe that MFFO is a useful non-GAAP measure for non-traded REITs. It is helpful to management and stockholders in
assessing our future operating performance once our organization and offering, and acquisition and development stages are
complete. However, MFFO may not be a useful measure of our operating performance or as a comparable measure to other
typical non-traded REITs if we do not continue to operate in a similar manner to other non-traded REITs, including if we were to
extend our acquisition and development stage or if we determined not to pursue an exit strategy.
However, MFFO does have certain limitations. For instance, the effect of any amortization or accretion on debt investments
originated or acquired at a premium or discount, respectively, is not reported in MFFO. In addition, realized gains (losses) from
acquisitions and dispositions and other adjustments listed above are not reported in MFFO, even though such realized gains
(losses) and other adjustments could affect our operating performance and cash available for distribution. Stockholders should
note that any cash gains generated from the sale of investments would generally be used to fund new investments. Any mark-tomarket or fair value adjustments may be based on many factors, including current operational or individual property issues or
general market or overall industry conditions.
Neither FFO nor MFFO is equivalent to net income (loss) or cash flow provided by operating activities determined in accordance
with U.S. GAAP and should not be construed to be more relevant or accurate than the U.S. GAAP methodology in evaluating
our operating performance. Neither FFO nor MFFO is necessarily indicative of cash flow available to fund our cash needs
including our ability to make distributions to our stockholders. FFO and MFFO do not represent amounts available for
management’s discretionary use because of needed capital replacement or expansion, debt service obligations or other
commitments or uncertainties. Furthermore, neither FFO nor MFFO should be considered as an alternative to net income (loss)
as an indicator of our operating performance.
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The following table presents a reconciliation of net income (loss) attributable to common stockholders to FFO and MFFO
attributable to common stockholders (dollars in thousands):
Three Months Ended September 30,
2021

Nine Months Ended September 30,

2020

2021

2020

Funds from operations:
Net income (loss) attributable to NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc.
common stockholders

$

(11,653) $

(17,987) $

(28,979)

$

(169,749)

Adjustments:
Depreciation and amortization

13,828

Depreciation and amortization related to non-controlling interests

15,945

(120)

Depreciation and amortization related to unconsolidated ventures

7,609

7,640

Realized (gain) loss from sales of property

—

—

Realized gain (loss) from sales of property related to noncontrolling interests

—

—

Realized (gain) loss from sales of property related to
unconsolidated ventures

44,772

(161)

23,946

(7,417)

—

226

(237)

(31,277)

4,600

—

5,386

Impairment loss on real estate related to non-controlling interests

—

—

—

Impairment losses of depreciable real estate held by
unconsolidated ventures

—

138

(327)

Funds from operations attributable to NorthStar Healthcare
Income, Inc. common stockholders

(485)

23,009

(9,898)

Impairment losses of depreciable real estate

48,929

(409)

—
(2)

(237)
91,437
(597)
37,517

$

4,366

$

5,338

$

4,984

$

30,761

$

4,366

$

5,338

$

4,984

$

30,761

Modified funds from operations:
Funds from operations attributable to NorthStar Healthcare
Income, Inc. common stockholders
Adjustments:
Transaction costs

—

—
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Straight-line rental (income) loss

347

154

7,432

224

Amortization of premiums, discounts and fees on investments and
borrowings

778

1,248

3,081

3,724

Realized (gain) loss on investments and other

(75)

Adjustments related to unconsolidated ventures(1)
Adjustments related to non-controlling interests
Modified funds from operations attributable to NorthStar Healthcare
Income, Inc. common stockholders

—

4,580
(10)
$

9,986

(62)

1,062

18,425

(12)
$

7,790

—
(2)

6,545

(50)
$

33,864

(36)
$

41,225

_______________________________________
(1) Primarily represents our proportionate share of liability extinguishment gains, loan loss reserves, transaction costs and amortization of above/below market
debt adjustments, straight-line rent adjustments, debt extinguishment losses and deferred financing costs, incurred through our investments in
unconsolidated ventures.
(2) Certain prior period amounts related to gains from sales of property have been reclassified to a FFO adjustment from a MFFO adjustment as previously
presented.

Liquidity and Capital Resources
Our current principal liquidity needs are to fund: (i) principal and interest payments on our borrowings and other commitments;
(ii) operating expenses; and (iii) capital expenditures, development and redevelopment activities, including capital calls in
connection with our unconsolidated joint venture investments.
Our current primary sources of liquidity include the following: (i) cash on hand; (ii) cash flow generated by our investments,
both from our operating activities and distributions from our unconsolidated joint ventures; (iii) secured or unsecured financings
from banks and other lenders, including investment-level financing and/or a corporate credit facility; and (iv) proceeds from full
or partial realization of investments.
Our investments generate cash flow in the form of rental revenues, resident fees and interest income, which are reduced by
operating expenditures, debt service payments, capital expenditures and corporate general and administrative expenses.
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, our business had been impacted by limited growth in revenues due to stagnant occupancy and
rate pressures as well as rising labor and benefits costs, resulting in compressed operating margins. The effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic have further amplified the aforementioned issues.
The recovery from the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our operational and financial performance will depend on a variety
of factors, which may differ considerably across regions and fluctuate over time. If the COVID-19 pandemic continues to
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impact performance of our investments, it may have a negative impact on our ability to service or refinance our borrowings and
generate desired returns on dispositions.
We currently believe that our capital resources are sufficient to meet our capital needs for the following 12 months. As of
November 11, 2021, we had approximately $90.9 million of unrestricted cash. For additional information regarding our liquidity
needs and capital resources, see below.
Cash From Operations
We primarily generate cash flow from operations through net operating income from our operating properties, rental income
from our net lease properties and interest from our debt investment, as well as distributions from our investments in
unconsolidated ventures. Net cash used in operating activities was $4.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2021.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, debt service payments on our borrowings exceeded our cash flow from
operations. We have utilized proceeds from asset sales and repayments on our mezzanine loan to fund debt service payments,
which is expected to continue until occupancy and revenues of our direct investments improve from current levels.
A substantial majority of our properties, or 90.0% of our operating real estate, excluding our unconsolidated ventures and
properties designated held for sale, are operating properties whereby we are directly exposed to various operational risks.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, while our direct operating investments have not experienced any significant
issues collecting rents or other fees from residents as a result of COVID-19, cash flow has continued to be negatively impacted
by, among other things, suboptimal occupancy levels, rate pressures, increased labor and benefits costs, as well as rising real
estate taxes. We expect that these factors will continue to materially impact our revenues, expenses and cash flow generated by
the communities of our direct operating investments.
For our net lease investments, our operators have been impacted by the same COVID-19 factors discussed above, which has and
will continue to affect our operators’ ability and willingness to pay rent. Our operators have applied for and benefited from
federal relief assistance, however, their ability to pay rent in the future is currently unknown. Numerous state, local, federal and
industry-initiated efforts have also affected or may affect landlords and their ability to collect rent and/or enforce remedies for
the failure to pay rent. As of November 11, 2021, rent collection details for our net lease investments are as follows:
•

The operator of our Arbors portfolio has failed to remit rent and satisfy other lease conditions. Full contractual monthly
rent obligations have been remitted through April 2021.

•

Despite the adverse effect of COVID-19 on its operations, the operator of our Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio
has remitted full contractual monthly rent. Effective April 15, 2021, we executed a lease modification with the operator
of our Watermark Fountains net lease portfolio. The modification allows the operator to defer up to $3.0 million of
contractual rent payments over the remaining term of the lease, which will be forgiven at the expiration or earlier
termination of the lease, subject to the satisfaction and compliance with certain terms and conditions.

In addition, we have significant joint ventures and may not be able to control the timing of distributions, if any, from these
investments. As of September 30, 2021, our unconsolidated joint ventures and consolidated joint ventures represented 43.3%
and 11.7%, respectively, of our total real estate equity investments, excluding assets held for sale, based on cost. Our
unconsolidated joint ventures, which have been similarly impacted by COVID-19 as our direct investments, are likely to
continue to limit distributions to preserve liquidity.
Borrowings
We use asset-level financing as part of our investment strategy and are required to make recurring principal and interest
payments on our borrowings. As of September 30, 2021, we had $1.4 billion of consolidated asset-level borrowings outstanding.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we paid $71.4 million in recurring principal and interest payments on these
borrowings.
In response to the impact COVID-19 has had on the performance at our healthcare properties, we entered into forbearance
agreements with our lenders to defer contractual debt service for borrowings on properties within the Aqua, Rochester, Arbors,
Winterfell and Watermark Fountains portfolios. We have resumed remitting debt service on these borrowings and the deferred
debt service is scheduled to be repaid in full for all borrowings by January 2022. As of November 11, 2021, borrowings on
properties within the Rochester and Watermark Fountains portfolios have deferred debt service outstanding totaling $0.6 million.
These borrowings remain in technical default and are subject to the terms of the forbearance agreements until all deferred debt
service is repaid.
The forbearance agreement with our lender for a mortgage note on a property within the Rochester portfolio also temporarily
waived financial covenants under the mortgage note, which the property failed to maintain through December 31, 2020. As of
September 30, 2021, the property did not satisfy the financial covenants under the mortgage note, which have been waived by
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the lender. As the impact of COVID-19 continues to influence the property’s performance, we may experience additional
defaults in the future.
In addition, the operator for the Arbors portfolio failed to remit rent and satisfy other conditions under its lease, which resulted in
a default under the operator’s lease, and in turn, resulted in a non-monetary default under the mortgage notes collateralized by
the properties as of September 30, 2021. During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we remitted contractual debt
service and are in compliance with the other contractual terms under the mortgage notes collateralized by the properties.
In January 2021, we refinanced an existing $18.7 million note payable, collateralized by a property within the Aqua portfolio,
with a $26.0 million mortgage note payable, which generated available net proceeds of $6.5 million. In April 2021, we extended
the maturity date of a mortgage note payable for a property within the Rochester portfolio to August 2022 and made a
$1.0 million principal repayment.
Although no significant consolidated borrowings mature for the remainder of 2021, $452.2 million of our mortgage notes
secured by the Watermark Fountains net lease and operating portfolios matures in June 2022. In November 2021, we executed a
Purchase Agreement for the Watermark Fountains net lease and operating portfolios. The sale is expected to close in December
2021, at which time the mortgage notes will be repaid. Refer to “—Recent Developments” for further information regarding the
sale.
Our unconsolidated joint ventures also have significant asset level borrowings, which may require capital to be funded if
favorable refinancing is not obtained.
In April 2020, we borrowed $35.0 million under our Sponsor Line to improve our liquidity position. In July 2021, we repaid in
full the $35.0 million outstanding borrowings under our Sponsor Line as principal repayments from our mezzanine loan have
improved our liquidity position. Our Sponsor Line remains available to us through June 2023.
Our charter limits us from incurring borrowings that would exceed 300.0% of our net assets. We cannot exceed this limit unless
any excess in borrowing over such level is approved by a majority of our independent directors. We would need to disclose any
such approval to our stockholders in our next quarterly report along with the justification for such excess. An approximation of
this leverage limitation, excluding indirect leverage held through our unconsolidated joint venture investments and any
securitized mortgage obligations to third parties, is 75.0% of our assets, other than intangibles, before deducting loan loss
reserves, other non-cash reserves and depreciation. As of September 30, 2021, our leverage was 61.3% of our assets, other than
intangibles, before deducting loan loss reserves, other non-cash reserves and depreciation. As of September 30, 2021, indirect
leverage on assets, other than intangibles, before deducting loan loss reserves, other non-cash reserves and depreciation, held
through our unconsolidated joint ventures was 59.2%.
For additional information regarding our borrowings, including principal repayments, timing of maturities and loans currently in
default, refer to Note 6, “Borrowings” in our accompanying consolidated financial statements included in Part I, Item 1.
“Financial Statements.”
Capital Expenditures, Development and Redevelopment Activities
We are responsible for capital expenditures for our operating properties and, from time to time, may also fund capital
expenditures for certain net lease properties. We continue to invest capital into our operating portfolio in order to maintain
market position, as well as functional and operating standards. In addition, we will continue to execute on and identify strategic
development opportunities for our existing investments that may involve replacing, converting or renovating facilities in our
portfolio which, in turn, would allow us to provide an optimal mix of services, increase operating income, achieve property
stabilization and enhance the overall value of our assets. However, there can be no assurance that these initiatives will achieve
these intended results.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we spent $17.3 million on capital expenditures for our direct investments.
We anticipate normalized spending on capital expenditures for the remainder of 2021, including strategic development as
outlined in our strategy.
We are also party to certain agreements that contemplate development of healthcare properties funded by us and our joint
venture partners. Although we may not be obligated to fund such capital contributions or capital projects, we may be subject to
adverse consequences under our joint venture governing documents for any such failure to fund.
Realization and Disposition of Investments
We will actively pursue dispositions of assets and portfolios where we believe the disposition will achieve a desired return,
improve our liquidity position and generate value for shareholders. During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we
generated total net proceeds, after loan repayments and transaction costs of $7.3 million from the disposition of four negative
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yielding properties. In addition, our mezzanine loan debt investment was repaid in August 2021, resulting in $74.4 million in
principal repayments in 2021.
In November 2021, we executed a Purchase Agreement for the Watermark Fountains net lease and operating portfolios. Refer to
“—Recent Developments” for further information regarding the sale.
We have made significant investments through both consolidated and unconsolidated joint ventures with third parties. We may
share decision-making authority for these joint ventures that could prevent us from selling properties or our interest in the joint
venture.
Distributions
To continue to qualify as a REIT, we are required to distribute annually dividends equal to at least 90% of our taxable income,
subject to certain adjustments, to stockholders. We have generated, and continue to generate, net operating losses for tax
purposes and, accordingly, are currently not required to make distributions to our stockholders to qualify as a REIT. Effective
February 1, 2019, our board of directors determined to suspend distributions in order to preserve capital and liquidity. Refer to
“—Distributions Declared and Paid” for further information regarding our historical distributions.
Repurchases
We adopted a share repurchase program, or the Share Repurchase Program, effective August 7, 2012, which enabled
stockholders to sell their shares to us in limited circumstances. In October 2018, our board of directors approved an amended
and restated Share Repurchase Program, under which we only repurchased shares in connection with the death or qualifying
disability of a stockholder. However, our board of directors may amend, suspend or terminate our Share Repurchase Program at
any time, subject to certain notice requirements. On April 7, 2020, our board of directors determined to suspend all repurchases
under our existing Share Repurchase Program effective April 30, 2020 in order to preserve capital and liquidity.
Other Commitments
We expect to continue to make payments to our Advisor, or its affiliates, pursuant to our advisory agreement, as applicable, in
connection with the management of our assets and costs incurred by our Advisor in providing services to us. In December 2017,
our advisory agreement was amended with changes to the asset management and acquisition fee structure. In June 2021, our
advisory agreement was amended and renewed for an additional one-year term commencing on June 30, 2021. Refer to “—
Related Party Arrangements” for further information regarding our advisory fees.
Cash Flows
The following presents a summary of our consolidated statements of cash flows (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30,
Cash flows provided by (used in):
Operating activities

2021
(4,355) $

27,980

Investing activities

92,367

(6,135)

98,502

Financing activities

(71,058)

18,144

(89,202)

Net increase (decrease) in cash, cash equivalents and
restricted cash

$

2021 vs. 2020
Change

2020

$

16,954

$

39,989

$

$

(32,335)

(23,035)

Operating Activities
Net cash used in operating activities totaled $4.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2021, as compared to $28.0
million net cash provided by operating activities for the nine months ended September 30, 2020. The decrease in cash provided
from operating activities was a result of the lower rent and resident fee income as a result of the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic as well as payments for higher accounts payable, accrued expenses, and due to related party balances as of December
31, 2020.
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Investing Activities
Our cash flows from investing activities are generally used to fund investment improvements and follow-on investments, net of
any investment dispositions. Net cash provided by investing activities was $92.4 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2021 as compared to $6.1 million net cash used for the nine months ended September 30, 2020. Cash flows
provided by investing activities for the nine months ended September 30, 2021 were from principal repayments on our real estate
debt investment and from property sales. Cash inflows were used to fund recurring capital expenditures for existing investments
and for general operations. Cash flows used in investing activities for the nine months ended September 30, 2020 were primarily
recurring capital expenditures for existing investments.
The following table presents cash used for capital expenditures, excluding our unconsolidated ventures (dollars in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2021
Capital Expenditures

$

17,344

2021 vs. 2020
Change

2020
$

8,990

$

8,354

Financing Activities
For the nine months ended September 30, 2021, net cash flows used in financing activities were primarily the repayment of the
$35.0 million borrowed under the Sponsor Line and principal amortization and repayments on our mortgage notes payable. Cash
outflows were partially offset by the refinancing of a mortgage note for a property within our Aqua portfolio, which generated
$6.5 million in net proceeds. Cash flows used in financing activities was $71.1 million for the nine months ended September 30,
2021 compared to $18.1 million cash flows provided by financing activities for the nine months ended September 30, 2020.
Cash flows provided by financing activities during the nine months ended September 30, 2020, were primarily the $35.0 million
borrowed under the Sponsor Line, partially offset by principal amortization payments on mortgage notes and repurchases of
shares under our Share Repurchase Program.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
As of September 30, 2021, we are not dependent on the use of any off-balance sheet financing arrangements for liquidity. We
have made investments in unconsolidated ventures. Refer to Note 4, “Investments in Unconsolidated Ventures” in Part I. Item 1.
“Financial Statements” for a discussion of such unconsolidated ventures in our consolidated financial statements. In each case,
our exposure to loss is limited to the carrying value of our investment.
Inflation
Some of our assets and liabilities are interest rate sensitive in nature. As a result, interest rates and other factors may influence
our performance. A change in interest rates may correlate with the inflation rate. Substantially all of the leases allow for annual
rent increases based on the greater of certain percentages or increase in the relevant consumer price index. Such types of leases
generally minimize the risks of inflation on our healthcare properties.
Refer to Item 3. “Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk” for additional details.
Distributions Declared and Paid
We generally paid distributions on a monthly basis based on daily record dates on the first business day of the month following
the month for which the distribution was accrued. From the date of our first investment on April 5, 2013 through December 31,
2017, we paid an annualized distribution amount of $0.675 per share of our common stock. Our board of directors approved a
daily cash distribution of $0.000924658 per share of common stock, equivalent to an annualized distribution amount of $0.3375
per share, for the year ended December 31, 2018 and month ended January 31, 2019. Effective February 1, 2019, our board of
directors determined to suspend distributions in order to preserve capital and liquidity.
From inception of our first investment on April 5, 2013 through September 30, 2021, we declared $433.8 million in distributions.
Cumulative FFO for the period from April 5, 2013 through September 30, 2021 was $133.6 million. We did not declare any
distributions during the nine months ended September 30, 2021 and year ended December 31, 2020.
To the extent distributions are paid from sources other than FFO, the ownership interest of our public stockholders will be
diluted. Future distributions declared and paid may exceed FFO and cash flow provided by operations. FFO, as defined, may not
reflect actual cash available for distributions. Our ability to pay distributions from FFO or cash flow provided by operations
depends upon our operating performance, including the financial performance of our investments in the current real estate and
financial environment, the type and mix of our investments, accounting of our investments in accordance with U.S. GAAP, the
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performance of underlying debt and ability to maintain liquidity. We will continue to assess our distribution policy in light of
our operating performance and capital needs.
Related Party Arrangements
Advisor
Subject to certain restrictions and limitations, our Advisor is responsible for managing our affairs on a day-to-day basis and for
identifying, acquiring, originating and asset managing investments on our behalf. Our Advisor may delegate certain of its
obligations to affiliated entities, which may be organized under the laws of the United States or foreign jurisdictions. References
to our Advisor include our Advisor and any such affiliated entities. For such services, to the extent permitted by law and
regulations, our Advisor receives fees and reimbursements from us. Pursuant to our advisory agreement, our Advisor may defer
or waive fees in its discretion. Below is a description and table of the fees and reimbursements incurred to our Advisor.
In June 2021, our advisory agreement was renewed for an additional one-year term commencing on June 30, 2021, with terms
identical to those in effect through June 30, 2021, but for the following modifications:
•

the payment of the asset management fee entirely in the form of our shares of common stock; and

•

beginning on January 1, 2022, a reduction of the asset management fee with respect to our corporate cash balances
exceeding $75.0 million, subject to the terms and conditions set forth in the advisory agreement.

Fees to Advisor
Asset Management Fee
Effective January 1, 2018, our Advisor receives a monthly asset management fee equal to one-twelfth of 1.5% of our most
recently published aggregate estimated net asset value, as may be subsequently adjusted for any special distribution declared by
our board of directors in connection with a sale, transfer or other disposition of a substantial portion of our assets. Effective July
1, 2021, the asset management fee is paid entirely in shares of our common stock at a price per share equal to the most recently
published net asset value per share and beginning on January 1, 2022, the fee will be reduced if our corporate cash balances
exceed $75.0 million, subject to the terms and conditions set forth in the advisory agreement.
Our Advisor has also agreed that all shares of our common stock issued to it in consideration of the asset management fee will be
subordinate in the Share Repurchase Program to shares of our common stock held by third party stockholders for a period of two
years, unless our advisory agreement is earlier terminated.
Incentive Fee
Our Advisor is entitled to receive distributions equal to 15.0% of our net cash flows, whether from continuing operations,
repayment of loans, disposition of assets or otherwise, but only after stockholders have received, in the aggregate, cumulative
distributions equal to their invested capital plus a 6.75% cumulative, non-compounded annual pre-tax return on such invested
capital. From inception through September 30, 2021, our Advisor has not received any incentive fees.
Acquisition Fee
Effective January 1, 2018, our Advisor no longer receives an acquisition fee in connection with our acquisitions of real estate
properties or debt investments.
Disposition Fee
Effective June 30, 2020, our Advisor no longer has the potential to receive a disposition fee in connection with the sale of real
estate properties or debt investments.
Reimbursements to Advisor
Operating Costs
Our Advisor is entitled to receive reimbursement for direct and indirect operating costs incurred by our Advisor in connection
with administrative services provided to us. Our Advisor allocates, in good faith, indirect costs to us related to our Advisor’s and
its affiliates’ employees, occupancy and other general and administrative costs and expenses in accordance with the terms of, and
subject to the limitations contained in, the advisory agreement with our Advisor. The indirect costs include our allocable share
of our Advisor’s compensation and benefit costs associated with dedicated or partially dedicated personnel who spend all or a
portion of their time managing our affairs, based upon the percentage of time devoted by such personnel to our affairs. The
indirect costs also include rental and occupancy, technology, office supplies, travel and entertainment and other general and
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administrative costs and expenses. However, there is no reimbursement for personnel costs related to our executive officers
(although there may be reimbursement for certain executive officers of our Advisor) and other personnel involved in activities
for which our Advisor receives an acquisition fee or a disposition fee. Our Advisor allocates these costs to us relative to its and
its affiliates’ other managed companies in good faith and has reviewed the allocation with our board of directors, including our
independent directors. Our Advisor updates our board of directors on a quarterly basis of any material changes to the expense
allocation and provides a detailed review to the board of directors, at least annually, and as otherwise requested by the board of
directors. We reimburse our Advisor quarterly for operating costs (including the asset management fee) based on a calculation,
or the 2%/25% Guidelines, for the four preceding fiscal quarters not to exceed the greater of: (i) 2.0% of our average invested
assets; or (ii) 25.0% of our net income determined without reduction for any additions to reserves for depreciation, loan losses or
other similar non-cash reserves and excluding any gain from the sale of assets for that period. Notwithstanding the above, we
may reimburse our Advisor for expenses in excess of this limitation if a majority of our independent directors determines that
such excess expenses are justified based on unusual and non-recurring factors. We calculate the expense reimbursement
quarterly based upon the trailing twelve-month period.
Summary of Fees and Reimbursements
The following table presents the fees and reimbursements incurred and paid to our Advisor (dollars in thousands):

Type of Fee or
Reimbursement

Nine Months Ended
September 30, 2021

Due to Related
Party as of
December 31,
2020

Financial Statement Location

Incurred

Due to Related
Party as of
September 30,
2021
(Unaudited)

Paid

Fees to Advisor Entities
Asset management(1)

Asset management fees-related party

$

923

$

8,307

$

(8,307)

$

7,395
8,318

$

7,634
15,941

$

(13,055)
(21,362)

(2)

$

923

$

1,974
2,897

Reimbursements to Advisor Entities
Operating costs(2)
Total

General and administrative expenses

_______________________________________
(1) Includes $7.8 million paid in shares of our common stock.
(2) As of September 30, 2021, our Advisor did not have any unreimbursed operating costs which remained eligible to be allocated to us.

Pursuant to our advisory agreement, for the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we issued 2.0 million shares totaling $7.8
million, based on the estimated value per share on the date of each issuance, to an affiliate of our Advisor as part of its asset
management fee. As of September 30, 2021, our Advisor, our Sponsor and their affiliates owned a total of 6.7 million shares or
$26.0 million of our common stock based on our most recent estimated value per share. As of September 30, 2021, our Advisor,
our Sponsor and their affiliates owned 3.5% of the total outstanding shares of our common stock.
Investments in Joint Ventures
Solstice, the manager of the Winterfell portfolio, is a joint venture between affiliates of ISL, who owns 80.0%, and us, who owns
20.0%. For the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we recognized property management fee expense of $3.7 million paid to
Solstice related to the Winterfell portfolio.
The below table indicates our investments for which our Sponsor is also an equity partner in the joint venture. Each investment
was approved by our board of directors, including all of its independent directors. Refer to Note 4, “Investments in
Unconsolidated Ventures” of Part I, Item 1. “Financial Statements” for further discussion of these investments:
Partner(s)

Acquisition
Date

Ownership

Eclipse

DigitalBridge/Formation
Capital, LLC

May 2014

5.6%

Diversified US/UK

DigitalBridge

December 2014

14.3%

Portfolio

In addition, we own a 23.2% interest in the Trilogy joint venture, of which AHR and the management of Trilogy own the
remaining 76.8% of the portfolio. Our Sponsor owns a passive, non-controlling interest in AHR, which was formed by the
combination of Griffin American Healthcare REIT III, Inc., American Healthcare Investors, LLC and Griffin-American
Healthcare REIT IV, Inc.
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Mezzanine Loan
In July 2015, we originated a $75.0 million mezzanine loan to a subsidiary of our joint venture with Formation and Safanad
Management Limited, or the Espresso joint venture. In August 2021, the outstanding principal balance of the mezzanine loan
was repaid in full. Refer to “—Significant Developments” for further detail.
Line of Credit - Related Party
In October 2017, we obtained our Sponsor Line, which was approved by our board of directors, including all of our independent
directors. In April 2020, we borrowed $35.0 million under the Sponsor Line to improve our liquidity position as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. In July 2021, we repaid in full the $35.0 million outstanding borrowings under our Sponsor Line. As of
September 30, 2021, our Sponsor Line has a borrowing capacity of $35.0 million at an interest rate of 3.5% plus LIBOR and has
a maturity date of June 2023.
Item 3. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk
We are primarily subject to interest rate risk and credit risk. These risks are dependent on various factors beyond our control,
including monetary and fiscal policies, domestic and international economic conditions and political considerations. Our market
risk sensitive assets, liabilities and related derivative positions (if any) are held for investment and not for trading purposes.
Interest Rate Risk
Changes in interest rates may affect our net income as a result of changes in interest expense incurred in connection with
floating-rate borrowings used to finance our equity investments. As of September 30, 2021, 9.4% of our total borrowings were
floating-rate liabilities. As of September 30, 2021, floating-rate liabilities outstanding related to mortgage notes payable of our
direct operating investments.
Our interest rate risk management objectives are to limit the impact of interest rate changes on earnings, prepayment penalties
and cash flows and to lower overall borrowing costs by borrowing primarily at fixed rates or variable rates with the lowest
margins available and by evaluating hedging opportunities.
For longer duration, relatively stable real estate cash flows, such as those derived from net lease assets, we seek to use fixed rate
financing. For real estate cash flows with greater growth potential, such as operating properties, we may use floating-rate
financing which provides prepayment flexibility and may provide a better match between underlying cash flow projections and
potential increases in interest rates.
The interest rate on our floating-rate liabilities is a fixed spread over an index such as LIBOR and typically reprices every 30
days based on LIBOR in effect at the time. As of September 30, 2021, a hypothetical 100 basis point increase in interest rates
would increase net interest expense by $1.3 million annually. We did not have any floating-rate real estate debt investments as
of September 30, 2021.
In July 2017, the Chief Executive of the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority, or FCA, announced that the FCA intends to stop
persuading or compelling banks to submit rates for the calculation of LIBOR after 2021. The FCA subsequently announced on
March 5, 2021 that the publication of LIBOR will cease for the one-week and two-month USD LIBOR settings immediately
after December 31, 2021, and the remaining USD LIBOR settings immediately after June 30, 2023. Based on undertakings
received from the panel banks, the FCA does not expect that any LIBOR settings will become unrepresentative before these
dates. Nevertheless, the U.S. Federal Reserve System, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation have issued guidance encouraging market participants to adopt alternatives to LIBOR in new contracts as soon as
practicable.
The discontinuation of a benchmark rate or other financial metric, changes in a benchmark rate or other financial metric, or
changes in market perceptions of the acceptability of a benchmark rate or other financial metric, including LIBOR, could, among
other things result in increased interest payments, changes to our risk exposures, or require renegotiation of previous
transactions. In addition, any such discontinuation or changes, whether actual or anticipated, could result in market volatility,
adverse tax or accounting effects, increased compliance, legal and operational costs, and risks associated with contract
negotiations.
Credit Risk
We are subject to the credit risk of the operators of our healthcare properties. We undertake a rigorous credit evaluation of each
healthcare operator prior to acquiring healthcare properties. This analysis includes an extensive due diligence investigation of
the operator’s business as well as an assessment of the strategic importance of the underlying real estate to the operator’s core
business operations. Where appropriate, we may seek to augment the operator’s commitment to the facility by structuring
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various credit enhancement mechanisms into the underlying leases. These mechanisms could include security deposit
requirements or guarantees from entities we deem creditworthy. In addition, we actively monitor lease coverage at each facility
within our healthcare portfolio. The extent of pending or future healthcare regulation may have a material impact on the
valuation and financial performance of this portion of our portfolio.
Risk Concentration
The following table presents the operators and managers of our properties, excluding properties owned through unconsolidated
joint ventures (dollars in thousands):
Properties
Under
Management

Operator / Manager
Watermark Retirement
Communities
Solstice Senior Living
Avamere Health Services
Arcadia Management

(3)

Units Under
Management(1)

28
32
5
4

5,049
4,000
453
572

Integral Senior Living

(6)

1

Other

(7)

—
70

10,118

(4)

(5)

Total

Nine Months Ended September 30, 2021
% of Total
Property and
Property and
(2)
Other Revenues
Other Revenues
$

98,586
73,128
12,795
(4,399)

53.1 %
39.4 %
6.9 %
(2.4)%

44

5,465

2.9 %

—

80

0.1 %

185,655

100.0 %

$

_______________________________________
(1) Represents rooms for ALFs and ILFs and beds for MCFs and SNFs, based on predominant type.
(2) Includes rental income received from our net lease properties, as well as rental income, ancillary service fees and other related revenue earned from ILF
residents and resident fee income derived from our ALFs, MCFs and CCRCs, which includes resident room and care charges, ancillary fees and other
resident service charges.
(3) Includes properties managed and operated by Watermark Retirement Communities that have been classified as held for sale as of September 30, 2021.
(4) Solstice is a joint venture of which affiliates of ISL own 80%.
(5) During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, the Company recorded rental income to the extent rental payments were received. Rental income was
reduced by $7.4 million for the write-off of straight-line rent receivables, as full collection of rent under the lease was deemed not to be probable.
(6) Property and other revenues includes amounts from two properties sold in June 2021, which are excluded from the property count.
(7) Consists primarily of interest income earned on corporate-level cash accounts.

Watermark Retirement Communities and Solstice, together with their affiliates, manage substantially all of our operating
properties. As a result, we are dependent upon their personnel, expertise, technical resources and information systems,
proprietary information, good faith and judgment to manage our properties efficiently and effectively. Through our 20.0%
ownership of Solstice, we are entitled to certain rights and minority protections. As Solstice is a joint venture formed exclusively
to operate the Winterfell portfolio, Solstice has generated, and may continue to generate, operating losses if declines in
occupancy and operating revenues at our Winterfell portfolio continue.
The lease for the properties operated by Watermark Retirement Communities expires in March 2022. Watermark Retirement
Communities has provided notice it will not renew the lease and it may be difficult to find a replacement operator to operate
these properties. In November 2021, we executed a purchase and sale agreement. Refer to “—Recent Developments” for further
information.
Item 4. Controls and Procedures
Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Our management established and maintains disclosure controls and procedures that are designed to ensure that material
information relating to us and our subsidiaries required to be disclosed in reports that are filed or submitted under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or Exchange Act, are recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods
specified in the SEC’s rules and forms, and that such information is accumulated and communicated to management, including
our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosures.
As of the end of the period covered by this report, management conducted an evaluation as required under Rules 13a-15(b) and
15d-15(b) under the Exchange Act, under the supervision and with the participation of the Company’s Chief Executive Officer
and Chief Financial Officer of the effectiveness of the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in
Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act).
Based on this evaluation, the Company’s Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that, as of the end of the
period covered by this report, the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures are effective. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a
control system, no matter how well designed and operated, can provide only reasonable, not absolute, assurance that it will detect
or uncover failures to disclose material information otherwise required to be set forth in the Company’s periodic reports.
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Our internal control framework, which includes controls over financial reporting and disclosure, continues to operate effectively.
Considering the COVID-19 pandemic, we have supplemented our framework by instituting certain entity level procedures and
controls that ensure communication amongst our team that enhances our ability to prevent and detect material errors and
omissions.
Internal Control over Financial Reporting
Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting.
There have not been any changes in our internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)
under the Exchange Act) during the most recent fiscal quarter that materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially
affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
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Part II—Other Information
Item 1. Legal Proceedings
We may be involved in various litigation matters arising in the ordinary course of our business. Although we are unable to
predict with certainty the eventual outcome of any litigation, in the opinion of management, any current legal proceedings are not
expected to have a material adverse effect on our financial position or results of operations.
Item 1A. Risk Factors
There are no material changes from the risk factors previously disclosed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 2020, as filed with the SEC on March 23, 2021, except as noted below.
If we pay distributions from sources other than our cash flow provided by operations, we will have less cash available for
investments and your overall return may be reduced.
Our organizational documents permit us to pay distributions from any source, including offering proceeds, borrowings, our
Advisor’s agreement to defer, reduce or waive fees (or accept, in lieu of cash, shares of our common stock) or sales of assets or
we may make distributions in the form of taxable stock dividends. We have not established a limit on the amount of proceeds
we may use to fund distributions. We have funded distributions in excess of our cash flow from operations. For the nine months
ended September 30, 2021 and year ended December 31, 2020, we have not declared any distributions.
We may not have sufficient cash available to pay distributions at the rate we had paid during preceding periods or at all. If
we pay distributions from sources other than our cash flow provided by operations, our book value may be negatively impacted
and stockholders’ overall return may be reduced.
Our Sponsor’s previously announced divestiture of its healthcare platform could have an adverse impact on our business.
Our Sponsor announced that it has entered into an agreement to divest of its healthcare platform, including our Advisor, or
the Sponsor Transaction. If consummated, the Sponsor Transaction will result to a change in the ultimate ownership and control
of our Advisor and our Sponsor. The new management of our Sponsor and Advisor may not have the experience and track
record of our current Advisor or may change the manner in which they provide services to us. If we seek to engage a new
advisor, suitable alternatives may not be available to us. Any such fundamental change to our Advisor could be disruptive to our
business and operations and could have a material adverse effect on our performance.
Uncertainty resulting from the Sponsor Transaction could also affect our Sponsor’s ability to manage our business,
including its ability to attract, retain and motivate key personnel, and cause clients and others that deal with our Sponsor to seek
to change existing business relationships. As a result of the foregoing, management of our company may be adversely affected.
If we terminate our advisory agreement with our Advisor, we will no longer have access to our Sponsor Line, and our
liquidity may be adversely affected.
Upon termination of our advisory agreement for any reason, the amounts currently drawn under our Sponsor Line, if any,
would become immediately due and payable upon a termination of our Advisor and we would no longer have the ability to draw
on this line of credit, which will adversely affect our liquidity.
Our ability to operate our business successfully would be harmed if key personnel terminate their employment with our
Sponsor.
Our success depends to a significant degree upon the contributions of key personnel at our Sponsor or its affiliates. We do
not have employment agreements with any of our executive officers. If the management agreement with our Advisor were to be
terminated, we may lose the services of our executive officers and other of our Sponsor’s investment professionals acting on our
behalf.
Furthermore, we cannot assure stockholders that our key personnel will continue to be associated with our Sponsor or its
affiliates in the future. If any of our executive officers ceased to be employed by our Sponsor, such individual may also no longer
serve as one of our executive officers. Any change in our Sponsor’s relationship with any of our executive officers or other key
personnel may be disruptive to our business and hinder our ability to implement our business strategy.
Item 2. Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities and Use of Proceeds
Purchases of Equity Securities by the Issuer and Affiliated Purchasers
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We adopted our Share Repurchase Program effective August 7, 2012 which enabled stockholders to sell their shares to us in
limited circumstances. On April 7, 2020, our board of directors determined to suspend all repurchases under our Share
Repurchase Program effective April 30, 2020 in order to preserve capital and liquidity.
We are not obligated to repurchase shares under our Share Repurchase Program when our Share Repurchase Program is in
effect. Our board of directors may, in its sole discretion, amend, suspend or terminate our Share Repurchase Program at any
time provided that any amendment that adversely affects the rights or obligations of a participant (as determined in the sole
discretion of our board of directors) will only take effect upon ten days’ prior written notice except that changes in the number of
shares that can be repurchased during any calendar year will take effect only upon ten business days’ prior written notice. In
addition, our Share Repurchase Program will terminate in the event a secondary market develops for our shares or if our shares
are listed on a national exchange or included for quotation in a national securities market.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2021, we have not repurchased any shares of our common stock.
Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities
On July 31, 2021, August 31, 2021, and September 30, 2021, we issued 237,298 shares of common stock at $3.89 per share,
respectively, to our Advisor as part of its asset management fee, pursuant to our advisory agreement. These shares were issued
pursuant to an exemption from registration under Section 4(a)(2) of the Securities Act for transactions not involving a public
offering.

Item 4. Mine Safety Disclosures
Not applicable.
Item 5. Other Information
Determination of Estimated Value Per Share
Overview
On November 11, 2021, upon the recommendation of the Audit Committee of the Board of NorthStar Healthcare, the Board,
including all of its independent directors, approved and established an estimated value per share of NorthStar Healthcare’s
common stock of $3.91. The estimated value per share is based upon the estimated value of NorthStar Healthcare’s assets less
the estimated value of NorthStar Healthcare’s liabilities as of June 30, 2021, divided by the number of shares of NorthStar
Healthcare’s common stock outstanding as of June 30, 2021. The information used to generate the estimated value per share,
including market information, investment- and property-level data and other information provided by third parties, was the most
recent information practically available as of June 30, 2021.
Process
The estimated value per share was calculated with the assistance of the Advisor and Duff & Phelps, a Kroll, LLC business, or
Duff & Phelps, an experienced third-party independent valuation and consulting firm engaged by NorthStar Healthcare to assist
with the valuation of its assets and liabilities. The engagement of Duff & Phelps was approved by the Board, including all of its
independent directors. Duff & Phelps has extensive experience in conducting asset valuations, including appraisals of healthcare
properties and debt investments similar to those owned by NorthStar Healthcare. While NorthStar Healthcare and other entities
managed or sponsored by affiliates of DigitalBridge Group, Inc., NorthStar Healthcare’s sponsor, have engaged or may engage
Duff & Phelps in the future for services of various kinds, NorthStar Healthcare believes that there are no material conflicts of
interest with respect to its engagement of Duff & Phelps.
The Audit Committee recommended and the Board established the estimated value per share based upon the analyses and reports
provided by Duff & Phelps and the Advisor, including an evaluation of NorthStar Healthcare’s assets and liabilities as of June
30, 2021. In arriving at its recommendation, the Audit Committee relied in part on valuation methodologies that the Advisor and
Duff & Phelps believe are standard and acceptable in the real estate and non-listed REIT industries for the types of assets and
liabilities held by NorthStar Healthcare. The process for estimating the value of NorthStar Healthcare’s assets and liabilities was
performed in accordance with the provisions of the Institute for Portfolio Alternatives Practice Guideline 2013-01, Valuations of
Publicly Registered Non-Listed REITs. NorthStar Healthcare believes that the valuation was developed in a manner reasonably
designed to ensure its reliability.
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On November 11, 2021, Duff & Phelps delivered its report related to the valuation of NorthStar Healthcare’s assets and
liabilities as of June 30, 2021, reflecting the estimated range of values for NorthStar Healthcare’s 71 healthcare real estate
properties, 11 of which have excess land and two undeveloped land parcels, or collectively, the Healthcare Properties, four
healthcare real estate investments and one healthcare real estate property management platform held through unconsolidated
joint ventures, or the Joint Venture Investments, one healthcare-related commercial real estate debt investment, or the Healthcare
Debt Investment, 74 healthcare real estate liabilities, or the Healthcare Borrowings, and the Sponsor Line, as further described
below.
The Board currently expects that NorthStar Healthcare’s next estimated value per share will be based upon its assets and
liabilities as of June 30, 2022, and that such value will be included in a report filed with the SEC. NorthStar Healthcare intends
to publish estimated values per share annually, although NorthStar Healthcare may determine to publish such revised values
more frequently.
Valuation Methodology
Valuation of Healthcare Properties
To estimate the range of value of the Healthcare Properties, Duff & Phelps conducted an appraisal for the Healthcare Properties
performed in accordance with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Foundation and with an
effective valuation date of June 30, 2021. In determining the value of each Healthcare Property, Duff & Phelps utilized all
information that they deemed relevant, including information from the Advisor and its own data sources, including trends in
capitalization rates, leasing rates and other economic factors. In conducting its appraisals of the Healthcare Properties, other than
for the undeveloped land parcels and any excess land associated with the Healthcare Properties, Duff & Phelps utilized both the
direct capitalization approach and discounted cash flow, or the DCF, approach to value the Healthcare Properties.
In the direct capitalization approach, a market overall capitalization rate is applied to the estimated forward-year annual
stabilized net operating income. In the DCF approach, a market terminal capitalization and discount rate is utilized to derive a
value indication from the estimated forward multi-year annual net operating income. Duff & Phelps placed primary emphasis on
the direct capitalization approach for the operating Healthcare Properties and for the net leased Healthcare Properties with stable
and long-term income streams. The DCF was completed as a secondary, confirmatory approach. Duff & Phelps placed primary
emphasis on the DCF approach for the net leased Healthcare Properties with fluctuating cash flows or near-term lease
expirations. Duff & Phelps believes the two methodologies are the most appropriate for valuing healthcare assets similar to those
owned by NorthStar Healthcare. In selecting each capitalization rate range, Duff & Phelps took into account, among other
factors, prevailing capitalization rates in the healthcare property sector, the property’s location, age and condition, the property’s
operating trends and lease coverage ratios, if applicable, and other unique property factors. As applicable, Duff & Phelps
adjusted the capitalized value range of each Healthcare Property it appraised for any excess land, deferred maintenance or other
anticipated property capital expenditures, lease-up costs and other adjustments as appropriate to estimate the “as-is” value range
of each of the Healthcare Properties it appraised. For the Healthcare Properties with excess land and undeveloped land parcels,
Duff & Phelps valued the land by utilizing a comparable sales analysis, where land sales or listings in the market were analyzed
and a market-based value indication per square foot or acre was derived and applied to the land parcel to determine the parcel’s
estimated market value. Duff & Phelps adjusted the “as-is” property values as of June 30, 2021, as appropriate, for NorthStar
Healthcare’s allocable ownership interest in the Healthcare Properties to account for the interests of any third-party investment
partners, including any priority distributions. Duff & Phelps’ appraisals were certified by an appraiser licensed in the state in
which the Healthcare Properties were located.
As of June 30, 2021, the estimated value of the Healthcare Properties underlying the $3.91 estimated per share value was $1.57
billion, compared with an aggregate cost, including purchase price, deferred costs, and other assets of $2.09 billion, or the
Property Purchase Price. The following summarizes the key assumptions that were used in the DCF and direct capitalization
analyses to arrive at the value of the Healthcare Properties:
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Weighted
Average

Range
Minimum
Maximum
Net Leased Senior Housing Properties
Discount Rate
Terminal Capitalization Rate

7.75 %
6.25 %

9.75 %
7.75 %

8.62 %
6.98 %

Operating Senior Housing Properties
Direct Capitalization Rate

6.00 %

7.25 %

6.40 %

Valuation of Joint Venture Investments
The healthcare real estate portfolios held through the four healthcare real estate Joint Venture Investments were valued similarly
to the process described above in “Valuation of Healthcare Properties.” For each healthcare real estate Joint Venture Investment,
Duff & Phelps estimated the aggregate value range of the underlying healthcare properties and added or subtracted, as
appropriate, outstanding borrowings, after factoring in any adjustments for above- or below-market in-place financing, as
deemed applicable based on information provided on such borrowings, and other joint venture balance sheet assets and liabilities
to derive an estimated equity value range of the healthcare real estate Joint Venture Investments. Duff & Phelps then applied the
terms of the applicable joint venture agreement, including any distribution priorities, to its equity value estimate to establish
NorthStar Healthcare’s allocable share of these healthcare real estate Joint Venture Investments.
The one healthcare real estate property management platform held through a Joint Venture Investment, or the Solstice Joint
Venture, is a property management venture that as of June 30, 2021 manages solely NorthStar Healthcare’s 32-property
independent living portfolio, or the Winterfell Portfolio. To estimate the value of the Solstice Joint Venture, Duff & Phelps
reviewed the joint venture agreements, historical revenues and earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization, or
EBITDA, for the Solstice Joint Venture, historical and budgeted property operating revenues for the Winterfell Portfolio, the
estimated property revenue utilized in the appraisal for the Winterfell Portfolio, and revenue and EBITDA valuation metrics
associated with real estate management companies. Based on the above, Duff & Phelps determined an appropriate range of
revenue and EBITDA multiples for the Solstice Joint Venture to determine a value range for the Solstice Joint Venture. Duff &
Phelps then applied the terms of the Solstice Joint Venture agreements, including any distribution priorities and considering
transfer rights associated with the joint venture interest, to its Solstice Joint Venture value estimate to establish the value range of
NorthStar Healthcare’s interest in the Solstice Joint Venture.
As of June 30, 2021, the estimated value of the Joint Venture Investments underlying the $3.91 estimated per share value was
$439.7 million, compared with an aggregate equity contribution, net of distributions in connection with asset sales, of $468.6
million, or the Joint Venture Equity Contribution. The following summarizes the key assumptions that were used in the DCF,
direct capitalization, and Revenue and EBITDA valuation multiple analyses to arrive at the value of the Joint Venture
Investments:
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Range
Minimum
Maximum

Weighted
Average

Net Leased Senior Housing & Skilled Nursing Properties
Discount Rate
Terminal Capitalization Rate
Direct Capitalization Rate

8.25 %
6.75 %
6.50 %

15.00 %
12.00 %
10.00 %

11.67 %
10.24 %
8.41 %

Operating Senior Housing & Skilled Nursing Properties
Direct Capitalization Rate

6.25 %

9.25 %

7.66 %

Medical Office Buildings
Direct Capitalization Rate

5.75 %

8.25 %

6.37 %

Net Leased Hospitals
Discount Rate
Terminal Capitalization Rate
Direct Capitalization Rate

8.75 %
7.50 %
7.00 %

8.75 %
7.50 %
7.50 %

8.75 %
7.50 %
7.50 %

0.8x

1.0x

0.9x

Property Management & Ancillary Businesses
Revenue Valuation Multiple

Valuation of Healthcare Debt Investment
Duff & Phelps reviewed the terms of the one Healthcare Debt Investment and given that it matures on January 30, 2022 and was
prepayable without penalty, Duff & Phelps determined that the fair market value under the low, high and $3.91 estimated per
share value that a current market participant would ascribe to the Healthcare Debt Investment was equal to its current unpaid
principal balance, or $27.7 million, or the Principal Amount. Given this, the implied discount rate underlying Duff & Phelps’
estimate of the value of the Healthcare Debt Investment was equal to its effective contractual interest rate, or approximately
10.2% under the low, high and $3.91 estimated per share value.
Valuation of Healthcare Borrowings and Sponsor Line
Duff & Phelps estimated the fair value range of NorthStar Healthcare’s long-term liabilities by discounting the stream of
expected interest and principal payments for each liability by an interest rate range that Duff & Phelps estimated a current market
participant would require for instruments with similar collateral and duration assuming an orderly market environment, taking
into account factors such as remaining loan term, loan-to-value ratio, collateral type, debt service coverage, security position and
other factors deemed relevant. As of June 30, 2021, the gross estimated value of the Healthcare Borrowings underlying the $3.91
estimated per share value was $1.35 billion, compared with an aggregate gross outstanding principal amount of $1.41 billion.
The discount rates used by Duff & Phelps to estimate the value of the Healthcare Borrowings and Sponsor Line ranged from
approximately 1.85% to 6.60% with a weighted average of approximately 3.19%.
Cash, Other Tangible Assets and Other Liabilities
The fair value of NorthStar Healthcare’s cash, other tangible assets and liabilities, was estimated by the Advisor to approximate
carrying value as of June 30, 2021 and Duff & Phelps relied upon and utilized such amounts in its determination of the estimated
value range per share.
Estimated Value Per Share
Based on the above valuations and estimates and subject to the assumptions and limiting conditions contained in its report, Duff
& Phelps estimated the net asset value range per fully diluted common share outstanding of NorthStar Healthcare as of June 30,
2021 from $3.40 to $4.44 per share. Based on its review of the Duff & Phelps report and the analysis of the Advisor, the Audit
Committee recommended and the Board approved an estimated value per share of $3.91 as of June 30, 2021.
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The table below illustrates a breakdown of NorthStar Healthcare’s estimated value per share as of June 30, 2021 ($ in thousands,
except per share values):
Healthcare Properties
Joint Venture Investments
Healthcare Debt Investment
Investments Subtotal:
Cash and other tangible assets
Healthcare Borrowings & Sponsor Line
Other Liabilities
Non Controlling Interests
Estimated net asset value as of June 30, 2021
Estimated enterprise value per share
Shares outstanding (in thousands)

Estimated Value
Estimated Value Per Share
$
1,570,570 $
8.19
439,726
2.29
27,745
0.14
2,038,041
10.62
146,632
0.76
(1,387,571)
(7.24)
(42,884)
(0.22)
(4,230)
(0.02)
$
749,988 $
3.91
None assumed
191,695

In the aggregate, the estimated value of NorthStar Healthcare’s Healthcare Properties, Joint Venture Investments and Healthcare
Debt Investment total approximately $2.04 billion as compared to the aggregate cost of $2.59 billion for the Healthcare
Properties, the Joint Venture Equity Contribution and the Principal Amount. The decline in gross value results in a
corresponding decline of approximately 46% of the net equity value, based on original cost, which totaled $1.18 billion as of
June 30, 2021.
As previously described, the estimated value per share recommended by the Audit Committee and approved by the Board does
not reflect NorthStar Healthcare’s “enterprise value,” which may include a premium or discount for:
• the large size of NorthStar Healthcare’s portfolio, as some buyers may pay more for a portfolio of investments
compared to prices for individual investments;
• the characteristics of NorthStar Healthcare’s working capital, leverage, credit facilities and other financial structures
where some buyers may ascribe different values based on synergies, cost savings or other attributes;
• disposition and other expenses that would be necessary to realize the value;
• the services being provided by personnel of the Advisor under the advisory agreement and NorthStar Healthcare’s
potential ability to secure the services of a management team on a long-term basis; or
• the potential difference in per share value if NorthStar Healthcare were to list its shares of common stock on a national
securities exchange.
On November 11, 2021, Duff & Phelps delivered its valuation report to the Audit Committee. The Audit Committee was given
an opportunity to confer with the Advisor and Duff & Phelps regarding the methodologies and assumptions used therein, and
determined to recommend to the Board the estimated value per share of NorthStar Healthcare’s common stock.
The Board is ultimately and solely responsible for the establishment of the estimated value per share of NorthStar Healthcare’s
common stock. In arriving at its determination of the estimated value per share, the Board considered all information provided in
light of its own familiarity with NorthStar Healthcare’s assets and unanimously approved the estimated value recommended by
the Audit Committee.
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Sensitivity Analysis
Changes to the key assumptions used to arrive at the estimated value per share, including the capitalization rates and discount
rates used to value the Healthcare Properties, Joint Venture Investments and Healthcare Borrowings, would have a significant
impact on the underlying value of NorthStar Healthcare’s assets. The following table presents the impact on the estimated value
per share of NorthStar Healthcare’s common stock resulting from a 5.0% increase and decrease to (1) the capitalization and
discount rates used to value the Healthcare Properties, (2) the capitalization and discount rates used to value the Joint Venture
Investments (and the discount rates used in the determination of the debt fair market values within the Joint Venture
Investments) and (3) the discount rates used to value the Healthcare Borrowings and Sponsor Line:

Estimated Net Asset Value Per Share

Low
$3.4

Range of Value
Estimated Value
$3.91

High
$4.44

Healthcare Properties:
Weighted Average Capitalization Rate
Weighted Average Discount Rate

6.72%
9.05%

6.40%
8.62%

6.08%
8.19%

Joint Venture Investments:
Weighted Average Capitalization Rate(1)
Weighted Average Discount Rate

8.40%
12.17%

7.75%
11.61%

7.60%
11.04%

2.99%

3.19%

3.30%

Healthcare Borrowings & Sponsor Line:
Weighted Average Discount Rate

___________________
(1) Includes the effective revenue and EBITDA capitalization rate applied to the Solstice Joint Venture.

The following table presents the impact on the estimated value per share of NorthStar Healthcare’s common stock resulting from
a 5.0% increase and decrease to (1) the capitalization and discount rates used to value the Healthcare Properties, (2) the
capitalization and discount rates used to value the Joint Venture Investments (and the discount rates used in the determination of
the debt fair market values within the Joint Venture Investments) and (3) the discount rates used to value the Healthcare
Borrowings and Sponsor Line, with the impact of each asset or liability class within NorthStar Healthcare’s portfolio shown in
isolation:

Low
$3.53
$3.59
$3.9

Healthcare Properties (Capitalization & Discount Rates)
Joint Venture Investments (Capitalization & Discount Rates)(1)
Healthcare Borrowings & Sponsor Line (Discount Rates)

Range of Value
Estimated Value
$3.91
$3.91
$3.91

High
$4.33
$4.18
$3.92

_______________
(1)

Includes the impact of 5% increase and decrease to the interest rates used in the determination of the debt fair market values within the Joint Venture
Investments.

The above sensitivity analysis differs from the methodology employed by Duff & Phelps to generate the range of estimated per
share values in its report. The sensitivity analysis above assumes a 5.0% increase and decrease to the underlying valuation
assumptions, which generally differs from the adjustments to the valuation assumptions employed by Duff & Phelps in its
valuation report.
Limitations and Risks
As with any valuation methodology, the methodologies used to determine the estimated value per share are based upon a number
of estimates and assumptions that may prove later to be inaccurate or incomplete. Further, different market participants using
different assumptions and estimates could derive different estimated values.
Although the Board relied on estimated value ranges of NorthStar Healthcare’s assets and liabilities in establishing the estimated
value per share, the estimated value per share may bear no relationship to NorthStar Healthcare’s book or asset value. In
addition, the estimated value per share may not represent the price at which the shares of NorthStar Healthcare’s common stock
would trade on a national securities exchange, the amount realized in a sale, merger or liquidation of NorthStar Healthcare or the
amount a stockholder would realize in a private sale of shares.
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The estimated value of NorthStar Healthcare’s assets and liabilities is as of a specific date and such value is expected to fluctuate
over time in response to future events, including but not limited to, the extent and duration of the COVID-19 pandemic, changes
to commercial real estate values, particularly healthcare-related commercial real estate, developments related to individual assets,
changes in market interest rates for commercial real estate debt, changes in capitalization rates, rental and growth rates, changes
in laws or regulations impacting the healthcare industry, demographic changes, returns on competing investments, changes in
administrative expenses and other costs, the amount of distributions on NorthStar Healthcare’s common stock, repurchases of
NorthStar Healthcare’s common stock, changes in the number of shares of NorthStar Healthcare’s common stock outstanding,
the proceeds obtained for any common stock transactions, local and national economic factors and the factors specified in Part I,
Item 1A. of NorthStar Healthcare’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2020 and Part II, Item
IA. of NorthStar Healthcare's Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended September 30, 2021 under the heading "Risk
Factors". There is no assurance that the methodologies used to establish the estimated value per share would be acceptable to the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. or in compliance with guidelines pursuant to the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 with respect to their reporting requirements.
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EXHIBIT INDEX

Exhibit
Number
3.1

Description of Exhibit
Articles of Amendment and Restatement of NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc. (filed as Exhibit 3.1 to PreEffective Amendment No. 7 to the Company’s Registration Statement on Form S-11 (File No. 333-170802)
and incorporated herein by reference)

3.2

Certificate of Correction of the Articles of Amendment and Restatement of NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc.
(filed as Exhibit 3.2 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended September 30,
2012 and incorporated herein by reference)

3.3

Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws of NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc. (filed as Exhibit 3.3 to the
Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended June 30, 2013 and incorporated herein by
reference)

4.1

Amended and Restated Distribution Reinvestment Plan (filed as Exhibit 4.1 to the Company’s Current Report
on Form 8-K filed on April 8, 2016 and incorporated herein by reference)
Certification by the Chief Executive Officer pursuant to 17 CFR 240.13a-14(a)/15(d)-14(a), as adopted
pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
Certification by the Chief Financial Officer pursuant to 17 CFR 240.13a-14(a)/15(d)-14(a), as adopted
pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
Certification by the Chief Executive Officer pursuant to Rule 13a-14(b) under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 and 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
Certification by the Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Rule 13a-14(b) under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 and 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
XBRL Instance Document - the instance document does not appear in the Interactive Data File because its
XBRL tags are embedded within the Inline XBRL document
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document
Cover Page Interactive Data File (formatted as Inline XBRL and contained in Exhibit 101)

31.1*
31.2*
32.1*
32.2*
101.INS*
101.SCH*
101.CAL*
101.DEF*
101.LAB*
101.PRE*
104

______________________________________________________

*

Filed herewith
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on
its behalf by the undersigned thereunto duly authorized.

NorthStar Healthcare Income, Inc.
Date: November 12, 2021

By: /s/ RONALD J. JEANNEAULT
Name: Ronald J. Jeanneault
Chief Executive Officer, President and
Title:
Vice Chairman
By: /s/ NEALE W. REDINGTON
Name:
Title:
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Neale W. Redington
Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer

